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Preface 

An Observed Observer  Among Many 

 

Micheliny Verunschk, a poet and historian from Arcoverde, a small city on the edge 

of the semi-arid sertão backlands of Pernambuco, Brazil, conducted a research project on the 

past and present of the music and dance genre samba de coco in her hometown. She saw her 

work as part of a concerted effort to reimagine local identity, countering the predominant 

image of Arcoverde as a city losing its social memory and existing only for commerce. She 

and her close friend Lirinha met frequently with Lula Calixto, a man eager to share his 

knowledge of samba de coco. Lirinha would sing with Lula, learning old repertoire, and 

Micheliny would ask Lula detailed questions about the music's history.  

These moments of intimate friendship, ethnographic research and musical 

apprenticeship provide the kernel of this dissertation. Micheliny and Lirinha's conversations 

and singing with Lula Calixto took place in the mid-1990s. By the turn of year 2000, 

Lirinha was performing samba de coco-influenced music on larger and larger stages 

throughout Brazil, and Lula's family was poised to enter a recording studio and produce a 

musical product of their own. But their musical sounds and increasingly choreographed stage 

shows were not the only things that were being transformed into products. By entering the 

circuits of state-sponsored promotion of culture to increase tourism, these groups 

commodified a dramatization of intimate friendship, ethnographic research and musical 

apprenticeship. Fans flocked to Arcoverde to seek out the sources of Lirinha's inspiration, 

and the Calixtos responded by providing hospitality to short-term visitors, and playing music 

with them in an informal setting. 
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I arrived in Arcoverde in 2003, facing this theme of commodification. A cultural 

practice, a region, and a ethnomusicology-like touristic field experience were all being 

packaged, marketed and sold. It was a decade after Lirinha and Micheliny's encounters with 

Lula had begun to take place. By then, both Lirinha's group and the Calixto family's group 

had recorded two CDs each, and when I left one year later, both had performed on tours all 

throughout Brazil and in Europe. The flow of visitors to Arcoverde from the state capital of 

Recife and elsewhere was gathering momentum, and the Calixtos' group had become the 

public face of Arcoverde's projected image in the region. Micheliny had gained national 

recognition independently for her poetry, including, interestingly, a book-length poem she 

published entitled The Observer and the Nothingness (Verunschk 2003a) about observing 

and being observed. 

I begin here with this skeletal outline of key moments to be fleshed out in the text 

that follows in order to contextualize the approach to writing that I have adopted throughout 

the dissertation. My encounter with samba de coco is not a first encounter in any sense; it 

was preceded by the experiences of a local researcher who went on to write critically about 

the gaze of the observer. Not long after writing the poem, she observed me gingerly finding 

my way in Arcoverde and, to a certain extent, retreading her steps. By the time I arrived, the 

transformative encounter that she and her friend had with samba de coco musicians had 

become one that was repeated in miniature on a weekly basis as visitors arrived to the 

neighborhood where the Calixto family lived and performed. Or, rather, something 

outwardly resembling this experience. 

These circumstances called in question several aspects of conventional 

ethnomusicological writing. First of all, how should I decide where the boundaries of my 

representation lie? I was focusing on the spiraling consequences of the encounter between 

Lirinha and Lula as they were attracted to the gravitational pull of the entertainment 
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industry and state sponsorship. Micheliny was also a participant and fellow researcher in 

these encounters. Should she enter into the frame as well? What about Carlos Sandroni, an 

ethnomusicologist who recorded in Arcoverde as part of the retracing of a pre-World War II 

folkloric expedition to the Northeast? And Cristina Barbosa, a student of Sandroni's who 

also had been working in Arcoverde? With these questions, the scope of my study moved 

away from research centered squarely on the performance details of a musical tradition, and 

towards a rendering of the chains of mediations, intricate layers of decisions, gatekeeping 

processes and unanticipated outcomes involved in the intertwined trajectories of two musical 

careers. Two musical careers further complicated by the fact that the musicians involved 

carried the weight of romantic notions of their poverty-stricken region as a reservoir of 

folklore within commonly-held narratives of the Brazilian nation. 

Being one of many observed observers points to the impossibility of maintaining a 

detached, scientific gaze—a bird's-eye view of the scenes described. This acknowledgment of 

the ethnographer's partial, fragmentary perspective leads me to question certain rhetorical 

conventions.1 I've adopted an approach to writing that doesn't uphold the traditional 

separation between the discursive registers of scientific interpretation and those of travel 

accounts, acknowledging Clifford's conclusion that "there is no way definitely, surgically, to 

separate the factual from the allegorical in cultural accounts" (Clifford 1986, 119). My aim 

in doing this is to imbue the performances, festivals and everyday life occurrences in 

Arcoverde described in these chapters with a sense of proximity and vivid detail. I seek to 

expose the ramifications of the uses of nostalgia to nationalist and commercial ends by 

writing in a way that dips into a nostalgic mode. As I assemble this report, I am not immune 

to the seductiveness of a nostalgic gaze towards a past that never was. 

                                                   
1 See Chapter One "Performance Theorized" in Erlmann (1996) for a discussion of these arguments regarding 
unorthodox ethnographies of musical performance. 
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'GRACEFUL DANCE' OR FRAUDULENT 'MASQUERADE'? 

 

As I wrote, I found myself engaging (both explicitly and implicitly) with the work of 

José Jorge de Carvalho and Hermano Vianna. Both orbit around the same sets of issues in 

their academic and public sector work: the relationship between Afro-Brazilian musical forms 

and modernist narratives of the Brazilian nation; the register of intangible cultural 

patrimony; the role of the ethnographic researcher/public intellectual in Afro-Brazilian 

communities. How they approach these themes, however, contrasts markedly, staking out a 

spectrum of positions within which I situate my work.  

José Jorge de Carvalho defines middle-class white participation in the performance of 

Afro-Brazilian cultural forms as a mascarada—a masquerade—which he views as the opposite 

of subaltern mocking of elite pretensions. He explains why he considers this practice 

troubling: 

…[This masquerade] can be reactionary for the white middle class in this example in 
the way in which it points to a Freyrean nostalgia of a naïve and innocent 
appropriation of the traditional culture of the blacks, forgetting that the severe social 
and racial antagonism in contemporary Brazil requires another attitude from whites 
(above all those who are college-educated) supposedly committed to the 
universalization of citizenship. (2004, 18 translation mine) 

Carvalho's term "Freyrean nostalgia," refers to pivotal early twentieth century thinker 

Gilberto Freyre, who formulated and popularized the notion that racial and cultural mixture 

was the nation's greatest strength, countering earlier 19th century racist theories that 

scapegoated mixture as degeneracy and even blamed miscegenação for the country's lagging 

economic development. The rise of Freyre's inversion of elite attitudes towards racial and 

cultural mixture is often portrayed as a Copernican turn in the 1920s. With this sea change 

came the emergence of samba as a national symbol that allegorically celebrated this national 
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mestiço myth-history through music that indexed African, European and Indigenous cultural 

elements.  

This idea of racial democracy has long been criticized as contradictory, due to its link 

to the ideal of branqueamento or whitening. Skidmore defines whitening as the belief that 

“miscegenation would gradually and inexorably ‘whiten’ and therefore ‘upgrade’ the 

Brazilian population” (Graham 1990, 9). Freyre has been justifiably decried as nostalgic in 

his ethnography of plantation life under slavery, glossing over its brutality with the goal of 

forging national unity among the races and classes forty years after abolition. Undoubtedly, 

however, three-quarters of a century later, his ideas remain deeply influential in debates 

regarding the question of Brazilian-ness, especially in Freyre's home state of Pernambuco, the 

setting of this ethnography. 

I locate this dissertation in these themes regarding popular music, nationalism, and 

the aging, contested but durable Freyrean paradigm. I am interested in what happens to a 

powerful national ideology as time passes and it is superseded in many quarters by competing 

concepts of race and multiculturalism. Specifically, how do these shifts affect regions of the 

country marked in this older paradigm as suppliers of authenticity? How is music implicated 

in this demarcation of regions as nostalgic reservoirs of typicality, and how do these processes 

affect musicians from these regions? 

As the above quote indicates, Carvalho's article Metamorphoses of the Afro-Brazilian 

Performance Traditions: From Cultural Patrimony to the Entertainment Industry (2004) 

casts a critical eye on dramatizations of racial and cultural unity through the performance of 

Afro-Brazilian traditions held up as representative of the essence of the nation as a whole. He 

contrasts these celebratory performances with the extreme social inequality that persists in 

the country, especially in the Northeastern state of Pernambuco. To Carvalho, the process of 

vaulting the musical practices of a marginalized group to the status of being national or 
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regional emblems has proven to be one in which "cultural loans" (2004, 7) were taken out 

that "with the passage of time, became robbery" (ibid.), and that these performative events 

must be examined in conjunction with the broader social antagonisms exacerbated by 

persistent structural social disparities.  

Vianna, in The Mystery of Samba: Popular Music and National Identity in Brazil 

agrees that "Nor can we forget the powerful repression of black popular culture…" (1999, 

112), stating an aim of his work as simply to "add nuance and complexity" to accounts of 

these processes (ibid.). While Carvalho decries the adoption of Afro-Brazilian cultural forms 

by the white elites as an empty masquerade, Vianna treats the practice as a social fact and 

portrays it in a measured tone. Ultimately, however, in the book's concluding statements, he 

casts it in a relatively sympathetic light: 

An outright repudiation of popular culture did not disappear from certain sectors of 
elite artistic taste. Racism continued (and continues) to exist. And an enormous and 
well-patrolled distance continued (and continues) to separate the elite from the poor 
majority. Nevertheless, substantial elements of the elite and middle class began 
sincerely to value Brazilian popular culture and abandon the ideology of white 
supremacy. (ibid., 114) 

The chasm between the two scholars' perspectives is ultimately traceable back to 

where they stand regarding Freyrean mestiço nationalism, described by Vianna as the 

Brazilian path of "indefinite homogeneity." (ibid., 108) To clarify what he means by this, 

Vianna quotes Caetano Veloso lyrics contrasting Brazil with the United States that he sees as 

a variation on Freyrean ideas: 

[in the United States] white is white, black is black, and mulata, there's no such 
thing. Gay is gay, macho is macho, woman is woman, and money is money. That's 
how rights are bargained for, granted, won, and lost up there. Down here, 
indefinition is the rule, and we dance with a grace that I myself can't explain. (ibid.) 

Vianna then goes on to contrast different "styles of imagining our community: on the one 

hand, the path of heterogeneity, where differences are clearly defined and encouraged; on the 

other, the path of homogeneity, where the rule of indefinition blurs or contaminates 
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heterogeneity without erasing it." (ibid., 108-9) He acknowledges various repercussions of 

this rule of indefinition, including the downplaying of strongly asserted difference within the 

nation, and the concurrent fear of lost distinctiveness in a sea of mestiço homogeneity. 

Ultimately, however, a touch of wistfulness enters Vianna's prose when he asks "But not so 

fast: To combat racism do we have to become North Americans like the ones in Caetano 

Veloso's poem? Must we put aside the ideals of mestiçagem and indefinition, forget about 

Jorge de Lima's 'rainbow of all the races'? Does this mean that from now on it is settled, 

'white is white, and black is black'? Is that the only way not to be racist?" (ibid., 117) At this 

point in the text, he invokes the spectre of identity loss in the face of globalization, 

wondering "Or is that just the easiest way to adjust ourselves, once again, to (fragmented) 

international capitalist modernity? Again, 'who are we in that process?' Is there a chance, 

anymore, for a first-person-plural 'we' in the story that Brazilians once so liked to tell 

themselves about themselves?"  

 In contrast to Vianna, who presents the path of heterogeneity and the path of 

homogeneity as equally valid (or, arguably, even wishes for a renewal of Freyre's rule of 

indefinite homogeneity), Carvalho has little patience for the graceful dance Veloso purports 

to describe: 

For the first time, probably, we are admitting as a legitimate topic of intellectual 
discussion, that intangible Brazilian cultural patrimony is not colorless, as it appears 
implicitly in the discourse of our academic elite, from Gilberto Freyre to today, but is 
racialized. 

Performers are black, researchers are white. Blacks from poor communities entertain 
the white middle class. Until now the discussion of cultural traditions hasn't 
admitted the indissolvable imbrication between the class divide and the racial divide. 
Starting now, this escape into the morena, mestiça or integrated dimension of 
Brazilian society is no longer sustainable. (Carvalho 2004, 14) 

What Veloso, and by extension Vianna, calls a graceful dance of indefinition, Carvalho calls 

a masquerade in its most negative sense—a farce, a fraud. In his view, this deceit is justified 

in large part through the invocation of cultural cannibalism as a defining national 
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characteristic, and specifically, the recitation of Oswald de Andrade's slogan "I am only 

interested in that which is not mine" from his influential anthropophagic manifesto: 

The anthropophagic motto functions, in practice, as a kind of secret code of aesthetic 
impunity and of the maintenance of the privileges of the Brazilian dominant 
classes…I insist in questioning this phrase of Oswald de Andrade, so frequently 
invoked (and that is emblematic of a pretentious attitude) for representing one of the 
few metaphors of encounter between researcher and popular artist in Brazil that has 
endured, constant and always invoked, throughout 80 years, to legitimate the 
continued interventions of cultural appropriation and expropriation. I am only 
interested in that which is not mine: I can take everything, because I have the power 
to do it, and not just because I like it. (ibid., 7) 

Vianna's prose performs its own graceful dance, as he strains to grant the benefit of 

the doubt to all who contributed to the nationalization of samba; Carvalho's severe critique 

counters Vianna's excess of generosity, opening up important questions, but his analysis 

(which is literally presented in black and white) stands apart from predominant Freyre-

influenced Pernambucan ways of self-imagining. This tension provides the backdrop to the 

story of samba de coco in Arcoverde, Pernambuco. My aim in the pages that follow is to 

present, in messy ethnographic detail, a case study that speaks to the question of whether the 

allegorical celebration of cultural and racial mixture through musical performance today is a 

graceful dance, a disingenuous masquerade, or somehow both at once. 
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This dissertation examines how popular music contributes to the production of the  

Northeast region as a nostalgic space within the Brazilian nation. It chronicles how musical 

performances of cultural roots are framed as cultural survivals—remnants of earlier days that 

have endured intact into the present. To detail the consequences of this framing, it outlines 

the trajectories of two musical groups in Brazil—Samba de Coco Raizes de Arcoverde and 

Cordel do Fogo Encantado—constantly shifting between the local register of their everyday 

life in the small interior city of Arcoverde, Pernambuco, and the broader register of the 

region's place as a reservoir of folklore within the national imaginary. As the two groups gain 

recognition outside of the semi-arid backlands of the Northeast, they access festival stages 

and recording studios, entering the circuits of government sponsorship of culture and the 

entertainment industry. Written with tinges of nostalgia and tragicomic irony, this work 

traces how marginal-turned-traditional musicians on the cusp of commodification navigate 

this newfound world of music as a commodity, rendering the idiosyncratic play of social 
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inclusion and exclusion they face in their efforts to launch careers beyond Arcoverde. Despite 

their success, both groups continue to struggle with their status as emblems that serve to hold 

back the perceived loss of the past in an ever-changing modernity. As they embark on 

national and international tours, their performance of Arcoverde is received by audiences as a 

representative performance of origin fueled by nostalgic desire for an unmediated return to 

an imagined home. By invoking their hometown in a drama of origins, these bands spurred a 

tourism boom, inspiring fans to visit the source of their distinctive sounds. I argue that by 

performing everyone's 'home,' the musicians acquire a ghostly status as a fetish of culture 

loss, hovering between the center and the margins, never settling on one or the other. 

Locating nostalgia itself in the oral/aural vs. written divide, this written document is 

implicated in the production of the circumstances within which these musicians find 

themselves. By narrating their stories in a style both nostalgic and critical of nostalgia, I aim 

to complicate conventional objectivist-romanticist-realist folklore studies. 
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Prologue 

Alto do Cruzeiro (or the Auto of  the Cruzeiro) 

 
 

Alto do Cruzeiro  
(or the Auto of the Cruzeiro) 
 
Alto do Cruzeiro 
My eyes soar from there 
 
Alto do Cruzeiro 
Earth spins 
Going up 
Going down 
The hill 
 

Alto do Cruzeiro  
(ou o Auto do Cruzeiro)  
 
Alto do Cruzeiro  
O meu olho avoa de lá  
 
Alto do Cruzeiro  
Terra gira  
Na subida  
Na descida  
Na ladeira 
 

With the elegant brevity of a haiku, Cordel do Fogo Encantado's song condenses the 

themes of this dissertation. The Alto do Cruzeiro is the place that provides the axis around 

which this text spins, just as it is the place where their singer Lirinha's2 gaze originates. A 

neighborhood located at the top of a steep hill, it is a scenic point overlooking the small city 

of Arcoverde, Pernambuco, Brazil. A large white cement cross stands visible to most of the 

city below. Living at the base of the hill, Lirinha found that walking up to the Alto do 

Cruzeiro became a kind of pilgrimage for him. He apprenticed with samba de coco 

musicians that lived and played near the cross. His perspective developed in the Cruzeiro 

neighborhood, and continues to be grounded there.  

The two options in the title Alto do Cruzeiro (or the Auto do Cruzeiro) alert us that 

this song, and, by extension, the place being sung about, are open to multiple 

interpretations. 3 The careful displacement of one letter, from 'l' in Alto to 'u' in Auto, makes 

no discernable difference when uttered in Portuguese, but written, it opens up many new 
                                                   
2 Lira Paes 
3 Almost all of Cordel do Fogo Encantado's songs offer an alternate title, a convention they adopted from 
pamphlets of popular poetry sold at rural markets. 
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meanings. As the title of a song, played within a theatrical musical performance, Auto's 

probable meaning here is "a type of dramatic performance that includes songs and dances, 

linked to the Christmas holiday cycle."4 As the Alto do Cruzeiro is the name of a place, this 

suggests that the Auto do Cruzeiro is, then, a dramatic musical performance based on this 

place. Yet, beyond simply producing a musical drama from their vantage point as 

Arcoverdenses, Lirinha's compositions index their hometown, in part, to foreground their 

uniqueness, differentiating themselves from the musical competition and rendering them 

difficult to emulate. This process resonates with another definition of auto: "an authenticated 

narrative, stamped by a notary public, which serves as proof, register or evidence of an 

occurrence".5 

A register or evidence of an occurrence, approved by an authority figure? I cannot 

help but think that this auto bears a resemblance to ethnography and dissertation writing as 

well. Following Lirinha's lead, I too step back from a space in which I was immersed, to 

render a narrative about this place. What follows here could also be considered another Auto 

do Cruzeiro—another account of Arcoverde. My eyes soared to, not from, Arcoverde; I lived 

there for a year. My Auto do Cruzeiro is one of many, as the Alto do Cruzeiro becomes a 

tourist destination, attracting visitors from all over Brazil and the rest of the world. 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
4 Houaiss (2001, 348), auto entry 1, definition 3. 
5 (ibid.), auto entry 1, definition 2. 
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Chapter One 

  Retracing a Route to a  Place  without Memory 

 

Dona Senhorinha was visibly pleased as she listened intently to the old recording of 

her voice. She was eighty-five years old; it had been sixty-five years since she had recorded the 

song. The Mission of Folkloric Research had visited her hometown in 1938 as part of a trek 

through Northeastern Brazil, recording the region's folk music.6 The song she volunteered to 

sing that day in Tacaratu, Pernambuco had been archived in São Paulo ever since the 

expedition returned to the South. Headphones perched on her head, listening to the song 

made her nostalgic. She recognized her voice in the chorus and began to sing along, 

delighted, reminiscing about the other singers. After the old song finished playing, she sang 

other songs from her childhood. She was frail, but not so frail that she could not 

demonstrate the coco dance step that she was inspired to attempt once more. 

Ethnomusicologist Carlos Sandroni had sought out Dona Senhorinha as part of his 

project retracing the route of the Mission of Folkloric Research. He was recording in the 

same towns and rural areas where the project, masterminded by celebrated poet, novelist and 

musicologist Mário de Andradei, had visited decades before. Sandroni screened a brief 

documentary video of Dona Senhorinha's reactions in a small auditorium in Recife, 

Pernambuco at a series of meetings that helped me pinpoint where I would conduct my 

research, and confirmed that the questions that I had come to examine would contribute to 

an on-going conversation among Brazilian scholars.  

                                                   
6 See Carlini (1993) for a detailed account of Mário de Andrade's 1938 Missão de Pesquisas Folclóricas 
(Mission of Folkloric Research), as well as Andrade (1976) O Turista Aprendiz (The Tourist Apprentice) 
regarding Andrade's earlier ethnographic expeditions in 1928-1929. Although Andrade did not travel with this 
expedition, unlike his earlier journeys, it was his vision that brought the project to fruition. 
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I am interested specifically in how musicians who perform cultural roots,—often 

referred to as folkloric or traditional musicians—are framed as representative cultural 

survivals, remnants of the past that have endured into the present.7 What does this nostalgic 

framing do? Who has a stake in the continuity of this mode of representation? How does this 

status as a cultural survival fit with (or rub against) how the musicians themselves envision 

their own musical practices? My broader aim, within which these questions fall, is to scrape 

off the folkloric patina of Northeast Brazil, looking closely at a complex tangle of overlapping 

interests that strategically use the past, including cultural nationalism and the tourism and 

entertainment industries. This web of agendas has led to a unique historical moment in 

Pernambuco—this dissertation focuses on 1995-2005—when marginal-turned-traditional 

musicians gained increased access to festival stages and recording studios. In tracing how 

musicians on the cusp of commodification navigate this newfound world of music as a 

commodity, I hope to give the reader a sense of the seemingly idiosyncratic play of social 

inclusion and exclusion they face. This chapter, based on observations and conversations, sets 

the scene and provides the back story for these shifts. I first turn to the meetings that led me 

to research samba de coco musicians in Arcoverde, Pernambuco, before going on to describe 

my first visit to the small city. 

A weekend of meetings were called for the members and friends of the Associação 

Respeita Januário8, a non-profit organization Sandroni founded dedicated to the support of 

traditional musicians from rural areas of Northeast Brazil. Researchers came together to 

update the members of the organization on the activities they had been pursuing. Their first 

priority was this long-term project, funded by Petrobras (the national Brazilian oil company) 

to produce CDs documenting their efforts to retread the Mission's original 1938 route. The 

                                                   
7 This theme is explored at length in (Ivy, 1995) 
8 The name of the organization comes from a well-known song by northeastern musical icon Luiz Gonzaga in 
which the singer is told to respect his father, as he represented Gonzaga's cultural roots. 
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presentations outlined the specifics of the group members' ethnomusicological research, but 

the tone of the event was anything but dry. The emotional tenor of the event was due, in 

part, to the presence of Dona Senhorinha and a few of her friends and relatives from 

Tacaratu. As the video of her reactions to hearing her voice on the old recording was shown, 

her friends in the auditorium had strong emotional responses to hearing the coco melodies 

that they remembered from their younger years. Overcome by the video, they were audibly 

moved as they recognized specific songs, and began to sing along with the video. 

Throughout the presentations regarding her hometown, Dona Senhorinha interjected added 

details and murmured her agreement. The speakers were gracious, ceding the floor to their 

elder whenever she spoke.9 

The original Mission of Folkloric Research spent five months in the Northeast and 

near the Amazon river delta. During this period, they spent over a month in Pernambuco 

recording Afro-Brazilian religious music (xangô); piano movers' songs; a troubadour 

tradition played on ten-string guitar called cantoria de viola; coco; aboio cowboy songs; a 

dramatic dance called bumba-meu-boi; and indigenous rituals. Sandroni mentioned that the 

mission also received examples of musical instruments, which are housed together with the 

recordings in São Paulo. As an interesting fact, and assurance that his project diverged in 

many important ways from the original mission, Sandroni pointed out that the police and 

government folklorists were unlikely collaborators, resulting in what he referred to as "spoils 

of war." Police persecution, it turns out, resulted in the seizure and collection of a variety of 

instruments in the hands of law enforcement. The police then handed these items over to the 

Mission. State coercion and control over folkloric objects were intertwined.  

                                                   
9 Meetings like this, bringing together researchers and the musical community being studied, are the subject of 
Shelemay's "The Ethnomusicologist, Ethnographic Method, and the Transmission of Tradition," Chapter Ten 
in (Barz, 1997) 
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One of Sandroni's reasons in returning to this historical field site was to examine 

issues of musical continuity and change. He used two examples to delineate a spectrum of 

attitudes towards musical change: toré rituals of the indigenous group the Pankararu; and 

samba de coco repertoire in Arcoverde where the 1938 Mission had briefly stopped and 

recorded. Sandroni explained that it appeared that the toré rituals had changed little in terms 

of repertoire, performance practice and surrounding beliefs. In contrast to the Pancaraú case, 

he went on to add, many samba de coco musicians in Arcoverde saw their old repertoire as 

antiquated and had relatively little interest in it. Having spoken earlier with Sandroni 

regarding Arcoverde, I was interested in the story that was unfolding regarding samba de 

coco in that city. I had recently arrived in Brazil, and was still deciding whether to stay in 

Recife, or conduct research elsewhere in the state.  

Cristina Barbosa, an ethnomusicologist, and Micheliny Verunschk, a poet and 

researcher, further cemented my interest in going to Arcoverde when they took the floor and 

spoke about their research there. They described Arcoverde as a city of commerce on the 

crossroads between the arid sertão interior of the state and the more fertile agreste zone closer 

to the coast. Micheliny spoke passionately of her hometown with a forceful voice, her 

historical work imbued with poetic descriptions. When she grew up in Arcoverde in the 

1980s, she intoned, the town was considered "a place without history, without memory, and 

without culture." Verunschk described her own research of Arcoverde's history of popular 

culture as an "active reconquest of identity"—she was far from a disinterested researcher. She 

expressed a desire to find the Arcoverde where she would want to raise her children, in 

contrast to the town's reputation of rootlessness. Together with her friend Lirinha, she found 

what she was looking for in a friendship with a man named Lula Calixto. She spoke 

eloquently about Lula Calixto, a coco singer and street vendor widely known as a town 

eccentric, attributing to him romantic quotes such as "he who sings doesn't need to eat." She 
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considered Lula a link to an older generation of coco musicians who had taught him the 

repertoire, and the skills to write his own songs. Barbosa and Verunschk outlined Lula's 

efforts to promote coco, including banging on the doors of local schools, looking for a 

sympathetic teacher who would allow him to come in and teach students to sing and dance 

coco. It was his calling. Verunschk waited until the end of her speech to reveal that Lula had 

died in 1999, shortly after she finished her research on samba de coco's history in Arcoverde. 

She quoted Lula as saying "with the success of my group came the recognition that I was a 

citizen." It was ironic, Verunschk explained, that ever since the media attention surrounding 

his death, samba de coco has been considered the "business card" or "postcard image" of 

Arcoverde, an important component of Arcoverde's self-promotion to increase tourism. 

The next day, three members of Lula Calixto's family, Assis, Iuma and Irã, stood on 

the auditorium stage and answered questions about their group Samba de Coco Raízes de 

Arcoverde (Samba de Coco Roots of Arcoverde) which I'll abbreviate to Coco Raízes from 

this point forth. Assis, a stout, sturdy carpenter around sixty years old with a striking mixture 

of indigenous and African phenotypes, fielded questions in a soft-spoken, clipped sertão 

accent regarding how he became the group's principal songwriter. He had never written a 

song before his brother Lula passed away. But after Lula was gone, Assis felt compelled to 

carry on his brother's dream of sustaining a samba de coco group, and began to write lyrics 

and invent melodies. Upon request, Assis' slender, beautiful niece Iuma demonstrated the 

two steps of samba de coco—the quick trupé and slower parcela—as Assis clapped and 

tentatively sang one of his compositions in this formal setting. As Assis sang the lead vocal, 

Irã and Iuma responded with insistent refrains in ringing harmony. 

Throughout the weekend, the term resgate, meaning 'cultural rescue' or 'revival' 

surfaced several times as a point of contention. Debates regarding cultural preservation 

hinged on this term. Some speakers criticized the characterization of their work as resgate, 
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due to the way the term implied a kind of salvage ethnography operating under the 

assumption that melodies must be documented because they are on the cusp of vanishing. 

Other members insisted that yes, indeed, there was an urgency to their efforts to register 

traditional music before it was eclipsed by television and mall culture. The process of 

registering music for copyright reasons was also cause for disagreement. I introduced myself 

to the group and inquired about song registration and authorial copyright, which had been 

emerging as important issues among traditional musicians as they were participating in 

recordings. A graduate student immediately reacted against encouraging musicians to register 

their songs to protect their copyright, seeing it as the first step down a degenerative path of 

thinking of themselves as individual artists, as opposed to being first and foremost 

community members. The student's supervising professor looked unsatisfied with this line of 

thinking, pausing before responding simply "it's complicated." Chapter Three, a reading 

principally of artifacts and photographs, will outline these tensions surrounding authorship. 

It details a specific case in which authorship conflicts inspired feuds between families of 

musicians and resulted in museums defending their sides of the story. 

These exchanges confirmed for me a spectrum of perspectives within this community 

of folklorists and ethnomusicologists in Northeast Brazil. The recurrent theme of resgate 

suggested an underlying uneasiness at the meetings regarding exactly how to proceed with 

studies of folklore without falling into what ethnographic film scholar Fatimah Tobing Rony 

calls the "taxidermic" mode of ethnographic representation, which make "the dead look 

alive, and the living look dead" (Rony 1996, 126). Aspects of critiques like Tobing Rony's 

are present in the discourse of Brazilian scholars and pop musicians when they derisively refer 

to the risk of placing a culture in formol (formaldehyde), not acknowledging its constant 

transformation as time passes. Recife musician Silvério Pessoa also linked cultural tourism to 

this fear when he typed in an internet chat "...it's dangerous to talk about folklore because it 
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smacks of a travel agency."10 Pessoa's view implies that the government's cultural 

preservation and tourism promotion efforts are intertwined, and at least partly responsible 

for the persistence of a static concept of tradition. 

I shared this uneasiness regarding the rhetoric of cultural rescue, and found myself 

wanting to join this conversation in Recife and beyond, regarding cultural preservation, 

tourism, copyright and the professionalization of musicians labeled as 'traditional.' I was also 

struck by the emotional pitch of the room when Dona Senhorinha relived a videotape of 

herself listening to a decades-old recording for the first time. As she and her relatives and 

friends present were remembering specific moments from the past through the songs they 

sang when they were young, the rest of the room was swept up into a different kind of 

emotionally-charged narrative regarding the current state of regional and national cultures. It 

was a poignant moment, that, I felt, simultaneously reassured the audience that traces of 

cultural memory remained, and reminded us that although these remnants of memory 

endured, many others were lost forever. The specificity of Dona Senhorinha's recollections 

became representative of the goal of holding back this broader perceived loss of the past in 

the face of the rapid and brutal social transformations typical of modernity.  

Nostalgia was emerging as central to my research topic, both as an individual's 

curation of memory, and as an aspect of cultural nationalism that played a role in nation-

building. Longings for the premodern appeared to fuel the complex mediations between the 

government and the entertainment and tourism industries that forged concepts of tradition 

and folklore. A bittersweet longing for an impossibly ideal space either existing deferred to 

the past or displaced elsewhere (or both), nostalgia imbued everyday life with a sense of loss 

as it failed to live up to this ideal. The nostalgic yearning of saudades is ever-present in 

Brazilian music and life. Historically, it has been declared a nationalized nostalgic mood held 
                                                   
10 "...É perigoso falar em folclore porquelembra [sic] agencia de turismo..." 
http://www1.uol.com.br/bparquivo/integra/bp_cascabulho.htm 
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up as foundational to Brasilidade, embedded in the romanticization of the encounter of the 

"three sad races"11 in the nation's myth-history.  

After the meeting, I approached Assis Calixto and Micheliny Verunschk and 

proposed to visit Arcoverde and scout the possibility of conducting my doctoral research 

there. They were encouraging; I decided to go.  

Four years before, I had met Carlos Sandroni while spending two months in Recife 

studying a new genre of pop music called mangue bit. In the mid- to late-1990s, mangue bit 

groups combined contemporary styles from the African diaspora such as hip-hop, funk and 

dancehall reggae, with Afro-Pernambucan styles indexing the local, such as coco and 

maracatu. The more I learned about mangue bit, the more I became interested in the 

relationships between these avant-pop musicians and the poorer, illiterate and semi-literate 

performers labeled as 'traditional' whose sounds were being used as musical ingredients in 

these new mixtures. Samba de coco musicians, such as Lula Calixto and the rest of his group, 

had one such longstanding relationship with Verunschk's friend Lirinha's band Cordel do 

Fogo Encantado (hereinafter Cordel). Cordel was beginning to be noticed in Recife in 1999. 

At the time, they were labeled by the local media (somewhat against their will) as the second 

generation of mangue bit. Cordel, living away from the capital, was aware of the impact of 

Chico Science e a Nação Zumbi, but was careful to differentiate their sertão-based sound 

from the sonic mixtures popular on the coast.  

 

ARCOVERDE, PERNAMBUCO: 'GATEWAY TO THE SERTÃO'  

 

The first half of the BR-232 inland from Recife to Arcoverde had been recently 

repaved, its lanes doubled, reducing travel time to Caruaru, 120 km from the capital. Road 
                                                   
11 See Haberly (1983) regarding the implications of the national narrative of the "three sad races" of Brazil's 
triethnic heritage. The phrase was coined by 19th century poet Olavo Bilac. 
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signs and billboards revealed that musical traditions are linked to the promotion of tourism 

all along this stretch of highway. Caruaru, the largest city along the route, is principally 

known as a popular destination for São João—the Saint John's day celebration—in June. It 

is touted as one of the biggest, and most longstanding São João celebrations in the 

Northeast. Caruaru's São João festival events, such as competitions of minuet-like quadrilha 

line-dancing in colonial garb, are televised throughout the region. Caruaru also has a 

tradition of bandas de pífanos, and an enormous market of tourist crafts where the bands 

roam the aisles of vendors and play.12 The most popular local crafts are miniature clay figures 

of bandas de pífanos, forró bands, and the legendary bandit Lampião, and his girlfriend 

Maria Bonita. Besides these figures, it is also common to see satirical miniature doctor and 

dentist/patient scenarios fashioned out of clay, such as a dentist placing his foot on his 

patient's chest for better leverage to yank out a tooth. 

After Caruaru, the landscape became drier and more dotted with cacti and caatinga 

scrub-brush, and the BR-232 narrowed from two lanes per direction to one lane pockmarked 

with deep potholes that proved harrowing to navigate. Once the highway had only one lane, 

driving became more treacherous, as cars, trucks and motorcycles boldly used the lane with 

oncoming traffic to pass each other. Several towns along the road displayed signs designating 

them as part of the "route of forró," a map of the BR-232 produced by the Secretary of 

Tourism to alert visitors to dancehalls and small town festivals.13 

As I drove on the winding roads through the crest of hills dividing the coast and the 

interior, I thought of a passage about driving as an index of changes in the sertão. It came 

                                                   
12 Bandas de pífano are pipe-and-tabor ensembles traditionally used to accompany Catholic celebrations. See 
Crook (1991) for an ethnography of bandas de pífano in Caruaru. 
13 Forró is a typically accordion-based popular dance music form identified with the Northeastern sertão, but 
now popular throughout Brazil.  It is an umbrella term comprising various rhythms, the most common being a 
sped-up baião and a buoyant mid-tempo xote, and divided into several subgenres, including forró universitário, 
forró estilizado, forró pé-de-serra, and forró de rabeca. Two recent dissertations on forró are Adriana Fernandes' 
(2005) unpublished dissertation and Jack Draper's (2005) unpublished dissertation. 
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from a seminal text on the folklore of the sertão called Vaqueiros e Cantadores14 by Luís da 

Câmara Cascudo, written in December, 1937, just a few months before Mário de Andrade's 

journey. I looked up the quotation later, so I could remember the relevant excerpts:  

I lived in the typical sertão, that has now disappeared. Electric lights hadn't yet 
appeared. The gramophone dazzled us. Old João de Holanda, from Caiana, which 
was close to the town of Augusto Severo, got down on his knees in the middle of the 
road and confessed all of his sins, blubbering, when he glimpsed, at sunset, his first 
automobile… 

The cooking remained loyal to the eighteenth century. Clothing reminded one of a 
museum retrospective. The strong prayers, the social habits, the traditional festivals, 
the way people talked, the superstitions, everything was the inescapable Past, 
complete, in the present… 

The transformation is subtle and daily. The roadways brought the sertão together 
with the agreste. Canceling out the distance, they mixed the environments. Today 
electrical lights, cars, radio, cold drinks, cinema, newspapers are 
everywhere…everything is close, due to the car… 

From Natal15 to Caicó16 it used to take six days. Now the trip takes five hours. My 
grandfather went to Rio de Janeiro in twenty-eight days by sea. My father arrived in 
seven. It only took me twelve hours in an Anhanga plane flown by the Condor 
Syndicate company. 

(Câmara Cascudo 2001, 11-12) 

In the car on the highway, I recalled mainly his reflections on how long traveling 

used to take. Upon looking at the passage again, however, what he wrote next complicated 

what appeared to be, up to that point, merely an old man's backward glance:  

The sertão modifies itself quickly. It becomes more uniform, it becomes more banal. 
Naturally, this criticism doesn't work for those who live there. Modernized life is 
better than the old way of going by horse buggy and having to stop and rest all the 
time. Relatives of mine that refused to eat salads made with lettuce ("You think I'm a 
leaf-eating lizard, do you?") conduct business in São Paulo, coming and going by 
plane. 

                                                   
14 This is an frequent cited source regarding the cantoria de viola, a Luso-Brazilian minstrel tradition of 
improvised song duels accompanied on violas (small, ten-string guitars). 
15 Natal is the coastal state capital of Rio Grande do Norte, located to the north of Pernambuco. 
16 Caicó is an interior city in Rio Grande do Norte located approximately the same distance from the coast as 
Arcoverde, with approximately the same population. 
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The cantador recoils in front of the Radiola, the Victrola, cinema, the illustrated 
magazine. But he conserves his audience. Restricted, limited, poor but steadfast in 
their admiration. The cantadores sertanejos still live. 

(ibid., 12-13) 

Câmara Cascudo's text betrays an ambivalence towards the passage of time. He longs 

for a past way of life that encroaching modernity has inexorably altered. He portrays the 

distant past of his childhood as unchanging, arguing that its past was whole in its present, 

unlike our present where the past is fractured and slipping from our grasp. He then 

acknowledges that this nostalgia is not as much of an issue for those who live in the sertão, 

arguing that they constantly pick and choose the aspects of modernity that they want to 

participate in, and the aspects they want to reject. But, he then introduces certain holdouts 

remain who scorn these changes. They are the quixotic bearers of tradition, and their 

audiences remain stubbornly loyal. When I read this back in Recife after my first visit, I was 

struck by how the contours of this argument defending folklore resonated with what I was 

learning about the logic behind valorizing traditional musicians in Arcoverde, sixty-six years 

later. Traditional samba de coco musicians do not recoil in front of the television camera, 

however, as I'll explain in detail in Chapter Five about the filming of a nostalgic television 

documentary in Arcoverde, and an MTV video filmed about nostalgia for Arcoverde. I 

return to where I left off, driving from the agreste to the sertão on the BR-232.  

Approaching Arcoverde, I tried to imagine what the trip from Recife to Arcoverde 

must have been like in 1937, or earlier, back when it took around six days. When I arrived 

after three and a half hours of driving, there were stiltwalkers in street clothes practicing their 

skills near the exit into town. Arcoverde is nestled in a small valley, which often increases its 

rainfall, making it usually greener than the semi-arid sertão just a few more kilometers down 

the highway. I found a hotel on the principal avenue downtown, and met Micheliny 

Verunschk at a nearby ice cream parlour proudly displaying photos of their employees posing 
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with stars from the Globo television network that had recently stayed in Arcoverde while 

filming a prime time series. On either side of the street stood modern, well-maintained three-

story concrete buildings with ceramic tile façades. On street level, shoppers were shielded 

from the blistering sun by overhanging second story apartments. Young children and 

teenagers sat in internet cafes open to the street, their eyes glued to computer screens. Stores 

were open to the street, displaying their wares: DVD players, digital cameras, clothes, drugs 

and shampoo, bicycles, televisions, fabric, and musical instruments. I later learned that this 

main commercial street supplied consumer goods to residents of nearby small towns and 

rural areas as well as Arcoverde proper, serving a demand disproportionately large to the 

city's population. In comparison to nearby cities, Arcoverde felt young, commercial and 

modern. In one of the first regions of Brazil to be colonized five centuries before, even the 

principal Catholic church looked less than one hundred years old. Those who could afford 

them preferred houses and apartment buildings with clean lines, flat roofs and a minimum of 

ornamentation. It was not overly crowded downtown, but had a bustle to it that contrasted 

the slower pace evident while driving through neighboring Buique or Pedra. Parking spaces 

on the avenue were not always easy to find, and the stores did a brisk business, the sidewalks 

half-full with people with places to go. If it were not for the panhandlers, or the caixa 

econômica federal, whose lines of poor people receiving meager government assistance checks 

spilled onto the sidewalk, it would be easy to pretend I was not in one of the most socially 

unequal parts of one of the most socially unequal countries in the world. 

Meeting with Micheliny Verunschk was friendly but awkward. My ear was still 

becoming attuned to the town's particular accent and vocabulary, and she was sizing up the 

blonde researcher from the United States, leaving us both tongue-tied. As small talk, she 

taught me peculiar local sayings and plays on words, like da bexiga, 'of the bladder,' which is 

used to mean 'a whole lot of.' Da bexiga can then be further intensified by adding –lixa to it, 
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which would be literally translated as 'of the garbage bladder,' to signify either a very large 

sized object or a very large quantity of something. A truck overloaded with speakers blared 

advertisements as it inched past the ice cream parlour. Another truck followed soon after, 

broadcasting a DJ's solemn announcement over mournful choral music that a funeral would 

be held tomorrow for someone who had passed away at 4:30 that morning. We finished our 

milkshakes, and she accompanied me up the cobblestone streets to the Alto do Cruzeiro, a 

neighborhood on a hilltop overlooking downtown, to visit the Calixto family.  

I spent most of the afternoon with a few members of the Calixto family outside their 

bar and cultural space, near their family's cluster of three houses. Assis, a conscientious host, 

showed me photographed collages of the group hung in their small museum. The various 

matching outfits they wore in group portraits established the group's chronology. In the first 

photos, from the mid-1990s, they wore off-white with large, ornate orange and brown 

blossoms, later settling upon a lime green and yellow print. Assis pointed out Verunschk's 

friend Lirinha in one of the photos, posed in an earlier incarnation of the group. Assis' three-

year old great nephew Luizinho defiantly refused to talk to me; it was unclear whether he was 

just in a bad mood, or whether he was channeling the tension of the ice-breaking moment 

with a stranger that the rest of the family hid with their hospitality. I asked about a 

newspaper clipping on the wall about an American jazz drummer named Andrew Potter, and 

Assis plugged in a small boombox and played Potter's instrumental version of Assis' song 

balanço da canoa (the sway of the canoe). As we listened, Assis sang his lead part, and his 

nieces, Iuma and Irã, sang their response that mimicked the sound of waves lapping against a 

canoe. They clapped along, and coaxed Luizinho to demonstrate his prowess at dancing 

coco. Assis pulled a coin from his pocket to sweeten the deal, and Luizinho hammed it up, 

stomping remarkably well for a three-year old. 
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Irã sat down, irritated by an unproductive meeting regarding t-shirt designs, 

muttering something about contracts and verbal commitments that had fallen through. She 

was in demand—a busy woman who spoke in an abrupt manner. Irã was used to interviews, 

but I was not asking the sorts of questions that she usually fielded, leaving her impatient. I 

stammered to come up with an insightful way to inquire about the group's autonomy from 

state sponsorship, unprepared, thinking it would take at least a few weeks of becoming 

acquainted before launching into my research questions. Right then, a woman on the street 

walked by with angry eyes, glared at Irã, and spit out an insult I did not understand. Initially 

unruffled by the incident, Irã dismissed it with a wave of her hand, adding, "She's just 

jealous of us, and our success." Her annoyance grew, however, leading her to repeat that she 

could no longer stand living on their street, and dreamed of buying a house in a nearby 

neighborhood so that she could have some peace of mind. She was sick of it, and insisted 

that these problems with her neighbors were not minor. After debating at length the 

question of whether she was actually insane, or merely an awful person, Irã casually 

mentioned that the woman was a distant relative. After a while, Assis brought me around the 

block to the scenic overlook where his group performed regularly under a large cement cross. 

Relatively close to downtown below, but separated by a cliff, the Alto do Cruzeiro offered a 

panoramic view of the city and hills beyond. 

They invited me down the hill to the SESC (Social Service of Commerce Center), 

where they would perform. Verunschk told me that many people from the 'cultural scene' in 

town would be present, because not only were Coco Raízes playing, but also a dramatic 

reading of a play was planned for that night. The SESC in Arcoverde is a large, well-

maintained complex with a cafeteria, a library, exercise machines, an indoor theater, a pool, 

and an outdoor area for shows near the pool. On the walls paintings are hung featuring 

various folk forms, including coco, and bumba-meu-boi. Verunschk introduced me to her 
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friends Rose Mary and Helton as she ushered us in to the theater for the dramatic reading. 

Halfway through the play, the sounds of samba de coco bled through the openings in the 

theater near the roof for ventilation. After the reading, I went downstairs to listen to Coco 

Raízes' performance. 

I sat outside at a table near the pool and caught the last portion of the show. There 

was no cost for admission but stiff waiters in bow-ties circulated through the audience 

offering platters of hors d'oeuvres. The group wore matching lime green floral shirts and 

dresses, the men and boys in solid green pants. Ciço Gomes was singing lead, and a young 

pair of dancers, Fagner Gomes and Daiane Calixto, competed for the audience's attention. It 

was evident that they were experienced at whipping up the energy level of the crowd through 

sheer enthusiasm. The dancers, wearing wooden sandals, danced a remarkably quick snare 

drum-like step that was loud enough to compete with the amplified voices and percussion 

instruments. Ciço commanded the stage, projecting his resonant voice, the power of his 

vocals shining through the small PA system's fuzzy, overdriven sound. Behind Ciço and the 

dancers stood three Calixto women—Irã, her younger sister Iuma, and her mother Dona 

Lourdes—singing backup. The older Calixto men—Assis and his brother Damião—joined 

the harmonies while layering precise rhythmic noise with triangle and pandeiro 

(tambourine). All of this shimmering treble was anchored by the quick stutter of the surdo 

drum played by Ciço's son François Gomes. How they came to perform this way, in venues 

such as this, is the question explored in Chapter Four, which assembles videotapes, 

observations from live performances, and interviews. After the show, Ciço Gomes introduced 

himself and proceeded to pepper me with witty, rapid-fire questions. He proved to be an 

affable man in his late-40s whose performance continued even after the show was over. Ciço 

laughed easily, his wide, contagious grin accentuated by his mustache. 
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At this point, anyone familiar with ethnographic research may justifiably begin to 

doubt this recounting of my first day in Arcoverde. Where's the boredom? What about the 

months of gaining trust and building a reliable network of acquaintances as you gradually 

gain access to the events you want to attend and debrief with participants?17 Could it be that 

the author is compressing his experience here in this account?18 Granted, all narrative is 

necessarily selective. For example, I did not mention going back to the hotel and taking a 

nap between meeting the Calixtos and attending the SESC performance. But the events 

described did, in fact, occur in one day. I did not compress the timeframe of events that 

happened over several days;19 the events were already compressed for me. In other words, I 

was being warmly received as a tourist at this point, and part of the script for a tourist 

encounter at the Alto do Cruzeiro is that events have to be squeezed into a regular, 

predictable, schedule where attractions frequently occur.20 If this intensifying process of 

everyday life did not occur, then tourists would arrive, wait around for something to happen, 

and soon go elsewhere. My whirlwind first day of research was due to the fact that the 

Calixtos had become professional hosts, so professional that the visitor may not even sense 

that the hospitality they enjoyed was, while not insincere, certainly routine, as I will detail in 

Chapter Seven. 

 

                                                   
17 See Chapter Ten, "Come Back and See Me Next Tuesday: Essentials of Fieldwork" of Nettl (2005) for an 
account of how fieldwork doesn't ordinarily occur in accordance with the fieldworker's schedule. 
18 Chapter Three of Barz (1997) entitled "Confronting the Field(Note) In and Out of the Field: Music, Voices, 
Text, and Experiences in Dialogue" by Barz and Chapter Five, "Knowing Fieldwork" by Titon both address the 
myriad choices made in the writing process from fieldnotes to final product. 
19 Clifford (1986) explores how ethnographies, like all narratives, are inherently selective, subject to rhetorical 
choices that imbue texts with an allegorical dimension. A variety of issues regarding the poetics of ethnography, 
including the use of the ethnographic present tense and the simultaneously invisible and omniscient narrative 
voice in constructing the objective authority of the researcher are discussed regarding anthropology in Writing 
Culture cited above, and regarding ethnomusicology specifically in Barz (1997) 
20 Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1998, 7) discusses the implications of time compression at tourist sites. 
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ORIGIN STORIES OF COCO RAÍZES AND CORDEL 

 

 Soon after, my wife Laura and I found an apartment to rent in Arcoverde, up the 

street from what we jokingly named "life-cycle alley," because a coffin shop and a birthday 

party store for children face each other there on either side of the street. Over the weeks, as 

we settled in—the slower pace of research replacing the packed itinerary of tourism—the 

intertwined stories of the formation of Coco Raízes and Cordel emerged through 

conversations with musicians and others who informally assumed the role of producing the 

groups at one time or another. Micheliny's friend Rose Mary, an insider to the rock and 

traditional music scenes in the city, introduced us to musicians and took us to the venues 

where they perform.  

 The Bar do Zaca was a frequent place to meet up and listen to live performances. 

Arcoverde, population approximately 60,000, was large enough to have several subgroups of 

artists, but there were not many places to gather, so they coexisted at the Bar do Zaca. There 

were the 'roots' musicians (música de raíz), including Alberone Padilha, a member of the 

original line-up of Cordel who now played fiddle and flute in a band that combined forró de 

rabeca21 and banda de pífano tunes. His friend Helton, a good friend of Micheliny and 

Lirinha, straddled the roots and rock music scenes, playing guitar and singing both mangue 

bit and 1970s style Northeastern folk rock à la Alceu Valença.22 Helton was also part of the 

radical theatre crowd, who had squatted in and claimed the defunct train station, using the 

techniques of "invasion" honed by the Landless Peasant Movement23 to turn one of the 
                                                   
21 Forró de rabeca is a recent (1990s) revival of an older practice of the rabeca folk fiddle instead of the 
accordion. Murphy (1997) describes this revival and Mestre Ambrósio's three recordings offer examples of a 
roots pop adaptation of forró de rabeca. 
22 Alceu Valença is a Pernambucan pop musician whose peak of popularity was in the 1970s and 1980s. He 
combined rock and roll with the cadence of coco and other Northeastern traditional genres such as cantoria de 
viola. 
23 Pernambuco is one of the most active states for the Movimento Sem-Terra or MST. They developed the 
tactic of occupying fallow land owned by wealthy individuals by building entire makeshift villages of plastic 
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town's only old buildings into a threadbare but determined cultural center that offered free 

classes for the poor. There were the hard rockers and heavy metal enthusiasts playing in 

bands such as Cobaias (Guinea Pigs), and Biocídio (Biocide). Besides these loosely-formed 

cliques, there were older bohemian artists and aficionados in their 30s and 40s who would 

frequent the outdoor bar. Often, there was a visible table-to-table breakdown of these 

cliques: rockers in the back; theater people (and the lone modern dancer) near the small 

stage; roots musicians drinking cane liquor on the porch behind the stage; older bohemians 

at the tables between the rockers and the actors. Almost everyone had known each other for 

many years, if not their whole lives, so the distinctions between them were at once blurred 

and accentuated. Blurred, in the moments when the rockers would heckle Helton's 

particularly sentimental song choice in a good-natured way that suggested that they had 

merely declared their distaste out of a sense of obligation as rockers. Accentuated, when old 

simmering feuds repelled former friends to opposite sides of the yard. 

 Performances at the Bar do Zaca included Alberone's forró de rabeca and banda de 

pífano group; Helton's sets as a folk/punk singer/songwriter who sung in a distinctive voice 

with accentuated Pernambucanisms; Coco Raízes; a heavy metal band; a punk band with 

slight forró influence in their rhythms; and a rock cover band that did loose, loud, fast, 

almost punk versions of 1960s classics by the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Steppenwolf, and 

Creedence Clearwater Revival. Academic distinctions separating the purism of tradition and 

different hybrid forms of popular music were irrelevant in this setting.24 It was unclear 

whether this truce between groups more segregated elsewhere was partly responsible for the 

emergence of Cordel's unique sound, or whether the bar's live-and-let-live ethos was partly 

                                                                                                                                                       
tarp-roofed shelters overnight, so that they were unwieldy to remove by force. See Branford (2002) for a history 
of this movement. 
24 Although these distinctions often did affect the judgments of government sponsors who decided who to 
accept into a festival and where to let them perform. Rock performers in the region expressed their frustration 
with being marginalized or excluded from city- and state-sponsored festivals due to the fact that their music was 
considered by gatekeepers to possess no regional or even Brazilian component. 
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due to the breakdown of boundaries resulting from Cordel's groundbreaking success. I 

assumed that it was some of both. I'll summarize Cordel's unpredictable musical changes as 

they moved from Arcoverde, to Recife, and then to São Paulo at the end of Chapter Four, a 

trajectory from folkloric resgate to heavy, gothic, percussive music containing echoes of most 

of the musical styles heard at the Bar do Zaca.  

 Despite their differences in musical taste, the bar's patrons were united by a common 

musical enemy: forró estilizado (stylized, commercial forró) with its television-inspired 

aesthetics, glitzy Las Vegas-style dancers, flashy lights, fog machines, slick musicianship and 

singers whose vocal tone resembled the forced, over-the-top enthusiasm of singers in the 

musical Grease. Forró estilizado was the music usually heard on the principal stage during 

the São João festival, on commercial radio stations, and blaring from speaker trucks 

throughout the city. All of these styles—forró estilizado, samba de coco, different styles of 

hard rock and roots music—are performed on a hierarchy of stages during the São João 

festival that I will describe in Chapter Six. 

 Forró estilizado was the music playing loudly at a small bar next to the home of 

Suedson Neiva and his wife Amélia when they told me about the history of Coco Raízes. She 

closed the shutters, sighing and shaking her head in dismay at her neighbor's stereo. She was 

trying to protect me from the sounds, ostensibly so that my tape recording of our interview 

would remain audible. Suedson is a local artist who had designed the decorations for the last 

few years of the São João festival. He said that he and Amélia were responsible for bringing 

together the Lopes, Gomes, and Calixto families in 1996 to dance coco again. A student of 

Pernambucan cultural preservationist and playwright Ariano Suassuna, she was employed by 

a state foundation called Fundarpe that promoted culture and the arts. She had been 

working for Fundarpe in Recife, and was assigned as an outreach coordinator in Arcoverde. 

She also held a post in Arcoverde working for the Secretary of Culture. Amélia had been 
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there for a year when she and Suedson began asking around for any previously active forms 

of local culture that were ripe to be 'rescued' and supported. They had gotten to know Lula 

since he sang as he sold coconut candy on the street in their neighborhood. Suedson 

described him as "humble, and full of greatness," clarifying that "his simplicity was his 

greatness." He considered Lula to be a great reconciliator of the tension and disagreements 

that were present from the beginning of the genre's revival. 

 Biu Neguinho was digging graves when Lula and Amélia went to the cemetery to 

convince him to dust off his surdo drum and play again. As the story goes, Biu protested at 

first, but finally agreed after some convincing. None of the older members, who were over 

sixty years old, had danced coco in over fifteen years. The foundation provided the group 

with matching outfits and instruments. According to Suedson and Dona Amélia, they 

organized the group at the beginning, until it came to the point that they felt like they 

should step aside and let the musicians assume the leadership.  

 Not long after the three families began to play coco together in the mid-1990s, 

Micheliny Verunschk, together with her friends Lirinha and Clayton, were beginning their 

efforts to combat their town's image of rootlessness. Verunschk formally conducted research 

on samba de coco as part of her graduate work to become certified as a history teacher. While 

Verunschk was doing her research, Lirinha and Clayton informally learned about samba de 

coco with Lula Calixto, and reisado from the Reisado de Caraíbas, a rural group living near 

Arcoverde. Paulo Rogério, then director of the SESC Arcoverde, saw Lirinha perform a revue 

of oral poetry accompanied by music. It was Lirinha's science fair project at a local Catholic 

high school—he chose the folklore option. Rogério sensed Lirinha's charisma, and invited 

him to develop the performance further and tour with it to the SESCs peppered through the 

state of Pernambuco. Lirinha accepted, and the show he and his friends developed was called 

Cordel do Fogo Encantado. 
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Lirinha traced the development of his band back to his uncles' involvement with the 

community of musicians playing a minstrel tradition called cantoria de viola, his talent for 

memorization, and his experience within Arcoverde's theater scene. This is how he 

responded to a magazine interviewer's question of whether Cordel's stormy, dramatic style 

was influenced by Jim Morrison. In this community of violeiros that he participated in as a 

child, foreign musical influences were a charged issue. In contrast to the folklorists' 

veneration of tradition, as he looked back, he equated working within the strictures of a folk 

tradition with being in jail: 

Lirinha: I'm going to tell you a story [laughs]. Since I was nine years old I have 
memorized poetry. Actually, everything stemmed from how easily I can memorize. 
My uncles were very close to cantadores de viola and they have many books of 
poetry. I memorized and started reciting. Look at that little kid…It was that kind of 
thing, 'he's a kid.' I was twelve years old when I started to perform professionally, to 
travel with them.  I used to recite long poems by Patativa do Assaré, that are longer 
than a day spent hungry. [laughter] I had this ability. When I started to live this 
poetry, I also seriously lived in a prison. I will never forget the cantadores in my life, 
not even one. I pray for all of them that I knew before taking the stage, and I hope 
the best for all of them. But I lived in jail, a very big prison cell. I was practically 
prohibited from listening to foreign music. Various verses that surfaced in the middle 
of the cantoria were "I wouldn't say that electric guitar is ugly / but the sound of the 
accordion is prettier." There were verses like that. "Stay away from books because I-
can't-remember-why / the book of nature is better."  There were lots of things very 
connected to nature, and prohibiting this foreign influence. Any kind of rock music 
was an evil. I grew up this way. When I discovered the theater, lots of things opened 
up for me. Anyone who does theater knows what I'm talking about. It was a moment 
of discovery, many prejudices were broken down, like those toward homosexuality 
and drugs. I had access to various things in the theater. So then, what happens is… 

[Nego Henrique and Clayton laugh] 

Lirinha: Now look at them being idiots! [everyone laughs] 

Clayton: "Are you gay, or do you just do theater?" [more laughter] 

Lirinha: So, at the moment of this encounter, I experienced many things. I started to 
make the Cordel show happen. One day in the Blen Blen, after the performance, a 
man from the magazine Bravo! came to do an interview with us. "You are really 
inspired by Jim Morrison, aren't you?" At the time, I said "Jim Morrison?" I had 
heard of Jim Morrison, but I didn't know if it was a band or a guy. [laughter] And 
my girlfriend had a videotape. "I'm going to show him to you." There, as soon as I 
saw Jim Morrison I really understood why this man had said this. He recited poetry 
in the middle of the show, had a strong indigenous link, shaman, these sorts of 
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things. When I went to Paris, I visited Jim Morrison's grave. So, now he has become 
a person present in my life, because of the coincidence of our influences. "Is Jim 
Morrison an influence of yours?" Today I accept that, yes, this is true, but I want to 
explain that I didn't know about him before.25 

At its beginnings, Cordel was a tangible product of Lirinha's efforts to combat what 

he perceived as Arcoverde's image of being rootless. It was a theater revue that brought 

together cultural practices from the region, treating them as icons of the African (samba de 

coco), Indigenous (toré), and European (reisado and oral poetry) elements of local identity. 

By combining local styles of music and poetry not customarily played together, Cordel was 

creating a local allegory of the national process of cultural and racial miscegenation. This 

type of allegory of the Brazilian nation originated in the 1920s and 1930s with the rise of 

samba as an iconic national symbol. In the next chapter, I will trace the history of how coco 

and the sertão have been used as emblems in symbolic gestures toward including previously 

excluded sectors of the population. This discussion lays the groundwork for understanding 

how representations in the register of the national imagination weigh heavily on these groups 

of musicians as they work to be heard beyond Arcoverde.  

Throughout this story, Cordel will remain influential in Arcoverde even in their 

physical absence, as they had already moved to São Paulo to improve their prospects of a 

nationwide career by the time I arrived. But even as they spent most of the year away from 

Arcoverde, they always referred back to Arcoverde and samba de coco at their performances 

and on their recordings, increasing the city's, and samba de coco's, profile elsewhere—

including the Southeast, where Mário de Andrade's expedition originated. 

                                                   
25http://www.gafieiras.com.br/Display.php?Area=Entrevistas&SubArea=EntrevistasPartes&ID=7&IDArtista=7
&css=1&ParteNo=14 
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Chapter Two 

 Coco and the Sertão  as  Domestic 'Others ' 

 

The chapters in this dissertation are all sites of remembering derived from different 

sources and methods. Chapter One introduced Arcoverde in an everyday, lived register based 

principally on observations and conversations. As will become clear, however, Arcoverde's 

musicians engage both with the city as they know it on a day-to-day basis, and also with an 

Arcoverde that serves as an iconic place in the Brazilian historical and political imaginaries. 

This chapter, culled mainly from archived written sources, outlines some of the  stories that 

produce the mythic Arcoverde. My aim is to situate the city within Brazil as a whole 

throughout much of the twentieth century, working within the broader register of national 

myth-history. I focus specifically on two emblems not ordinarily associated with one another 

that converge in Arcoverde: coco and the northeastern sertão region.   

Both coco26 and the sertão are implicated in nostalgic national scripts as iconic of 

otherness used in stories of national self-discovery through contact with the true, authentic 

Brazil. Coco is seen as an remnant of Afro-Brazilian culture poised for periodic recovery and 

incorporation into a variety of musical and cinematic efforts to conceptualize a vast and 

varied nation. The northeastern sertão is treated as a radically different Brazil from the 

culturally dominant Southeastern axis of Rio and São Paulo, positioning it as an important 

component of these attempts to unify Brazil. I will highlight selected pivotal musicians and 

intellectuals that contributed to this eventual convergence in Arcoverde of the coco and the 
                                                   
26 There are several variations on the name of the genre coco, samba de coco being the local term used in 
Arcoverde. In Pernambuco, the verb sambar is not used exclusively to refer to dancing samba, but rather as a 
verb meaning generally "to dance", often treated as an old-fashioned term. Therefore, samba de coco does not 
refer to a variation of the genre samba; it is better translated as "the dance of coco," or even "the old-fashioned 
dance of coco." 
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sertão as emblems of otherness within the nation. This historical account begins with Mário 

de Andrade’s musical fieldwork in the Northeast in the 1920s and 1930s, where he used 

coco as an example of the essence of Brazil in elite debates regarding nationalist art forms. 

After briefly outlining Andrade's work, it moves chronologically towards the present, 

concluding with developments in popular music and cinema in the 1990s at the time Cordel 

and Coco Raízes emerged. 

 

THE TOURIST APPRENTICE: MÁRIO DE ANDRADE’S ENCOUNTER WITH COCO  
SINGER CHICO ANTÔNIO 

 

Mário de Andrade's early musical fieldwork took place just a few years after Gilberto 

Freyre's ideas signaled a fundamental inversion of Brazilian elites' dominant attitudes 

regarding race-mixing. The beliefs of many in the educated classes shifted away from the 

influence of European scientific racist theories positing that race-mixing was a drag on 

national development, and toward Freyre's view that it was a national asset to be treasured. 

The most well-known manifestation of this sea change was the rise of samba from ethnic 

symbol of marginalized Afro-Brazilian-ness to exalted national symbol of racial and cultural 

mixture.27 Freyre proclaimed that "the roots and wellsprings of life" were located in "the 

people," stating that "He who goes to the people finds himself among masters and becomes 

an apprentice," (Freyre 1967, 66) contributing to a growing interest in 'rediscovering' the 

                                                   
27 The primary source of Freyre's celebration of miscegenation is Casa Grande e Senzala (The Masters and the 
Slaves). Freyre's idea of racial democracy has long been criticized as contradictory, due to its link to the ideal of 
branqueamento or whitening. Skidmore defines whitening as the belief that “miscegenation would gradually 
and inexorably ‘whiten’ and therefore ‘upgrade’ the Brazilian population” (Graham 1990, 9) revealing a racist 
underpinning to this celebratory gesture. Freyre has also been justifiably decried as nostalgic in his ethnography 
of plantation life under slavery, problematically glossing over its brutality with the goal of forging national unity 
among the races and classes forty years after abolition.  In intellectual circles he is roundly criticized (See 
Hanchard (1999), Vargas (2004) among others). Undoubtedly, however, his ideas remain deeply influential to 
this day regarding the question of Brazilian-ness, especially in his home state of Pernambuco. Three chapters in 
Vianna (1999, 32-66): "The Unity of the Nation," "Race Mixture," and "Gilberto Freyre" provide a useful 
outline of the historical context within which Freyre's work emerged, and the marked impact on Brazil that it 
had. 
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interior of Brazil.28 Andrade, a staunch advocate of this look inward to 'the people,' wrote an 

influential novel entitled Macunaíma that allegorized the question of national identity by 

combining region-specific cultural traditions, stories, expressions, and vocabulary into a 

synthetic whole. He argued for a conception of Brazil attuned to the specificity of regional 

and ethnic difference in order to move beyond what he saw as a colonial mentality of 

obediently transplanting European models in the spheres of art, literature and music. 

The expeditions that Mário de Andrade conducted and sponsored into deep Brazil 

gathered the melodies, lyrics, and stories that would become squares in the quilts sewn by the 

modernists in their attempts to artistically render a unified nation out of the many Brazils. 

Although Mário de Andrade's relationship with the Vargas regime was tenuous (he would be 

fired soon after the Mission's journeys in 1938), he grappled with the "national question" of 

what constitutes Brazilian-ness, and his ideas would soon become highly influential in both 

literature and musicology. Most relevant to the case of Arcoverde was Andrade's selection of 

the genre of coco to illustrate his argument steering the future of Brazilian art music and 

popular music by urging artists to adopt a nativist gaze towards domestic folk traditions.  

Of all the musicians Andrade met in his travels, one stands out: a poor singer of coco 

named Chico Antônio. Andrade lavishes Chico Antônio with high praise in his writings, 

reporting that hearing him was "one of the strongest musical sensations" of his life (Andrade 

1984, 377). In a brief newspaper article written in 1929, the nationalist modernist aims of 

Andrade's musical expedition to the perceived heart of Brazil are revealed. He is searching for 

the essence of Brazilian-ness, and finds a significant manifestation of it in the nasal tone of 

Chico's voice: 

On the days when Chico Antônio's voice is in top form, it isn't possible for one to 
imagine a more agreeable timbre. A very Brazilian timbre, firm, sensual, warm due to 
this nasal way of singing that is characteristic of all Brazilians. Yet, only Chico 

                                                   
28 Chapter Seven of Vianna (1999, 67-76) "The Modern Samba" goes into more detail regarding the 
modernists’ impulse to "discover Brazil" in the 1920s and 1930s. 
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Antônio managed to distill the quintessence of this way of ours of singing. It is a 
subtle nasal quality, good and sweet but with a strong bite to it, not unlike the 
bittersweet taste of the cashew fruit (ibid., 378) 

The distinctive nasal vowels of Brazilian Portuguese are accentuated in the way Chico 

Antônio sings coco. For Andrade, Chico Antônio's singing serves as representatively 

Brazilian—as Brazilian as the ubiquitous cashew fruit. In subsequent paragraphs, Andrade 

goes on to emphasize that he is startled by the "unconscious refinement" (ibid.) of the 

singing of an illiterate man such as Chico Antônio. He claims that Chico Antônio must not 

"realize all the magnificent subtleties of the way he sings," (ibid.) mentioning stretched and 

held nasal fermatas executed with great artistry. 

Andrade describes Chico Antônio's storytelling style as impressive and 

"moderníssimo," (ibid.) citing his non-linear tendency to abandon the plot in the middle 

and jump from one event to another. At the end of the same paragraph, he states that "his 

singing occupies the function of primitive incantations, where all sing in a ritual that 

operates under the dynamics of compassion and renewal." (ibid.) It is this convergence of 

Andrade's notions of the modern and the primitive, embodied in the figure of Chico 

Antônio, that makes an encounter with the singer such a powerful experience for him: 

Chico Antônio began singing; it was already night. A lantern lit a vast semicircle in 
front of the town hall of Bom Jardim. The residents gathered around, attracted by 
the songs. They sat, they crouched, they remained standing around this semicircle of 
light, unmoving figures in the darkness. Listening. While the singing lasted no one 
left. Not even me, feeling the native forces being renewed, the native forces that from 
time to time I need to reinvigorate, traveling through my country. (ibid., 379) 

This article, written during the expedition chronicled in his book The Tourist 

Apprentice, articulates coco with a nostalgic tangle of nationalism, music, and the romantic 

desires of the avant-garde to contact what they perceive as primitive—the 'other' within 

themselves. By emphasizing the light of the lantern, indicating an area off of the electrical 

grid, Andrade builds a case that he has arrived in a place of distinctness within Brazil, the 

destination he was looking for in his travels, where he can be reinvigorated through contact 
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with a truer, more robust stock of people. Proximity to Chico Antônio and his songs 

recharges what Andrade calls "native forces"; Chico's voice serves as a font of vitality awaiting 

discovery within Brazil. This travel to the Northeast, where the first Portuguese and Dutch 

settlements of Brazil took root in the seventeenth century, implies a geographical journey 

that serves as a surrogate for the impossibility of actually going back in time. The authentic 

Brazil sought by Andrade is a Brazil where practices of past epochs, long lost in the bustle of 

the industrialized cities, still endure. 

The contours of this journey—travel leading to rejuvenation through contact with 

the domestic exotic (embodied in the coco singer)—resurface periodically throughout the 

twentieth century with varying inflections. Since Mário de Andrade's encounter with Chico 

Antônio, the genre of coco in the Northeast has been an emblematic genre that stands for the 

essence of Brazilian-ness perceived as dissipating in urban areas. Andrade frames the genre in 

conjunction with a journey crossing from a space of modernity to a space of tradition, and 

from a space of literacy to a space of orality. The traveler returns with his "native forces" 

rejuvenated, marking the genre as a site of pilgrimage for those who harbor the belief that 

their distance from their roots has left them with a sense of loss. This feeling of loss, in turn, 

generates a nostalgic desire to reconnect with their nation's past. Coco, and musical 

traditions from the sertão, continue to serve as emblems of the Northeast that fit within 

discussions regarding national identity. Whether these emblems are revered, ironically 

juxtaposed, transformed, amplified or combined, they constitute key vocabulary in the 

musical language used in explorations of Brazilian-ness. The melodies and recordings that 

Andrade brought back to São Paulo provided composers with the ingredients to 'rediscover' 

Brazil musically. Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-lobos combined modernist compositional 

techniques with natural sounds, such as bird songs, and folkloric sources. His musical 

synthesis of fragments of jungle sounds, bird calls, Indian ritual songs, African dances, and 
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popular songs paralleled Andrade's literary use of the regionalisms he collected (Stokes 1994, 

74). Coco was included among the regionalisms Villa-lobos used as the raw materials of his 

musical compositions.  

In the later years of his life, Andrade came to struggle with a fundamental tension 

between the modernist experimentalism that he championed and his growing engagement 

with Marxist aesthetics, namely socialist realism. Suzel Reily outlines Andrade's dilemma as 

one which pitted "the desire for cultural autonomy, to be achieved through the construction 

of a national (individualistic) high art based on folk motives" against "a determination to 

combat the structures sustaining the country's social inequalities" (ibid., 76). The underlying 

incongruity of these two aims derives from the fact that the ultimate goal of the latter desire 

(social equality) would collapse the boundary between high and low culture, rendering 

obsolete the dynamic of the erudite artist stooping to gather authentic melodies from the 

'folk.' As we will see, this tension continues to be present from the early twentieth century 

when Andrade was working, until today, as expressed in comments such as Pernambucan 

playwright Hermilo Borba Filho's either/or formulation "What to do? What's more 

important? The preservation of folklore or a full belly?" (Mauricio 1978, 34), suggesting that 

authentic folklore, which Borba Filho celebrates as a precious resource, can only be born of 

poverty. 

 

LUIZ GONZAGA’S NORTHEASTERN REGIONALIST SOUNDS OF SAUDADE 

 

Beyond simply providing art music composers with elements to incorporate in their 

works, the modernist nativism of Freyre, Andrade, and others registered shifts in Brazilian 

attitudes that propelled northeastern popular musicians such as Luiz Gonzaga into the 

national spotlight. Luiz Gonzaga moved from the small town of Exu in the Pernambucan 
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sertão—not far from Arcoverde—to Rio de Janeiro (McCann 2004, 111). From the late 

1940s to the mid 1950s, government-controlled Rádio Nacional placed Gonzaga on 

extremely heavy rotation, using him as a musical spokesperson for the administration's 

efforts to unite the disparate regions of the nation. His voice bore a roughness that came to 

stand for the northeastern sertão, and he played up regional vocabulary, expressions, and 

pronunciation in his songs. Although the instrumentation and musical arrangements 

represented a combination of the rural Pernambucan folk traditions he absorbed growing up 

and his cosmopolitan influences, the resulting style came to define authentic northeastern 

music for decades to come. The trio of keyboard accordion, zabumba, and triangle became 

the standard ensemble, as Gonzaga's baião developed into the cluster of styles of dance music 

known as forró—an umbrella of styles that included coco. Throughout his career, Gonzaga's 

trademark was his use of a leather hat and jacket associated with Lampião, the most 

notorious cangaceiro bandit of the sertão (ibid., 114). Gonzaga represented the northeastern 

sertão to the nation sentimentally, the misty-eyed view of an immigrant in the city 

remembering home. His sertão is one in which, no matter how difficult life is, the singer still 

feels pangs of nostalgia pulling him back to the countryside. One of Gonzaga's most 

celebrated songs is "Asa Branca," which chronicles the mass sertão-to-city migration forced 

by fierce periodic droughts in the area. Cordel would later pen their hit song Chover about 

rain in the sertão, in deliberate contrast to this classic. 

 

MOVIMENTO DE CULTURA POPULAR:  COCO AS LOCAL KNOWLEDGE 

 

While coco, for Luiz Gonzaga, was one of many song forms used to represent 

northeastern sertão culture, for the preservationist agenda of the Movimento de Cultura 

Popular, the genre provided an example of a valuable oral folk tradition of a kind that has 
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been lost amongst the educated urban classes. In the early 1960s, idealistic left activists 

launched a massive adult literacy campaign which displayed aspects of these earlier impulses 

to refocus attention on the sertão, but with political and pedagogical goals that contrasted 

Andrade's gathering of symbolic cultural resources to use in his arguments regarding 

nationalist art. The Movimento de Cultura Popular (Movement of Popular Culture), known 

as the MCP, was one of the first adult literacy projects designed by Paulo Freire, a theorist of 

critical pedagogy who would soon become internationally celebrated.29 Freire's principal 

innovation was to combine teaching reading with politicized discussions of the circumstances 

of people's lives, pointing to ways in which they could empower themselves. In his view, the 

encounter between the literate teacher and the illiterate pupil must be dialogic, not the 

standard top/down approach of a teacher spouting knowledge that the pupils absorb 

unreflectively. It is within this fundamental tenet of Freire's critical pedagogy that traditional 

culture is raised to occupy a privileged role. The teacher offers the tools of teaching literacy, 

and a methodology to spur sociopolitical self-reflection that leads to transformative social 

action. If this process is going to be an equal dialogue and exchange, what do illiterate 

students bring to the table? Popular culture and other kinds of local knowledge was their 

answer. In MCP textbooks, forms of popular culture, including coco, are cited as important 

examples of folk knowledge that the movement seeks to preserve and celebrate: 
 
 Lesson 63 
 
 arraial  quadrilha 
  
 In Arraial do Bom Jesus there was a party for St. John and St. Peter. 
 The people value traditional celebrations! 
 Couples danced côco, ciranda and quadrilha night after night. 
 Côco, ciranda and quadrilha are popular Brazilian dances that fill the June festivals  

with a wholesome happiness… 
 
The MCP preserves the traditions of the Northeast by supporting popular  

                                                   
29 Paulo Freire has extensive output and a large body of literature surrounding his work. His classic text is 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970). 
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festivities.  
 
(Recife 1986, appendix) 

Germano Coelho, the Secretary of Education and Culture who founded the MCP 

summed up his view by stating that "the university alienates, the people teach," decrying the 

"forgetting of Brazilian cultural roots" due to the seduction of foreign cultural models 

(Mauricio 1978, 22). Coco, from the perspective of the architects of the MCP, is one of 

many examples of local culture that reverse the alienation of university-educated urban elites.  

 

TROPICÁLIA:  ABSURDIST ALLEGORIES OF THE BRAZILIAN NATION 

 

The emergence of tropicália in 1967-68, five years after the height of MCP activity, 

indicates that preservationist agendas like the MCP's rhetoric regarding coco were not 

unanimously advocated by the student left during this period. Soon after the MCP began its 

work, the 1964 military coup occurred, thwarting utopian dreams of social justice, agrarian 

reform, and universal literacy. During the subsequent years, heated debates raged on the left 

regarding what went wrong with the country's supposed rosy political future; what would be 

the best way to mount organized resistance to the military regime; and what role music 

should play in these efforts. In this climate, many artist/activists adopted the view that 

incorporating political themes into music influenced by folk traditions was a viable way to 

forge a link with the poor, to galvanize a political movement, and to foment a Left 

revolution. Approaches to songwriting that were seen to fail to adhere to this goal were 

vulnerable to being attacked by critics as alienado, or alienated, apolitical, and ascribing to 

false consciousness. The musicians that founded the tropicália movement sought to 

complicate this rigid equation of music and politics.  
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In the late 1960s, the tropicalistas reached back to the modernists working in the 

1920s for inspiration, specifically Oswald de Andrade (no relation to Mário). Oswald de 

Andrade proposed the concept of anthropophagy, or cultural cannibalism, in which the 

essence of the nation was found in its ability to selectively assimilate cultural inflows from 

without, digesting and Brazilianizing them in the process, opposing the view that the nation 

was defined by specific emblems or traits pointing towards a shared past (Oswald de Andrade 

1970). To further their mission of shocking bourgeois propriety, the tropicalistas adopted 

Oswald de Andrade's dadaist collage techniques, juxtaposing cultural forms associated with 

tradition or modernity, high and low culture, and the past and the present, amongst other 

oppositions. The aim of the tropicalistas' cannibalizing ways was to invert dominant musical 

values and explode the policing of which musical elements can and cannot be used in 

compositions exploring national identity. In their vision, northeastern styles such as coco, 

baião, and cantoria de viola, representing the northeastern, the traditional, the local, and the 

archaic, are placed in musical collages alongside representative modern contemporary styles 

with the ultimate goal of rendering a contradictory portrait of Brazil. Tropicalistas reached 

across the arts, weaving intertextual references in their lyrics from literature and historical 

documents, and adopting cinematic techniques in their songs such as quickly edited 

montages of images. Their approach to pop music was informed by a particularly pessimistic, 

fragmented, absurdist film Terra em Transe that was produced by Glauber Rocha during a 

period of post-coup reassessment within the left (Dunn 2001, 76). Lead tropicalista Caetano 

Veloso's vision resonated with the film's rejection of traditional Left idealizations of o povo 

(the people). 

Debates between the tropicalistas and their critics reproduced the tension Mário de 

Andrade felt late in his career between modernist experimentalism and more directly Marxist 

approaches. Caetano Veloso explicitly rejected the prevailing approach to socially engaged art 
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based on folk forms, stating "I refuse to folklorize my underdevelopment to compensate for 

technical difficulties" (ibid., 99).  Opposing critics, such as Roberto Schwarz, countered that 

the tropicalistas' collages ultimately led to an absurd view of Brazil that failed to conceive 

dialectically of the root causes of current predicaments. For example, the song Tropicália 

contains a lyric celebrating both bossa nova, a cosmopolitan ultramodern combination of 

samba and cool jazz, and a palhoça, a thatched hut under which rural São João festival 

dances such as coco would occur. According to Schwarz's view, the tropicalistas' flat use of 

these contrasting images imply that 'Brazil's contradictory, and that's just how it is!' with no 

efforts to link the unequal power relationships between the contrasting regions and unearth 

how dependent and exploitative relationships between regions are established and 

maintained. Schwarz held up Paulo Freire's dialectical approach to understanding the 

contradictions of Brazil as an alternative vision that moved beyond what Schwarz judged to 

be the tropicalistas’ throw-up-your-hands absurdism. (ibid.) Schwarz's insistence that the 

alternative to tropicália was found in the work of a theorist of critical pedagogy—not within 

pop music—reveals the extent to which music was assumed to possess political power in the 

mid to late-1960s moment. During these years, pop songs were saddled with huge 

responsibilities. 

 

MANGUE BIT AND OTHER STYLES OF PERNAMBUCAN POPULAR MUSIC 

 

Tropicália was a short-lived movement in Brazilian popular music with longstanding 

repercussions. The movement was short-lived both because of the increasingly repressive 

military dictatorship that sent its main figures into exile, and because it was purposefully laid 

to rest in dadaist fashion, complete with a funeral on live television produced by the 

movement's members as a performance art 'happening'. The juxtapositions of styles that 
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were shocking to elites in the late-1960s quickly became standard pop music practice as the 

1970s wore on. In Pernambuco, musicians that Cordel heard growing up such as Quinteto 

Violado, Alceu Valença and Geraldo Azevedo combined coco and other northeastern styles 

with rock elements, not to shock, but in an effort to forge an up-to-date image of 

contemporary Pernambucan-ness. During this period, the state government subsidized the 

development of regionalist chamber music exploring early Portuguese sources and 

northeastern folk traditions such as cantoria de viola. These efforts, known as the 

Movimento Armorial, were spearheaded by playwright Ariano Suassuna, an influential figure 

for decades in the state Ministry of Culture, where he led cultural preservationist efforts in 

Pernambuco. 

In the early 1990s, immediately post-dictatorship, a group of Recife musicians 

labeling themselves as mangue bit created deliberately hybrid popular music combining coco 

and maracatu as local examples of the African diaspora with global pop styles such as hip-

hop, funk, and rock. After much of 1980s youth culture negated musical nationalism by 

turning to rock and black music (a local term for hip-hop, soul and funk pronounced blah-

kee moo-zickee), mangue bit rediscovered Pernambuco, and specifically coco, once again. 

Like the genre of samba in the 1920s, coco was deployed ambiguously, emphasized either as 

an emblem of ethnicity (highlighting the Afro-Brazilian contribution to coco, downplaying 

the Indigenous and European elements) or as an emblem of locality (highlighting racial and 

cultural mixture, proclaiming the style quintessentially northeastern). 

Although many of the musical ingredients in mangue bit were different from 

tropicália a quarter century later, the anthropophagic process remained largely the same. 

Mangue bit musicians navigated their proximity to and distance from the previous 

generation by sampling tropicália classics, and Renato L, a mangue spokesman, called it 
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"Tropicália that has learned the lessons of hip-hop and punk rock."30 Mangue bit founders 

Chico Science e a Nação Zumbi quickly shifted from one genre to the next through the 

course of a song, demonstrating their mastery of local and global musical codes alike. The 

critical assimilation of cultural inflows while remaining grounded in local reality, first 

formulated by modernist Oswald de Andrade, had resurfaced again with mangue bit. And 

once again, the impulse to 'rediscover' Brazil sparked a resurgence of interest in coco. 

Another popular group in the 1990s, Mestre Ambrósio, conducted musical fieldwork in the 

Zona da Mata Norte outside of Recife, and sang about self-discovery attained by traveling to 

the countryside to learn from rural musicians. One well-known lyric explains, regarding 

journeys to the interior: "from the caboclo, I know my situation."31  

 

SERTÃO CINEMA IN THE 1990S 

 

"It is common to hear in Brazil that Cinema Novo is dead. Maybe, but certainly it has not 

been put to rest: it wanders as a ghost." (Hennebelle 1978, 129) 

 

The tropicália movement in the late-1960s established a standard of intertextuality 

between popular music, literature and film that has been sustained a generation later by the 

collaboration of filmmakers and Pernambucan musicians. In a parallel to mangue bit's 

critique/extension of tropicália, post-dictatorship cinema in the 1990s returned to the terrain 

of 1960s Cinema Novo in order to rework its themes. Cinema Novo films such as Black 

God, White Devil (Deus e o diabo na terra do sol) from 1963 used the sertão as a  privileged 

                                                   
30 Personal communication with Renato Lins 
31 Mestre Ambrósio, pé-de-calçada.  Track 10 on Fuá na casa do Cabral (1998)  Also see John Murphy's "Self-
Discovery in Brazilian Popular Music : Mestre Ambrósio" in (Perrone 2001). Murphy and Mestre Ambrósio's 
lead singer/fiddle player Siba (Sergio Veloso) did fieldwork concurrently in the Zona da Mata Norte. 
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site to work through director Glauber Rocha's revolutionary perspective on the national 

question. In it, the sertão was used as a mythical space within which a Marxist allegory of 

Brazil's past plays out, the poor, arid region considered the place where the revolution will 

most likely ignite. Itinerant bands of violent roving bandits, called cangaceiros and maverick 

millenarian prophets, known as beatos, are portrayed by Rocha as proto-revolutionaries that 

rebut the commonly-held view that the Brazilian masses are passive. 

Three decades later, a new generation of filmmakers returned to the sertão (as well as 

the favela (urban shantytown), another often used Cinema Novo setting on the margins), 

through this time they were not so convinced that they possessed a political prescription to 

counteract Brazil's durable social inequality. Films such as Baile Perfumado and Central 

Station (Central do Brasil) no longer depicted the sertão as an allegorical space of oppression, 

questioning the idealistic view of film as an out-and-out weapon of radical social change. In 

contrast to the proto-revolutionary bandits in Black God, White Devil, Baile Perfumado 

(1997) focuses on the bandit Lampião's encounters with Lebanese filmmaker Benjamin 

Abrahão, who befriended him and took the only film footage of him in the years before the 

famous cangaceiro was killed in 1938, effectively ending the era of Brazilian banditry. Baile 

Perfumado reflexively examines the image-making process that enthroned Lampião as a 

quintessentially northeastern figure, and finds that a foreigner played an important role in 

the manufacture of his legend. By turning the accented Lebanese filmmaker into the 

protagonist of a film ostensibly about Lampião, the sertão in Baile Perfumado is not an 

isolated space, but linked to the coastal cities and beyond. Director Lírio Ferreira's 

modernizing sertão is sensitive to the multiple axes of difference within the Northeastern 

region, rejecting a monolithic concept of mestiço identity. The film's mangue bit soundtrack 

performed by members of Chico Science e a Nação Zumbi and Mestre Ambrósio, highlights 

this location of the sertão as linked to the world beyond the Northeast.  In addition, the 
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anachronistic juxtaposition of 1990s music within a period film that takes place in the 1930s 

breaks the cinematic illusion, foregrounding the era in which the director lives as he makes 

choices regarding Lampião's representation. Many of these themes echo the discourses 

surrounding Coco Raízes and Cordel. The recognition and celebration of Coco Raízes as 

Afro-sertanejo culture represents a parallel kind of questioning of mestiço Northeastern 

sertanejo identity. Cordel's later line-up of musicians from Arcoverde and Recife and 

inclusion of rock elements also link the sertão to the world beyond. 

The internationally-acclaimed, Oscar-nominated film Central Station (1998) is a 

sertão film imbued with the impulse to 'rediscover' the domestic exotic Brazil. The film, its 

final minutes shot in Cruzeiro do Nordeste, a few minutes down the BR-232 from 

Arcoverde, represents yet another reverse pilgrimage from the city to the rural area, from the 

South to the Northeastern sertão. Dora, a bitter retired teacher befriends Josué in Rio de 

Janeiro after his mother dies. The bulk of Central Station follows their efforts to bring Josué 

back from Rio—depicted as an urban hell—to his family and his home in Pernambuco. 

Along the way, Dora, who works as letter writer for the illiterate, begins to entertain the idea 

of staying in the Northeastern sertão as well. The film's Pernambucan sertão is a relatively 

harsh landscape, but it is filled with likeable, wholesome characters. Dora's character grows 

throughout the film, from cynically tricking the illiterate into thinking she's sending their 

letters, to seeing the humble residents of Bom Jesus da Mata (the fictional Cruzeiro do 

Nordeste) as worthy human beings. Film scholar Ivana Bentes calls the film "'tourism' 

through the same Glauberian sertão"(Nagib 2003, 126) of Black God, White Devil, but to a 

complete different effect than the earlier political allegory. Unlike Rocha's excruciating sertão 

of suffering, oppression and violence, Central Station's sertão is relatively gentle and 

humane, despite its threadbare appearance.  It is shown as ultimately a better place than Rio 

de Janeiro.  
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These two wildly varying representations of the sertão are summed up by Bentes' 

pithy assertion that there is a move in these films "from the 'aesthetics' to the 'cosmetics' of 

hunger" (Nagib 2003, 124). In the 1960s, Glauber Rocha formulated the aesthetics of 

hunger to criticize representations of misery that naturalized poverty as a backdrop about 

which there was nothing to be done. He decried this 'language of tears' that was ultimately 

distancing to the audience, seeking instead to jar the viewer into understanding the grinding 

horror of hunger. Central Station's sentimental portrait of the sertão in the 1990s, despite its 

setting that echoes Black God, White Devil, ultimately reassures the audience with a sertão 

that serves as a destination: a return to Josué's, and the nation's, idealized 'origins.' Its 

sentimentality leans the film closer to Bentes' definition of a "cosmetics of hunger"—

aestheticizing poverty.  

Severina Lopes, the matriarch of the Lopes family, was a featured extras in Central 

Station, credited and visible reciting her lines on-screen. Arcoverde, with its solid 

infrastructure on the edge of the picturesque sertão, has hosted the filming of several 

television and film projects in the last decade. Pernambucan musicians, including the 

producer of Cordel's first recording Naná Vasconcelos, pop star Lenine, Mestre Ambrósio's 

rabeca player Siba, and Cordel, have supplied the Northeastern 'accent' to the soundtracks of 

several recent Brazilian films. One such film is Deus é Brasileiro (2003) (God is Brazilian), a 

slapdash trifle about God (white beard and all), coming down to earth and roaming through 

the regions of Brazil looking for a new saint. The film's principal purpose seems to be to 

showcase the diversity of landscapes within the vast nation. In a pivotal scene (and the 

disjointed film's best moment), Cordel—on-screen, playing themselves—sings a song to 

God and changes his mind regarding his mission. In an earlier scene, dark-skinned sertanejos 

dance samba de coco at a humble wedding reception.  
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Ever since the Vargas regime's32 height of cultural management in the late 1930s, 

coco has been produced as a musical genre occupying a privileged space in the national 

imaginary, used in several generations of encounters that served as dramatic reversals of 

power relations, as in Freyre's assertion that going to the people makes one an apprentice 

among masters; the MCP founder's view that the university alienates but the people teach; 

and Mestre Ambrósio's belief that rural mestres help ground them in the contemporary 

world. Coco occupies a status, along with other round dances with Afro-Brazilian influence 

such as samba de roda and tambor de crioula, as a kind of proto-samba, a glimpse of "what 

came before" samba, first written about in reverential tones just as urban samba in Rio de 

Janeiro was being crystallized as a national symbol.  

As a territory of poverty and difference within the nation, the sertão has been viewed 

as left behind by the course of modernization. While many decry these spaces as evidence of 

economic backwardness, romantics turn to the sertão as nostalgic spaces33 where traditions 

that have vanished in more industrialized areas still thrive. As one of the first colonized areas 

of Brazil, Pernambuco has become a uniquely positioned terrain in the nationalistic process 

of rooting national identity in selected past cultural practices held up as representative. 

Novelists of the 1930s and 1940s, and Cinema Novo directors in the 1960s, arguably 

harboring a different kind of romantic notion of these spaces, see the bandits and itinerant 

millenarian preachers of the poverty-stricken region as proto-revolutionaries harboring the 

power to spark rebellion that could spread a revolution throughout the country. In the 

1990s, as Coco Raízes and Cordel emerged, these themes of the sertão as a storehouse of 

tradition and the sertão as a land of oppression and nascent rebellion have been reworked by 

                                                   
32 Daryle Williams (2001) examines the history of and rationale for the Vargas' regime's cultural management. 
33 Durval Muniz de Albuquerque refers to the Northeast as represented as both a nostalgic space (espaço de 
saudades) and also a rebellious space (espaço de rebelião) in the national imaginary in his book A Invenção do 
Nordeste (e outras artes) (1999, 184) 
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generations of artists and intellectuals. These are the sedimented layers of representations of 

coco and the sertão that Coco Raízes, Cordel, and their audiences have all inherited. 

In the post-dictatorship 1990s, coco, previously associated primarily with coastal 

northeastern blacks, was 'rediscovered' in the sertão, complicating previous narratives of both 

the musical genre, and the region. I'll return now to the story of samba de coco in Arcoverde, 

picking up where Chapter One left off, as families of musicians entered the circuits of state-

sponsored cultural display and the music industry.  
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Chapter Three 

 A Feud Fought Through Museums 

In addition to observations and conversations, this chapter will be written from 

artifacts and photographs. I begin by recounting the events that followed the death of Lula 

Calixto, a loss that barely preceded the entrance of Arcoverde's samba de coco group's into a 

recording studio to produce their first CD. Lula's absence and the shifts brought about by 

the group's professionalization led to a rancorous split. A feud erupted, complete with 

authorship disputes and eventually, the construction of two small museums telling the Lopes 

and Calixto's respective sides of the story of the genre's local history. The chapter ends with a 

tour through the two museums and the memories that the collected artifacts spark as 

personal histories overlap with public claims to being bearers of an increasingly lucrative 

cultural patrimony.  

  

LULA CALIXTO'S DEATH AND THE BEGINNINGS OF A FEUD 

 

Lula Calixto died on Monday, November 15, 1999 around eight p.m. He had been 

suffering from Chagas' disease, a sickness linked to poverty due to its transmission vector: a 

beetle that lives in the thatched roofs of precarious housing made of mud. He was in his 

bedroom, and at the last second, his niece Irã explained, he did not grimace at all, but 

opened his eyes and said goodbye calmly before dying. She felt that his corpse was very 

beautiful at the funeral. A large part of the town was there, and everyone was doing things in 

homage to Lula. Even the trucks outfitted with huge speakers that drove around town played 

samba de coco instead of advertisements. Irã told me this story as we were sitting in the 
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Calixtos' bar.  She walked back into her father's house and brought back a metal bowl—the 

bowl that he had used to eat his last meal. She had stowed it away as something by which to 

remember him, but admitted that, five years later as it was, she let the kids eat out of it every 

once in a while, if they were careful. Someone found and played a cassette tape of an 

interview with Lula conducted by Micheliny Verunschk. The tape, recorded in order to 

gather data for her thesis, was played not for its content, but in order to remember Lula's 

voice. He sounded lively, patient and articulate as he described the musical basics of coco to 

Micheliny.  

 Lula's death proved to trigger a social earthquake, shifting the tectonic plates of the 

samba de coco families in Arcoverde. Almost immediately, friction between the Calixto/ 

Gomes families and the Lopes sisters grew and a feud exploded. Lula was the group's 

reconciliator of forceful personalities; his absence heightened the tension that eventually split 

the group apart. The strain on the relationship between the three families was evident as 

early as Lula's funeral. Assis lent me a videotape of the memorial service, which took place at 

the gymnasium of the SESC. In the middle of the gym floor, his casket was open, and his 

body was completely covered by a layer of daisies. Only his face was visible, and his 

trademark leather hat was placed on the flowers. Padim Batista's pífano band stood around 

the coffin and played mournful waltzes on flute and percussion. The Mayor Rosa Barros, 

Lirinha and Clayton from Cordel, union leaders, people holding flags from the landless 

peasant movement (MST), teachers and students all came to pay their respects. Up above on 

a balcony stood students holding the banner which read, "The Carlos Rios school grieves 

their good friend 'Lula Calixto,' even knowing that the artist doesn't die." Down below, 

union members held a banner that read: "Lula Calixto.  Symbol of struggle and resistance for 

his roots. sintepe [the union's name]." Onlookers stepped back as clowns on stilts paid 

tribute to Lula by precariously circling the open coffin. A priest led prayers and songs, the 
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mayor spoke, and, around Lula's body, the samba de coco group, dressed to perform, did a 

somber rendition of the normally ebullient dance. 

 All thirty or so members of the group at the time were dressed to perform in 

matching floral print shirts and dresses.  All members except for Severina Lopes, that is,  

who came to the funeral not in a floral dress, but in a plaid vest and pants. Damião Calixto 

interpreted this choice as an act of defiance that triggered the ensuing power struggle. To 

members of the Calixto family, Severina setting herself apart from the rest of the group and 

wearing a vest—one of Lula's trademark clothing choices—was her signal to the rest of the 

group that she was claiming control of the group that, at the time bore her brother's Ivo 

Lopes' name34. 

 Severina remembered the sequence of events differently. To her, the first indications 

that the group would splinter surfaced a few days later, at a live interview on a local radio 

station regarding Lula's legacy and the future of the group. In her version of the story, 

Damião Calixto asserted his power in response to the DJ's question of what would happen to 

samba de coco in Arcoverde after Lula's death. Damião responded by saying "the coco now is 

mine. It belongs to my daughter [Irã], to my wife [Dona Lourdes] and to my brother 

[Assis]." Severina guards a cassette copy of the broadcast as evidence. It was devastating to 

her, she explained, not only because of this declaration, but because he went on to say, live 

on the radio, that he was taking over the coco because Severina and her sister Leni were lousy 

singers and dancers. 

 Lula's death was followed by a surge of media coverage, in Arcoverde and Recife, 

depicting him as a beloved hero of popular culture. Lula's status vaulted from town eccentric 

and street vendor, to artist and local figure of cultural resistance. His family, who were 

previously ambivalent about his passion for teaching samba de coco to everyone he met, 
                                                   
34 When the Lopes, Calixto and Gomes families first began to play together, the group was called A Caravana 
de Ivo Lopes, in homage of a prominent coco musician performing in the city in the 1950s-1970s.  
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perceived that both samba de coco as a genre, and the Calixto name in particular, were 

valuable currencies as the story of Lula was subjected to the media spotlight. 

 Soon after Lula's death, transportation sponsored by the municipal government came 

to pick up the musicians and bring them to a recording studio. According to Severina's 

version of the events, there was space in the van for ten people, but thirteen people present. 

Damião rebuffed the Lopes sisters by allowing some of his younger children in the van and 

then telling the sisters that there were no seats left. Being shut out of the recording process 

was the breaking point that formalized the rift between the Lopes and Calixto families. The 

Gomes family, who had played samba de coco with the Lopes family since the early 1960s, 

was caught in the middle, and ended up siding with the Calixtos. 

 Damião's harsh assessment of the Lopes sisters' musical abilities offers an entry into a 

cluster of issues regarding musical professionalism, cultural patrimony and authorship rights 

that converge surrounding Lula's death. The conflict between the families centered around 

claims to the title of Arcoverde's samba de coco tradition. The clash over these competing 

claims to tradition and authenticity was also a clash over the criteria used to judge which 

family deserved its crown. The Calixto and Gomes families, committed to professionalizing, 

insisted on frequent rehearsals to hone their vocal harmonies, choreography, and percussion 

skills. The Lopes sisters balked at so much rehearsal, arguing that they knew the repertoire 

because they had been playing it for years in their late brother Ivo Lopes's group. For the 

Lopes sisters, their claim to the title was based on the fact that their brother had been playing 

samba de coco in Arcoverde since the early 1950s. They considered the honor to be a 

patrimony of their family, and no amount of rehearsal could change that immutable truth.  

 The Calixto family could stake their claim on the fact that they had danced samba de 

coco privately at family gatherings and had attended events throughout their lives. They did 

not, however, have a samba de coco group with a long history of public performances like 
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Ivo Lopes. Despite this lack, a curious thing happened: the increased attention paid to Lula 

Calixto by Fundarpe, the municipal government, the people of Arcoverde, and subsequently 

Cordel, forged the association between the Calixto family name and the samba de coco 

tradition. His death only served to consecrate this link further in the eyes of the public. 

Although the other Calixtos had only begun to dance and play samba de coco in an 

organized fashion after Lula Calixto and Fundarpe’s Dona Amélia brought the group 

together in the mid-1990s, they became emblematic of the unbroken transmission of 

tradition in Arcoverde. 

 In addition to conflicts regarding patrimony, and professionalism, race was a largely 

unspoken factor underlying the public’s anointing of the Calixtos as the public 

representatives of Arcoverde’s living folk traditions. Although all three families are mixed-

race, like the majority of families in Northeast Brazil, the Calixtos are darker-skinned and 

perceived as phenotypically Afro-Brazilian, while the Lopes family is lighter-skinned and 

considered mestiço. In the 1990s, unlike the 1950s-early 1970s that were the heyday for Ivo 

Lopes’ group, samba de coco in Arcoverde struck a chord with Recifenses and other outsiders 

in part because of its distinctive Afro-Brazilian feel in the midst of the mestiço cowboy 

culture dominant in the sertão. At performances, I heard it commented several times that the 

Calixto family must have originally come to the sertão as part of a quilombo community of 

escaped slaves, highlighting that the Calixtos’ skin tone was dark enough by sertão standards 

to be deemed worthy of remark.35 A local Afrocentric newspaper Abibiman frequently 

highlighted the story of samba de coco in its pages, featuring articles on a local example of 

Afro-Brazilian culture that deserved to be celebrated. 

                                                   
35 At the time, the federal government had recently begun a program of awarding special funding to 
remanescentes de quilombo -- communities that could be historically tied to these escaped slave communities, 
not unlike programs exclusively for indigenous communities administered by Brazil's department focusing on 
indigenous affairs FUNAI. 
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 Lula's death on November 15, 1999 marked a pivotal moment for samba de coco 

along several fronts. After the prospect of making a career out of coco began to appear 

potentially viable, the Calixto family pushed to professionalize the group. The popularity of 

Cordel was on the rise throughout Pernambuco, raising the samba de coco musicians' 

expectations of their prospects. The samba de coco group, then called A Caravana de Ivo 

Lopes, had recently participated in a Recife-based compilation CD.36 Lula's dream of 

recording a CD was about to be realized, since Arcoverde's mayor, Rosa Barros, had agreed 

to provide financial support and transportation to Recife for the recording. At the last group 

meeting that Lula attended, Severina Lopes signed documents authorizing the group to 

record several of her brother's songs.  

 The feud deepened when the first pressing of CDs arrived, and Severina Lopes was 

contacted to sign a release form. In the bureaucratic paperwork establishing the group as an 

official association that was necessary to receive government support, Severina Lopes was still 

listed as the group's leader. Now estranged from the current group and in the process of 

establishing her own rival group, she vehemently refused to sign off on a recording that 

included four songs she claimed to be written by her brother Ivo Lopes. Ciço Gomes, lead 

singer of the Calixto/Gomes group that had changed their name to Coco Raízes, countered, 

in his account of the feud, that some of the songs actually pre-dated Ivo Lopes' group, and 

that others had been written collaboratively when he sang in Ivo's group years before. Ciço 

also questioned what constituted authorship in a genre where improvisation played such a 

prominent role. Severina held her ground, and the CDs were kept from the market until 

three thousand more were printed without the songs in question, reducing the track count 

from sixteen to twelve. 

                                                   
36 Pernambuco em Concerto II 
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 From this moment on, questions of authorship became highly contested amongst 

Arcoverde's traditional musicians. Severina recruited young musicians to create the Coco das 

Irmãs Lopes, and threatened to sue Coco Raízes if they were to sing any songs that were on 

her list of songs she claimed that Ivo Lopes had written. These threats were often made on 

stage from the microphone at gigs where both groups were scheduled to play. The feud 

played out in the court of public opinion, and it proved difficult for anyone to maintain 

close ties with both groups. When Sandroni's project retracing the steps of Mário de 

Andrade's musical fieldwork recorded Coco Irmãs Lopes, she insisted on prefacing each song 

being recorded with, "This next song, which Ivo Lopes also wrote, is entitled…" before the 

group could begin playing. 

The concept of intriga outlined in Ana Claudia Marques' recent ethnography of 

social conflict in the Pernambucan sertão, entitled Intrigas e Questões, closely conforms to 

the intrigue at the funeral, the radio station, and as the van pulled away. Marques defines an 

intriga as the events that spark a briga de famílias, a family feud. Once the intriga has stoked 

the feud, it becomes a questão—an on-going pattern of confrontation and retaliation 

between family members and their allies. In her words, "An intriga is a moment that projects 

the questão from the past into the present, in the direction of the future" (Marques 2002, 

22). Many of the protagonists of the feuds that Marques analyzes are landowning 

patriarchs—"founders of a lineage and a place" (ibid., 21)—and the patterns of vengeance to 

restore honor are most famously told in the legend of the bandit Lampião, who hailed from 

Serra Talhada, a Pernambucan municipality near Arcoverde. How the conflict between the 

Calixto and Lopes families played out could be seen as an echo of these larger, more 

notorious conflicts in the region's history. Although volatile, the Calixto/Lopes conflict was 

fought with bitter words and competing museums, not violence. Instead of land or financial 

capital, of which both families have relatively little, they are fighting over the prestigious and 
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potentially lucrative symbolic capital of being known as founders of a musical lineage. They 

guard their family's musical patrimony as if it were acres of fertile land. Their questão draws 

a line in the sand, delineating and intensifying alliances.  The feud bolsters solidarity within 

each group as they close their ranks and woo sympathetic outsiders to one side or the other 

by inviting them to hear their side of the story. 

 Severina's most ambitious effort to sustain the memory of Ivo Lopes and the Lopes 

family's link to samba de coco is a museum that she set up in the front porch of the house 

where she lives with her immediate family and her two sisters Leni and Josefa. The following 

extended description of a visit to the Ivo Lopes Museum provides a glimpse of the 

idiosyncracies of nostalgia deployed in the service of procuring government support for her 

coco group, in addition to more personal reasons. Severina's fond childhood memories from 

the 'good old days'—and the sparkle in her eye was undeniable as she fell into a storytelling 

reverie—are interspersed with memories of the 'bad old days' when certain families ruled the 

region with an authoritarian hand. And personal mementos that trigger nostalgia, such as 

photos and artifacts no longer useful in today's world, also serve as evidence in the Lopes 

sisters' case to prove their family's investment in tradition. Legal and quasi-legal documents 

such as depositions and notarized documents occupy space in picture frames alongside 

photos of families dancing and playing music. Below, I highlight how a personal gaze into 

the past—assessing individual and community-wide losses and gains over time—coexists, 

sometimes uneasily, with a government-sponsored nationalist discourse of roots. 

 

"WHO HAS THE ROOTS?":  A VISIT TO THE IVO LOPES MUSEUM 

 

 Antigamente, Severina explained, her family used to sit on the ground without a 

table and eat without forks. They made couscous in a two-tiered clay pot, and ate beans and 
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rice in a clay dish. The clay dish made them taste better. There was no electricity—they used 

different kinds of lanterns, including one made with a small glass bottle, the strip of a rag, 

kerosene, and a bottle cap with a hole in it. She jumped up from her rocking chair and 

identified artifacts on shelves and hanging on the walls of her front porch/museum. Severina 

and her older, quieter sister Leni sitting in the rocking chair next to her were both close to 

seventy years old. When Severina demonstrated practices of yesteryear, like the process of 

drying, roasting and pounding coffee beans using a mortar and pestle, her face became 

animated. She had a large sifter that she first used to illustrate how to sift manioc flour, and 

then handed it to her young granddaughter so that she could awkwardly execute a dance step 

using the sifter as a prop.  

 Severina invited me to take a look around. A clay jug, clay cooking pots, a stone 

grinder, and a large mortar were arranged on the floor next to the wall. (See Figure 1)  The 

mortar, whittled from a single log, stood thigh-high, plastic flowers spilling out from its 

hollowed-out cup. On the adjacent wall, pieces of metal tools—a shovel, a saw, a hoe, a 

trowel, a pickaxe, a sickle, a drill bit, a cement spreader, an axe—all hung, covered in rust, 

abandoned by their wooden handles that appeared to have long since rotted away. This first 

row of objects, whether made of clay, iron, or wood, were weathered and encrusted. The clay 

jugs and cooking pots were dusty and sooty due to age and use. The log mortar was dried 

and gray. From floor to ceiling, there was a progression from tarnished to shiny—from old 

to new. The next level of objects, displayed on the walls above the clay, stone, wood and 

metal, were tightly woven rattan sifters. Blue, green and yellow ribbons fell draped from the 

sifters, signaling that these sifters were not functional, but instead props for the "sifter 

dance." Moving up the wall from the festooned sifters, several straw and leather hats were 

arranged. One small straw hat with a lace trim had yarn braids attached, identifying it as part 

of a Saint John's day hick costume. Three conical straw hats approximated the headwear of a 
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nearby indigenous group. A leather hat was painted with the words "Coco do Ivo Lopes." 

Above the hats, on a shelf near the ceiling, were trophies from the 1960s and 1970s 

commemorating the group's participation in town-sponsored cultural events, as well as 

recognizing individuals for winning coco dancing contests.  

I began to see patterns in how the things were arranged. The clay jars and cooking 

pots were almost treated like fossils made of materials closer to the earth than today's 

stainless steel. Moving my gaze up the wall told me a tale that developed from the earth, to 

functional tools made from the earth, to the transition from function to art seen in the sifter 

dance-prop, to the costume hats, and ending near the ceiling with the social recognition they 

received for the family's efforts at "fazendo cultura" (making culture) as many traditional 

musicians called it. 

 

      Figure 1: Clay pots to trophies 
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 To the left of the wall of hats and sifter props stood two black metal shelves.  Next to 

the ground, on the lowest shelf, more clay mixing bowls and blackened clay cooking pots 

were placed (See Figure 2). On the next shelf above the bowl was a 1960s suitcase-style 

portable phonograph sharing the shelf with an old Luiz Gonzaga record featuring the 'King 

of Baião' wearing his trademark leather hat. Above the cooking pots sat a rusty hand-crank 

driven sewing machine, an iron heated with hot coals, a cast-iron tea kettle, and a miniature 

wooden ox cart complete with carved oxen. Moving upward to the third shelf, above the 

phonograph stood Ivo's old radio with three porcelain hens on top of it (See Figure 3).  

Draped from the posts of the shelves were nametags from events Severina attended, 

including a conference for "entrepreneurs of culture," and a badge proving she was a cast 

member of the film Central Station. The top shelf displayed a large polka-dot pin cushion 

used for handweaving lace. From floor to ceiling, I again gathered a sense of upward 

movement, from the earth to tools to modern technology, and a movement from the faraway 

rural past, through Ivo's group's heyday and up to Severina's present life as a cultural 

entrepreneur and featured actor in an internationally acclaimed film. But perhaps this was 

simply how I arbitrarily began to connect the dots between the disparate, unmarked objects 

carefully arranged throughout the room—like the similarities in shape I noticed between the 

straw hats on the opposite wall and the bell-like PA loudspeaker sitting in the corner next to 

them (See Figure 4). 
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                     Figure 2: Phonograph, radio and sewing machine 

                         

               Figure 3: Radio, embroidery pillow and Central Station "cast" badge 
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    Figure 4: Straw hats and loudspeaker 

 Above the doorway to the right, leading from the front porch museum to the rest of 

the house, hung a golden sign commemorating the group's fifty year anniversary (Figure 5) 

and a large retouched photo of Ivo Lopes. Next to the sign, three ragdolls were displayed 

next to the leather hat of a well-known local forró musician who had recently died. Above 

the dolls, an antique pistol was mounted aiming towards the "fifty years" sign. A berimbau37 

decorated in colors representing Afrocentrism occupied the space surrounding the dolls, as 

well as a pink porcelain crane and a toy hot-air balloon suspended on fishing line over the 

doorway. Following the balloon's imagined path upward leads the eye to the painted 

styrofoam Brazilian flag on the ceiling, stars spilling out off the flag and spreading out 

overhead. 

 Way back when, Severina continued, the Lopes family would dance coco after the 

novenário. In the beginning of May, they would erect a maypole, and every night for 31 

nights they would pray, and after they were done, they would light a bonfire to keep the 

snakes away, and dance coco from around nightfall until midnight or beyond. On the last 

                                                   
37 The berimbau is a kind of musical bow most often played accompanying the Afro-Brazilian 
dance/game/martial art capoeira. 
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day of May, they would pull down the maypole, and when it toppled, whoever managed to 

grab the white flag that had been flying at the top of it was said to marry that year.  Severina 

grabbed it when she was fourteen, but she did not end up marrying that year. "The old days 

were beautiful, because they didn't use instruments. Everything was based on yelling and the 

sound of the tin can shaker." She found the rusty can that she had on display and showed it 

to Laura and me. It's not the actual one, she clarified, but it's like the cans they used to use. 

She continued: 

Those days were beautiful because all you used to hear was the hollering of the 
women and the men.  The whole night. When the sun came up, you had mud up to 
your knees.  It was beautiful.  Because of the lantern, when the sun came up, your 
nostrils were full of black soot. That was beautiful. 

 

 

                 Figure 5: Fifty years sign and hot air balloon 
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Now, I think coco today is great too, because it has been rescued, the culture of it, 
with instruments like the shaker, the triangle, the bass drum. They used to use a 
scraper, like that one you see right there [pointing to the wall of artifacts]. It is nice 
too, but the old days were better. People were innocent then. You didn't see what 
you see today at parties. You organize a nice party, and Mr. so-and-so ends the fun 
by starting a fight. You know that these days there is lots of violence. 

But back then it was good. Back then, I remember as a young girl, if a guy was drunk 
and noisy, it wasn't a problem. My grandparents and uncles got together and tied up 
the hands and feet of the troublemaker and stuck him there at the side of the party 
tied up until he sobered up.  No, really! No one knows this. No one knows this. 
They used to tie up the hands and feet, and there they were, tied up the whole night 
until good and early in the morning.  Oh, oooh, they would just scream! Nowadays 
no one can do this, if you tie someone up, the police will arrest you.  Right? If I were 
to do it, they'd bring me to jail for sure.  But they were good times. My grandparents 
got tired after so much tying.  It seems like a lie, but it's not. I felt a little bad for the 
person…left there in the corner tied up. No one caused problems until the sun came 
back up.  They didn't bug us.  It was really good in those days. But today is 
something too, isn't it? I like today's coco too; it's a marvelous pastime today, too. 

 When her family moved to Arcoverde, Severina explained, it was not even called 

Arcoverde. When they arrived, the area was almost completely forested. She inventoried the 

changes, from the town's three names, to the fact that the first cemetery is now the parking 

lot to a gas station in the center of town. People used to be required to wear blue or red 

ribbons in the brims of their hats to specify their political alliances. The Brito family was in 

power until around 1950, she explained. The family's henchmen kept everyone in line, and 

no one could do anything about it. Severina's sister Leni chimed in that at the Fazenda 

Fundão, a nearby plantation, a tree trunk still exists with thick iron hoops for shackling 

slaves to be punished. 

Surveying the collection, Severina admitted that many of the antiques were not 

actually the possessions of Ivo, or her family's for that matter, but were meant to represent 

the kinds of things that people had back then. “When I decided to set up this museum, I ate 

out of aluminum plates and used a gas stove. What was I supposed to do?” She clarified, 

"You know, at the time, when you replace your old stove with a newer one, you just threw it 

into the forest. You had no idea you would end up wanting it back for any reason." 
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          Figure 6: Lopes family photograph 

A photographed family portrait in shades of brownish grey had been taken outside in the 

sertão, with a backdrop of mountains and a swirl of clouds. Ivo Lopes stood in the center of 

the photo, a huge man, twice as wide as rest of the family. Three people stood above and 

behind the other Lopes family members, on some kind of pedestal that was blocked from 

view. The man in the middle of the back row held a guitar. In the frame of the picture, their 

shoulders lined up with the top of the mountains. Their faces faded into the clouds, due to 

the photo's age or a glitch in the developing process. The ghostly musician hovered above the 

family members standing obediently with patient, serious expressions on their faces. In the 

corner of the photograph the year 1981 was written, a full half-century later than my mental 

estimate of its age (See Figure 6). 

 When I showed interest in the portrait, Severina found boxes of more photos of her 

family. Many of the color photos were of her grandchildren in costumes, whether it be 

dressed as the Virgin Mary in a church pageant; as a pigtailed, freckle-faced hick for Saint 
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John's day; as a wizard to get drivers' attention as part of her school patrol duties; or in her 

colorful embroidered coco outfit. Severina pointed to these pictures of her granddaughter 

and said, "I like it that she does this kind of thing.  I think it's beautiful.  I think it's culture." 

After these more recent photos, she passed me some older family portraits. Two startling 

photos had the figure of a person sliced out and another photo placed behind it so that it 

peered through the silhouette-shaped gap as if it were a keyhole. The replacement photos 

were shot at much closer range, so that one eye fit where the missing person's head would 

have been, and the nose covered most of the area where their chest would have been. I asked 

Severina why the photos looked like this, and she replied that she had been in a feud with a 

relative. Eventually, when they made amends, she had felt the need to place her once again 

back into the family portraits. 

 Severina brought out file after file of xeroxed documents. There were documents 

stamped and signed by a notary public that declared that she was part of the leadership of the 

samba de coco group that had included the Lopes, Gomes and Calixto families before the 

feud. There were also documents filled with the signatures, many of them written by small 

children. These papers were the minutes from her new coco group's rehearsals, part of a 

paper trail she hoped would help them secure the municipal government's support for the 

group and museum. Leni explained that if government auditors were to ask them for 

evidence regarding the sustained month to month activity of the group, they would have it. 

Another set of papers, the oldest, were fragments from 1974 of legal documents registering 

her brother Ivo's song titles and lyrics. Some of the papers were intact, but most were ripped 

up after Ivo's wife caught him cheating on her with another woman and tore them up in a 

rage. 

 Typed depositions from city councilmen, neighbors and family regarding Ivo Lopes' 

coco group were framed on the wall. Some stated that they had witnessed the Lopes family 
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dancing coco in the rural area where they lived before coming to Arcoverde, and others 

confirmed that Ivo had been playing as early as the 1950s, reiterating the cultural value of 

the group for the town.  At one point, Severina turned to the sign over the doorway and 

asked, "Who has the roots? Seven years or fifty years?" 

 

TAXIDERMIED GOATS AND WIRE-AND-RAG BIRDS: THE LULA CALIXTO 
CULTURAL SPACE 

 

The first time I met the Calixto family, I spent the afternoon with them eating cream 

crackers and raw sugar outside the Lula Calixto Cultural Space. It was a garage-like room 

arranged as a museum across the street from the Calixto family homes. Lula Calixto's 

personal belongings were displayed on the walls and on a table next to an open guest book. 

There was Lula's flugelhorn, that he played for decades in the town band, and wire-and-rag 

sculptures of animals he made for use in his Carnaval group. He called the group a bloco 

zoológico, where Lula and kids from the community would parade down the main street as a 

a costumed menagerie. In front of a large tapestry hand-painted with the group's name stood 

an almost life-size patchwork ox, a rooster in disrepair and a half-finished bird (a vulture?) 

hanging on the wall, a chicken-wire frame that he was in the process of making when he 

died.  Next to the wire-and-rag animals stood a taxidermied goat on a skateboard made, Assis 

told me, by one of the Calixto boys. The skateboard was painted with the inscription "Bob's 

Goat" and the goat wore a wig of dreadlocks revealing that the 'Bob' in question was reggae 

great Bob Marley (See Figures 7 and 8). 
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                 Figure 7: Assis' young neighbor riding "Bob's Goat" 

A display assembled for the funeral was now leaning against the wall in the cultural 

space: a large photo of Lula in his leather hat, his eyes skyward like a religious painting; his 

flutes; texts written in memory of him. A banner for his bumba-meu-boi group38 was 

propped up in the corner. Photo collages of musicians and dancers in busy floral print 

clothes hung on the wall, including pictures of Cordel's lead singer Lirinha as a teenager 

when he played samba de coco with them. As I looked at the photos, Assis told me about the 

events where a given photo was taken, or, based on the color of their matching outfits, the 

approximate year. Near the back corner were two striking black-and-white photographs of 

Lula standing in a doorway in the half-light, the contrast sharpened between darks and 

lights. Assis Calixto volunteered that they had been taken by a French photographer and sent 

back to them after his visit. There was framed, faded newspaper clipping reviewing a jazz gig 

                                                   
38 bumba-meu-boi is a dramatic dance with origins in forms introduced by Luso-Catholic missionaries. Its plot 
is based on the death and resurrection of a bull (See Andrade 1959). Boi Tungão is the title of one of the cocos 
that Mário de Andrade recorded Chico Antônio singing. 
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in Recife of an American musician named Andrew Potter. I asked about Potter, and Assis 

replied that Andreu had visited Recife and heard Coco Raízes' first record. He loved the 

songs, met the group, and recorded one of their songs, balanço da canoa, soon after. 

Assis brought out a small boombox from his house and played Potter's Trio's 

instrumental version of balanço da canoa. It began with a drum solo that riffed on variations 

of the two rhythmic cells upon which Coco Raízes' songs are based: the 3+3+2 timeline of 

samba de coco and a fast-paced duple meter of foguetes de roda. Soon, the other musicians 

joined in: an electrified upright bass carried the melody while the chords were filled in on an 

electric piano. As we listened, Assis sang along quietly, visibly proud that his composition 

had been played in Chicago. His nieces and nephews interjected the missing refrain that 

mimicked waves lapping against a canoe. Assis explained that Potter had fronted much of the 

 

 

                 Figure 8: Lula Calixto Cultural Space 
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money to record Coco Raízes' second CD, and the Calixtos participated on a track on one of 

his recordings. 

After I moved to Arcoverde and stopped by the Calixto Cultural Space frequently, it 

became clear that the space was, along with the Calixtos' bar across the street, a place to 

receive tourists. The middle of the room was left open so that the Calixtos could use the 

open space to demonstrate how to dance coco, sing, play, or show visitors the wall of pictures 

if awkwardness due to social and/or language barriers made it difficult to break the ice. 

Interviews with journalists, researchers and fans happened there on an almost weekly basis.  

 

COMPETING CABINETS OF CURIOSITIES 

 

 The Lopes Museum and the Calixto Cultural Space attracted visitors, giving the 

families an opportunity to charm them, tell their story regarding samba de coco in 

Arcoverde, and win over new advocates and fans. In the Lopes museum, Severina used a 

dense array of objects displayed in her front porch to fashion a narrative asserting her family's 

place in the history of the town. As opposed to an institutionally curated categorization of 

artifacts as one would expect to find in a public museum, the configuration of Severina's 

selected objects on display betrayed a more personal logic. Severina, the self-described 

"wildcat of culture," (to quote the inscription under the wildcat pelt mounted above the 

loudspeaker in one corner of the museum) defended her family's claim to the establishment 

of a musical lineage by using objects from previous eras. Her use of the past, however, was 

not simply a backward gaze, but built connections leading from the past to the present and 

into the future. It indexed an agricultural past and celebrations of a previous era in order to 

chart the movement towards samba de coco's second life as heritage, a representative cultural 

'survival' celebrated today. This trajectory was not only an appreciation of the past, but the 
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sense that this process of cobbling together of past artifacts and practices offered a way to 

glimpse better times to come. A future contained in a dream of social recognition, as if 

floating in a hot-air balloon up into the realm of nationwide visibility. The radio, 

phonograph and loudspeakers dislocated the sounds of rural Northeasterners from their 

sources—Luiz Gonzaga being the most famous example—and projected them beyond their 

places of origin and into the national (and international) spotlight. And like Luiz Gonzaga, 

this projection was accomplished by playing music while wearing costumes. When Severina 

pointed to photos of her granddaughter all dressed up, and stated, "I think it's culture," she 

was using a local inflection of the word cultura that I often heard musicians say, referring to 

creative public expressions that lead to recognition in the public sphere, including the 

educated classes and mass media. In this dream of fazendo cultura39 in a place with such a 

rigid, racialized class structure, changing hats and outfits, and changing one's status are 

powerfully, allegorically intertwined. 

 The more frequently visited Calixto Cultural Space contrasted the Lopes museums' 

barrage of objects: when visitors arrived, the focus within the space remained more firmly on 

the Calixto family themselves. The photos of Lula framed on the wall and his personal effects 

and extravagant animal creations facilitate talking about Lula and establishing his importance 

to the family and the group. The real attractions, however, were the younger Calixtos' 

displays of dancing and singing prowess, and the participative, informal 'rehearsal' events 

where visitors were invited to join with the group in playing and dancing, which I detail in 

Chapter Seven. The signatures in the guestbook, photos of Lula sent from France, and 

newspaper clipping of an American jazz drummer all led to anecdotes regarding the 

international visitors, such as the French forró band that stayed for a week, partied, and 

learned coco with Coco Raízes. In August, 2004, near the end of my fieldwork year, the 
                                                   
39 This phrase, translated as "making" or "doing culture," was first brought to my attention by Cristina 
Barbosa. 
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group's projection beyond Arcoverde, and beyond even Brazil, was gaining momentum, as a 

French producer stopped by to offer them a European tour. Coco Raízes were enjoying 

ample attention from fans, visitors and the media, and as a result, their Cultural Space did 

not radiate the same willfulness to convince the visitor that the notarized documents in the 

Lopes museum represent. 

One might productively compare the Lopes Museum and the Calixto Cultural Space 

with the Kunstkammern, or cabinets of curiosities, popular in Europe between 1540-1740. 

In several ways, these configurations of displayed objects from the baroque era bear a closer 

resemblance to Arcoverde's samba de coco museums than modern museums do. Horst 

Bredekamp, in his essay "The Lure of Antiquity and the Cult of the Machine," pinpoints 

Samuel Quiccheberg's 1565 text as influential in outlining how the curiosity cabinets should 

be arranged (Bredekamp 1995:28). In it, Quiccheberg begins with a first section that deals 

with "the ruler and his realm" and consists of extensive "genealogies and portraits of the royal 

families of collectors" (ibid.). The subsequent sections feature ancient and modern arts and 

crafts, animal specimens, musical instruments, tools and machines, exotic clothing and dolls 

wearing traditional costume (ibid.: 29). The concluding section includes coats of arms of 

noble families and paintings, and beyond it workshops and "small exhibit rooms with 

utensils used by all professions."  

I mention the Kunstkammern because, like the Lopes and Calixto spaces, and unlike 

purportedly dispassionate modern museums, the Kunstkammern combine an adulation of 

noble families, and a delineation of the territory of their reign, with a collection of objects 

which would now be divided into the categories of natural history, art history, obsolete and 

current technology, and utilitarian implements of all sorts. In addition, like the Lopes and 

Calixto spaces, Kunstkammern were arranged so as to imply a progressive sequence of stages. 

In Quiccheberg's outline of the Kunstkammer, these stages developed "from natural objects 
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through ancient sculptures and modern forms of art, and finally to technical instruments and 

machines." (ibid.:30) A similar kind of implicit narrative of progression is found in Severina 

Lopes' front porch, moving from clay pots to decorated sifter props to phonographs and 

proof of participation in filmmaking. In addition, Kunstkammern tended to be arranged in 

such a way that downplayed the strict delineation of categories of objects displayed, with the 

goal of acknowledging and mimicking the playfulness of God's creative process. The 

boundaries blurred by the alignment of a taxidermied goat in a dreadlocked wig on a 

skateboard next to a wire-and-rag bird costume, or the placement of the "wildcat of culture" 

display next to a loudspeaker, resonates with this practice of configuring taxonomically 

incongruent but poetically associative "visual bridges." (ibid.:73) Without claiming a 

historical link between these baroque modes of representation and the Lopes and Calixto 

spaces40, I believe that Bredekamp's assessment of the Kunstkammer quoted below can 

elucidate how we consider the Lopes and Calixto spaces. 

Thus the Kunstkammer combined the three vertical stages of development—from 
naturalia to artificialia to scientifica—with a horizontal plane that represented efforts 
to research the entire globe. In a certain sense, then, the Kunstkammer were at one 
and the same time like time-lapse photography and microcosms of the world. 

(ibid.: 36) 

In other words, neither the Kunstkammer nor the Lopes and Calixto spaces represent 

merely a bizarre collection of oddities in a disordered pseudo- or proto-museum. Instead, 

both can be seen as comprehensive attempts to visually represent an imagined cosmos 

unfolding through time, centered around a family depicted as powerful, noble, and reigning 

(literally, or symbolically through music) over a given territory. In the Lopes and Calixto 

spaces, the references to flight, recognition beyond Arcoverde, and technologies that project 

                                                   
40 The Northeastern region of Brazil has been widely characterized, by Ariano Suassuna of the Armorial 
Movement and others, as a place where archaic practices from as long ago as the medieval era still survive, but I 
am choosing not to engage with this question.  Instead, what interests me is how, whether or not a concrete 
historical link can be established, Bredekamp's analysis of the Kunstkammern can inform an analysis of the 
Lopes and Calixto spaces. 
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sound lead to the conclusion that these museums are not simply backward glances 

succumbing to "the lure of antiquity." Instead, these themes indicate that the Lopes and 

Calixto spaces are equally concerned with "the cult of the machine" and its simultaneous 

look onward to the future, and outward to the rest of the world. 

Although the Lopes and Calixto museums' spaces suggest similar forward-looking 

desires, the groups are not equally well-positioned to garner recognition through the process 

of fazendo cultura, of making themselves visible by projecting their music beyond the local 

public sphere. The Lopes family's vehement claims to the crown of Arcoverde's samba de 

coco tradition surfaced in reaction to the increasing notoriety of Coco Raízes following Lula 

Calixto's death, as an attempt to set the record straight regarding the family's longer history 

formally staging samba de coco performances. But while the appearance of tradition was 

essential to these groups' success as traditional musicians, upon close scrutiny, proof of 

lineage was ultimately less important than performative factors, including stage presence, a 

photogenic look, and a sound that matches (or even surpasses) the intensity and energy level 

of pop music performances. This litmus test of performance had a different victor than that 

of proof of lineage, and Coco Raízes' upward trajectory towards larger and larger festival 

stages attested to their ability to adjust their performances to different venues. The next 

chapter gathers and recounts a collection of vignettes to tell this story. 
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Chapter Four 

The Musical It ineraries  of  Coco Raízes  and Cordel 

THE STREET AND THE STAGE 

 

Ciço Gomes still possessed a few of the video tapes that survived a small fire in the 

Calixto home; the fire burned t-shirts, newspaper clips, and several audio and video tapes. 

We watched the videos, and Ciço talked about how the group has changed as they adapted 

from performances in private homes, to public performances in the street and on the stage: 

It's very difficult to make the transition between the house, the street and the stage. 
We are very aware of the difference between these contexts. One has to really make 
an effort to animate a crowd from the stage. In the beginning, we didn't even have a 
PA system, just one microphone with a small amplifier. After this, we played on a 
small stage there at the praça da bandeira during São João.  We played there, and 
everyone said "man, this is great!" and put us on the larger stages.  

The videos were shot between the beginning of samba de coco's second life as 

heritage in 1996 and after their second CD was released in 2003. While watching the tapes, 

one of the most striking shifts in the group's performance on stage was the reduction of the 

number of dancers on stage from twenty-five or more, to two or three at a time. Fagner, the 

best dancer from the Gomes family, and Daiane, the best dancer from the Calixto family 

ended up specializing in that role. 

Fagner and Daiane have been dancing together for a really long time. It was them 
who, pretty recently, about a year and a half ago, began this business of getting down 
from the stage to dance with everyone, snaking through the crowd and getting the 
circle dance started. It was they who did this.  

Each larger stage that they played gave them motivation to rehearse more often to further 

hone their vocal harmonies and tighten the layers of percussion.  

After playing on the largest stages during São João in Arcoverde, they called us to 
play in Recife, so we went there. We had to realize that we aren't that little group 
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that plays in someone's house anymore. We had to clean up the small mistakes and 
concentrate harder on really playing well for the stage. 

The group's professionalization coincided with their induction into the circuits of 

festivals sponsored by local and state governments. As I'll detail in Chapter Six, these 

festivals, São João and Carnaval being the principal examples, offer stages for live music in a 

hierarchy of size, centrality, decorations and desirability. Coco Raízes' success on the street 

during São João in 1999 and before, led them to perform on a small stage, and eventually 

move up to the festival's major stages. Soon, after the election of Rosa Barros in 2000, samba 

de coco was elevated to represent Arcoverde in their São João festival materials and general 

tourism promotion. But besides aiming to attract tourists to the city, the Barros 

administration kept the group close in a populist effort to symbolically affirm her 

commitment to social inclusion and support for popular culture and the arts. Older 

clientelistic political networks are often more important in this region than national political 

party affiliations. Barros, for example, began her political career in the PT (Partido dos 

Trabalhadores) Worker's Party on the Left, only to switch over to ally herself with a Center-

Right coalition as mayor. Although the musicians did not openly campaign for candidates, 

the current administration offered incentives for the musicians such as sponsorship through 

equipment, matching clothing, transportation, and rigging temporary stages for events other 

than festivals. When a campaigner for Barros' adversary poked her head into Assis' house, she 

retreated immediately upon recognizing the public figure and surmising his alliances. Assis 

politely waved her away. 

Coco Raízes' story is one in which government cultural preservation efforts and 

commerce work hand-in-hand, as their music is the soundtrack to the chamber of commerce 

convention, and a fashion show in a warehouse-turned-shopping mall in the publicly-funded 

colonial district of downtown Recife. Government festivals provided the band with a ladder 

to climb as they honed their craft, from local Arcoverde festival stages, to Recife's Carnaval. 
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The Barros administration also partially funded the recording of their first CD, which, along 

with their performances, projected the group into the public sphere. With their increased 

recognition outside of Arcoverde came increased clout at home, giving Coco Raízes more 

leverage in negotiating with the city. 

I have assembled descriptions of selected events that reveal the shifts in their 

performance practice. The vignettes focus on what Kirschenblatt-Gimblett has termed the 

"display interface" (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998, 7), emphasizing how setting is inseparable 

from the content of the performance itself in framing an event's meaning. The first video 

tape is a family member's birthday party, and subsequent descriptions include São João and 

carnaval festivities, a chamber of commerce convention and a fashion show. In some of these 

descriptions, Coco Raízes is performing live, and in others, their recordings are being played 

in public places. The descriptions of events that occurred before 2004 are based on watching 

Ciço's videotapes with him, and those that happened in 2004 are based on firsthand 

observations. 

 

A BIRTHDAY PARTY, 1996 

 

One of the tapes has footage of Ciço's daughter Dora's birthday party, providing an 

example of an informal performance in a home for family and friends. On it, the white noise 

of the shakers, the metallic clang of triangle and the staccato booms of the surdo drum 

envelope the dancers as they move in a circle around a small living room cleared of furniture. 

The percussionists line the wall behind the circle, and everyone sings the refrains in response 

to whoever is singing lead at the time. Everyone is dressed in their usual attire: t-shirts, 

shorts, trousers, dresses. The mood in the room is one of orderly, alcohol-free celebration. 

The lead singer alternates between Lula, singing in a pinched tone, straining to project over 
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the percussion and the din of voices at the party as he dances in the circle, and Ciço, who 

stands either in the middle of the circle or outside of it. Ciço is constantly making eye 

contact, singing lines directly to partygoers, lifting people's spirits and encouraging 

participation. The force of everyone singing together appears more important than the 

precision of the harmonies, which are roughly parallel thirds. The musicians trade 

improvised verses, many of which refer to the fact that they are being filmed.  

Most of the dancers' steps include a slight shuffle/slide that emulates the swish of the 

shaker, a touch that is easier to sustain in everyday leather- and rubber-soled shoes than 

wooden sandals that require an emphatic, precise stomp. There is much more variation in 

how the dancers accent the basic steps than I noticed at later performances. When the song 

begins its refrain-less rapid-fire embolada section, the dancers stop singing and focus on the 

quicker-stepped trupé. While later crowds, such as those in Recife, will take their cues from 

the dancers on stage, everyone striving to execute the RlrLrlrl41 pattern, in this roda 

some dancers prefer rLrlrLrl, or even Rl.lRl.l, flowing with or against the grain of 

the shaker and triangle parts.  

The room is small for the thirty or so people who are dancing in it, and the 

proximity of bodies circulating counterclockwise reminds me of my visits to candomblé 

terreiros (houses of Afro-Brazilian religion), the initiates packed one after the next, all 

moving in the same direction around the axis point in the center of the room. When the 

rhythm changes to a foguete de roda,42 the dance continues in the round, but those in the 

circle join hands as they go. In the center of the circle, a couple dances—unlike samba de 

coco, where no contact occurs.43 Members of all three families, Lopes, Calixto, and Gomes 
                                                   
41 R and L stand for right and left feet. Accented steps are represented by bold upper-case letters. Periods 
represent ghosted steps that are almost inaudible. 
42 an up-tempo march in duple meter. 
43 The cocos and foguetes de roda danced in Arcoverde belong to a broad spectrum of round dances in Brazil 
that exhibit African, European and Indigenous elements to varying degrees.  Other styles that share certain 
characteristics, such as dancing in the round and alternating one couple in the center, whether dancing in pairs 
or facing each other, include samba de roda in the Bahian Recôncavo and tambor de crioula in Maranhão.  
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are seen celebrating with friends and neighbors—a scene one would not see after the feud. I 

am struck, as I watch this section of the video tape, to see Fagner and Daiane, currently the 

featured dancers of Coco Raízes, expertly dancing as a pair inside the circle eight years 

before. Daiane is a slight, skinny ten years old who looks even younger, and Fagner is twelve 

or thirteen.  

 

PE EM CONCERTO,  2000 

 

Another of Ciço's video tapes contained footage of one of the group's first 

performances outside of Arcoverde, as they adjusted to performing on stage. The tape was 

recorded at the CD release party in Recife for a disc called PE em Concerto featuring groups 

from throughout the state. Three generations of the Calixto, Gomes, and Lopes families are 

dancing in a loose, square-dance-like formation, weaving through the crowd on stage, in and 

out of the pastel spotlights and artificial fog. One dancer is young enough that he uses a 

pacifier as he steps. Pausing the tape, I count at least twenty-five straw hats. The musicians 

are obscured by the mass of dancers, except for Ciço, who stands at the front of the stage and 

projects the lyrics "The Caravana isn't dead; it hasn't died, and never will" in his ringing, 

resonant voice. During the faster embolada section, while the dancers stomp the trupé, he 

celebrates the thrill of playing in a central plaza in downtown Arcoverde:  

 

 
 The Caravana isn't dead 
 It hasn't died, and never will… 
 
 It was there, in the praça da bandeira 
 A center of attractions 
The Caravana arrived 
To perform 
 

A Caravana não morreu 
Não morreu nem morrerá… 
 
Foi lá na praça da bandeira 
É ponto de atração 
A Caravana chegando 
Fazendo uma apresentação 
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To perform 
The Caravana arrived 
The praça da bandeira 
It's a center of attractions 
 
Afterwards, the master left us 
Never to return 
Leaving behind his repertoire 
For us to carry on 

Fazendo uma apresentação 
A Caravana chegando 
A praça da bandeira 
É ponto de atração 
 
Depois, o mestre partiu 
Para nunca mais voltar 
Deixando seu repertorio 
Pra gente continuar 

 

SÃO JOÃO IN ARCOVERDE, 2001 

 

The advertisement for Arcoverde's 2001 São João festival produced by the Secretary 

of Tourism for regional television confirms how the municipal government began to use 

Coco Raízes as an emblem of the city's uniqueness and support of local popular culture. 

Brief camera shots of samba de coco performed on the street contrast the higher status they 

would later achieve by performing on stage. The infomercial begins with a flurry of images 

accompanied by a perky forró soundtrack. Clowns on stilts performing a line dance; a close-

up of hands playing an accordion; a glitzy, Las Vegas-style forró band playing on a large, 

well-equipped stage; crowds of people dancing and milling around. Footage from 1999's São 

João flashes by, Ciço Gomes, Lula Calixto and Assis Calixto singing on the street. 

Subsequent cuts show the elderly samba de coco dancers and their grandchildren, including 

the Lopes family, dancing in the middle of the crowd. Camera shots focus on their long, 

lacy, floral print skirts and feet in wooden sandals, stomping against the cobblestones of the 

praça da bandeira. One edit cuts from the samba de coco dancers to a woman in street 

clothes learning to dance coco. 
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 Figure 9: Coco Raízes performing at PE em Concerto  

 

      
 

        

                                     Figure 10: The 2001 São João infomercial 
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As the voiceover begins, a panoramic shot taken at night from the Alto do Cruzeiro 

flashes on the screen. 

Located in the heart of our state, 256 km from the capital, in the sertão, Arcoverde 
promises this year one of the biggest and best São João festivals in the interior of 
Pernambuco. The city offers strong commerce, welcoming people, and a great 
infrastructure of hotels, restaurants, medical services, and various options for you to 
enjoy the best São João of all time. Arcoverde, land of samba de coco, land of reisado, 
the home of Cordel do Fogo Encantado, land of the stiltwalkers' troupe.  Home of 
those who have made, and continue to make our history: Lula Calixto, banda de 
pífanos, big shows, quadrilha dancing, cultural groups and much happiness... Samba 
de coco sings to, and enchants, our people, and in 2001 is going to enchant São João. 
Arcoverde is ready to receive you with open arms, with much warmth, and much 
partying to commemorate one of the best São João festivals in Pernambuco. 
Arcoverde has everything, and your presence will assure that the celebration in June, 
our São João, will be here. Come play with us.  Arcoverde is waiting for you. 

At this point, the camera turns to the newly-elected mayor of Arcoverde, Rosa Barros, who 

says: 

It's the revival of our parties. It's the rescue of our traditions. We are living our 
culture here. It's samba de coco, it's banda de pífanos, it's quadrilha that isn't 
stylized. We are seeing a lot of happiness here. The whole population is in the streets. 
We are receiving visitors here from the entire region, whole families having fun, 
dancing coco. People of all ages, people of all social classes—it's a big miscegenation. 
It's a moment in which Arcoverde has very high self-esteem because it is really doing 
its job of disseminating our culture throughout the region. 

 

A minute into the infomercial, it becomes clear that identical video clips are being 

repeatedly cycled through as the voiceover drones on: the 'priest' on stilts; the girl who flips 

her hair while sitting at a bar; the close-up of hands playing an accordion; sandals on the 

cobblestone; the oldest and youngest samba de coco dancers caught off-guard by the camera. 

After Rosa Barros invites viewers to Arcoverde, a group of grinning clowns beckons to the 

camera. 
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 Figure 11: Arcoverde Mayor Rosa Barros 

 

SÃO JOÃO IN ARCOVERDE, 2003 

 

The Secretary of Tourism's footage of the 2003 São João festival includes a samba de 

coco performance that reveals some changes in performance practice bringing the group 

closer to how they performed when I attended their shows in 2004. Coco Raízes is playing 

on a small stage flanked with a back wall of leaves. The group's name is painted on a banner 

behind them, as is a large portrait of Lula Calixto. Unlike the PE em Concerto performance, 

where the musicians are obscured by a stage full of dancers, here they are visible. Ciço Gomes 

is singing to the crowd at the front of the stage, and three female singers (Irã, Iuma, and 

Dona Lourdes) stand behind them, performing synchronized movements at their 

microphone stands, like Motown background vocalists. The wholesale transfer of all the 

dancers from the street to the stage seen on the earlier PE em Concerto video was replaced 

with a rotating system of two or three dancers on stage at a time.  Soon, the Calixtos would 
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consider it unprofessional to have the number of people on stage that they did at the PE em 

Concerto show, and would mock other local folkloric groups for maintaining so many 

members.  

During the majority of the performance on the video, teenagers Fagner Gomes and 

Daiane Calixto are the only dancers on stage. They play to the crowd skillfully, 

demonstrating the dance steps, inventing choreography and goofing around with each other.  

Besides the slower parcela and quicker trupé steps seen on the tape of the 1996 birthday 

party, they hold hands and perform various variations, some of which resemble swing dance 

moves. They move close together. They take three steps to the right and pivot. They take 

three steps to the left and pivot. Dancing the trupé, they stop cleanly on the same beat as the 

end of the embolada section. Daiane's skirt has three layers of ruffles that fan out 

independently as she spins. 

The background harmony vocals are significantly tighter than they were before, both 

in terms of pitch, and vocal blend. The young dancers leave the stage and stir up the energy 

of the crowd, grasping the hand of an audience member and leading a spiral version of the 

foguete de roda round dance seen at the 1996 birthday party. Ciço leads the refrain "I'm 

going to the South, I'm going to make money" while the rest of the group, and much of the 

crowd, sings the response.  

 

CARNAVAL  IN RECIFE 2004 

 

During 2004's Carnaval in Recife, Coco Raízes performed twice, at contrasting 

stages that together indicated their status perched between folklore that the state managed 

with a paternalistic hand, and pop music that competed in the musical marketplace. At their 

first performance, they shared the bill with various other folkloric groups. The show took 
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place in downtown Recife at the Pátio de São Pedro, a square leading to a colonial-era 

Catholic church. The plaza, lined with colonial architecture, was such that if people in jeans 

with piercings were not in my field of vision, I could have pretended that I had been 

transported centuries into the past. That is, except for a strategically placed piece of graffiti 

high up on a wall next to the church that pricked this fantasy. It was a grotesque, spray-

painted toad-like figure shrugging his shoulders and asking, in the text beside it, "The 

question I ask myself is, am I art?" When I had visited the square before, I had always 

admired the way that it so cleverly stripped the square's patina and placed the viewer firmly 

back into the present. This time, however, during carnaval, there was an enormous, 

expensive-looking circular decoration fashioned out of bolts of scarlet cloth propped up on 

the roof of an adjoining building to cover up the mischievous toad-troll. The decoration 

looked strangely out of place if you did not know what it was hiding. 

Before Coco Raízes performed, there was an exhibition of two kinds of dramatic 

dances called bois and ursos. While the bois, short for bumba-meu-boi groups, could be 

found in celebrations in much of the Northeast and the North of Brazil, urso (bear) groups 

were, as far as I knew, only performed in Recife. A representative of Recife's municipal 

government stood alone on stage, speaking into the microphone with a radio DJ's polished 

baritone. His job seemed to be to introduce the groups, and then thank them in order to 

shoo them off after the allotted number of minutes, even if they were in the middle of a 

song. The stage, like all Recife carnaval stages, displayed the government's logo: a hand-

drawn bridge with the slogan "Our greatest work is to take care of the people." Whenever 

the announcer had a few seconds between acts, he would remind the audience that carnaval 

was sponsored by the municipal government. Each group was given seven minutes or so, and 

some had to be shooed off the cobblestone more assertively when they insisted on finishing 
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their songs. The crowd encircled the dancers, creating a clear boundary between participants 

and observers. 

The speed of the changeover from one group to the next made microphone 

placement haphazard, so voices and instruments were often either too loud or inaudible. 

Each urso group featured the same several characters, the protagonist being a person in an 

adult-sized plush bear suit that must have been unbelievably hot. Holding a chain or leash 

around the bear was a rifle-toting hunter, so they were locked into dancing together, the 

hunter orbiting around the bear. Near the hunter was a business man in a suit and a 

briefcase, which often had the group's name painted on it. The boi groups featured a bull, 

nurses in white uniforms, women in bikinis, and boys in rider-on-horse costumes. The bois 

and ursos were semi-choreographed and delightfully visually chaotic until the announcer up 

on stage would interrupt, repeating into the microphone, "Thank you for participating! A 

round of applause for…" 

The enforced time limit combined with the announcer's booming voice drained the 

life out of these amateur performances. I imagined the earlier samba de coco São João 

performances glimpsed in the infomercial to be regulated like this. The only moments that 

countered the feeling that the performances were being managed or even 'domesticated' were 

when the bands kept playing and singing even when the announcer was thanking them. 

Those moments, however, were brief, and ultimately led to acquiescence. When it was time 

for Coco Raízes to play, Ciço walked on stage, wrested the microphone from the announcer 

with a smile, and commanded the crowd to move in closer. Soon, the previously apathetic 

crowd was caught up in practicing the stomped steps of the coco.  

Their second performance was on a much larger Rec-Beat stage produced by Cordel's 

manager, featuring commercial pop acts: hip-hop, rock, and post-mangue bit groups that 

combined hip-hop and rock with Northeastern styles such as maracatu, coco, and forró. A 
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small plywood platform with a microphone placed by Fagner and Daiane's feet amplified the 

sounds of their stomping. Sections of songs were choreographed to showcase the quick trupé 

steps. The percussion would stomp, and their thundering feet would sustain the precise 

rhythmic groove for eight measures before coming back in. They played a new addition to 

their repertoire about a train that accelerated in tempo, pushing Fagner and Daiane to their 

limits to whip up the crowd's energy.44 The urban audience loved it. Theirs was the only 

performance at that stage in four days of carnaval that received an encore. After finishing, 

obviously exhilarated, they threw their hats and wooden sandals into the crowd like rock 

stars. I tried to talk to them afterwards, but it was impossible because they were surrounded 

by press from Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.  

 

FENOSPE, ARCOVERDE 2004 

 

The recorded music of Coco Raízes' provided the soundtrack for the FENOSPE45 

chamber of commerce convention, further confirming their status as the city's representative 

popular culture. I realized immediately upon paying admission that I was underdressed in an 

untucked t-shirt and jeans. The crowd represented the elite of Arcoverde with the exception 

of a woman whose name tag read "Cícera" as she struggled through the crowd picking up 

flyers off the ground that the stiltwalking clowns were distributing. I ducked away from the 

stiltwalkers each time they were near, treacherously navigating the crowded convention 

center. I was afraid they would be attracted to the foreigner. Costumed characters in public 

                                                   
44 Susan Stewart's comment about the transformation from country music to bluegrass resonates here. She 
describes country music as "played at the speed of the audience" at rest, as opposed to bluegrass music that 
"mimes the movements of the machine that reproduces it," pitting "the limits of skill against the limits of aural 
speed." For all its nods to tradition, she finds this acceleration "a testament to technology; its referent is the 
history of mechanical innovation and not simply the history of musical innovation." (Stewart 1993, 12) 
45 FENOSPE stands for Feira de Negócios e Oportunidades do Sertão Pernambuco (Entrepreneurial Business 
Fair of the Pernambucan sertão) 
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places—life-sized product mascots in the supermarket,46 clowns on the street corners that 

mocked you if you broke traffic laws47—often insisted on interacting with the gringo.  

The convention was spotless; the booths were shiny and professional. The SESC was 

there, as well as several banks available in town. There was a fully-functioning hair salon 

complete with women having their hair frosted, and an anti-abortion display complete with 

fetuses in jars floating in formaldehyde. I stopped to greet an acquaintance, who was working 

the booth of the birthday party store for children. I complimented her on her fairy outfit, a 

flowing gold dress and a ring of flowers around her neck. The loudspeakers were playing a 

recording of Coco Raízes singing "I'm going to the South, I'm going to make money…" A 

stiltwalker towering above us mouthed the lyrics "forty-one, forty-two and forty-three…" 

and danced coco as well as he could without smashing anyone's toe.    

 

PAÇO ALFANDEGA SHOPPING MALL, RECIFE 2004 

 

A contrasting use of Coco Raízes' recordings occurred at the Paço Alfandega, a high-

end shopping mall in a remodeled warehouse in the restored colonial district of Recife. It has 

exposed brick, large wooden beams, and a glass elevator visible from the four story atrium. 

The third floor is named after mangue bit founder Chico Science, and the second floor is 

named after cultural preservationist Ariano Suassuna. Fashionistas clad mostly in black were 

seated on three sides of the atrium—on the fourth side stood the glass elevator. Directly 

facing the elevator was a slightly raised press platform where a gaggle of still photographers 

                                                   
46 Life-sized plush chocolate milk drink boxes, princesses and other characters trying to convince you to try 
their products were common hazards while shopping. 
47 This is a actual program sponsored by the Department of Transportation (DETRAN) to promote driver 
safety. Many of the clowns' costumes have highway signs and dotted lines on them, and they are seen all over 
larger cities in Pernambuco. They have no authority, other than their ability to charm or shame you into 
obeying the law. Coco Raízes dancer Fagner Gomes briefly had a day job as a DETRAN clown, until someone 
pulled a gun on him at an intersection at night.  From then on, he has preferred to moonlight as a stiltwalker.  
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and television cameramen crouched in waiting. I found a perch halfway up the stairway on 

one of the sides, running parallel to an escalator. The models entered the glass elevator on 

the top floor, and froze into their mannequin poses before descending to the catwalk below. 

The elevator began to descend and, the title track of Coco Raízes' CD "Godê Pavão" played 

over the loudspeakers. Irã's voice echoed lyrics about long, pleated skirts while a girl with 

blue-black skin and a shaved head strutted out of the glass elevator and onto the catwalk, her 

butt jutting out and her breasts exposed except for some vaguely 'African' rings gathering 

around her neck and chest. The rest of the models followed, almost all phenotypically white 

to light-skinned mestiço except for one other girl with dark skin and a teased, exaggerated 

'Buckwheat'-style Afro hairdo. The rest had the exact same long straight hair pulled back 

severely into a tight bun. The models were painted in blocks or splotches of black, mostly on 

their faces, although one had an exposed breast painted inky black, like the body-painting of 

certain Brazilian indigenous groups. The music shifted to an insistent dance beat with layers 

of polyrhythmic hand drums and a string quartet playing a short repeating pattern.  

After the fashion show, the DJ sighed, shook his head, and told me that the 

organizers of the show had asked him to spin something "tribal." 
 
 

COCO RAÍZES' AND CORDEL'S INTERTWINED PROFESSIONALIZATION 

 

As these vignettes suggest, by the time that I arrived in Arcoverde, Coco Raízes was 

the emblematic traditional group touted in Arcoverde's tourism promotion. They had gained 

access to more prominent venues for live performance. In addition, recordings of the group 

were being used to enliven a celebration of Arcoverde's commercial sector, and to provide the 

"tribal" spice to an ultramodern fashion show. These two occasions serve as examples of how 

sounds, when unmoored from their sources, break free from their local references. The 
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chamber of commerce convention used Coco Raízes to brand a civic identity and bolster the 

cultural distinctiveness of the city. The fashion show, in contrast, used samba de coco not for 

its local referent, but as an allegorical soundtrack indexing the African ingredient of Brazilian 

identity conflated with a sign of the primitive or tribal to be juxtaposed with haute couture 

fashions and string quartets.  

As Coco Raízes professionalized and began performing for larger audiences, they 

consciously shifted from performing a participative form, to performing a presentational 

form. Nevertheless, while working within this staged form they continued to index the 

participative, and downplayed the gap between the audience and the performers, the street 

and the stage. The dancing style became more standardized, as Fagner and Daiane became 

the models that other dancers and audience members emulated. Wooden sandals on resonant 

plywood platforms captured by microphones allowed them to project the sounds of the steps 

and incorporate them into the songs as another layer of percussion. The mass of dancers was 

pared down to two or three representatives that demonstrated the steps and encouraged the 

audience to join in. The virtuoso steps, which had become even more challenging as tempos 

accelerated,48 were showcased as heroic feats performed by experts. 

The musicians that stayed in Arcoverde are the main protagonists of this story. 

However, as I learned more about Coco Raízes' shifts, it became evident that Cordel's 

fascinating history, as they shifted their base of operations to Recife, and then again to São 

Paulo, impinged upon Coco Raízes in several important ways. I will close this chapter with 

                                                   
48 The acceleration of tempos was frequently talked about by fans, as it is in other traditional groups in 
Pernambuco, according to Cristina Barbosa. Barbosa is a percussionist in Maracatu Estrela Brilhante in Recife. 
In that group, there has been a marked acceleration in the tempos of maracatus that longstanding members of 
the group attribute to the influence of mangue bit group Chico Science e a Nação Zumbi. Newer drummers, 
who had first heard maracatu de baque virado rhythms "poisoned" with hip-hop sensibilities, as Chico 
described it, had a baseline expectation of faster tempos, as opposed to players who remember pre-CSNZ 
maracatu. In the case of Coco Raízes, the biggest shift in tempos occurred when elderly surdo player Biu 
Neguinho left the group, and Ciço Gomes' son François took his place. Longtime fans talked about the group's 
acceleration as they played alongside rock-influenced groups and strived to produce rock-like intensity without 
electric instruments.  
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an abbreviated account of Cordel's changing artistic vision as it has affected Coco Raízes, 

leaving an in-depth history of Cordel for a future project.  

 

CORDEL'S TRANSFORMATIONS: ARCOVERDE, RECIFE, SÃO PAULO  

 

Cordel designates Coco Raízes' neighborhood, the Alto do Cruzeiro, as the origin 

point that anchors their perspective as they travel elsewhere. In their most popular song  

Rain (or invocation for a liquid day), the first action narrated at the apex of intensity of the 

song—celebrating a glorious, drought-ending downpour—is "Lula Calixto virando 

Mateus."49 After the first half of the song dramatically evokes the dry sertão, the celebration 

of rain begins with Lula Calixto shedding his everyday identity. "Virando Mateus" entails 

putting on a pointy hat and shiny clothes indicating his transformation into the protean 

figure Mateus, the jester of the traditional dramatic dance reisado. Both Lula Calixto, and 

the Alto do Cruzeiro neighborhood are prominently placed in Cordel's songs as emblems of 

origins that spiritually anchor them. In contrast, Cordel figures more pragmatically in Coco 

Raízes' music. In one rapid-fire rhyme, Cordel is praised for their contribution to the 

marketing of Coco Raízes: "Cordel Encantado are great friends of ours. It's life, it's culture, 

it's helping us get the word out."50 

During Cordel's first incarnation as a SESC-sponsored theatrical revue, they adhered 

to a straightforward folkloric approach that considered the interpretation of folk sources to 

be a transparent, unproblematic process. We're from Arcoverde, the reasoning went, and the 

musicians practicing these styles are from Arcoverde, so Cordel's showcase of samba de coco 

and reisado songs is an flattering homage, not a cause for resentment. Half of the show 

                                                   
49 Track 6 on Cordel do Fogo Encantado's self-titled debut CD (Encantado 2001) 
50 Track 2 Godê Pavão from Samba de Coco Raízes de Arcoverde Godê Pavão (Arcoverde 2003) 
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consisted of poetry recitations, either alone, or with quiet guitar accompaniment. Extended 

sections paying tribute to reisado and samba de coco were marked with costume changes. 

Medleys of traditional repertoire made up a significant portion of the revue, which aimed to 

recover and recognize local cultural forms with African, Indigenous and European elements. 

During the final song, they sang about these traditions as "the finest coveted riches in the 

forest of ashes that is Arcoverde"51, implying that the city is scorched cultural terrain, but 

that certain traditions miraculously survived. At this point in their careers, like Rosa Barros, 

they frame their project using a discourse of cultural loss and recovery: resgate. 

After a hugely successful performance in Recife, the group moved to the state capital 

and shifted from performing as a theater troupe, to performing as a band. Their line-up 

changed, as François Gomes, who was playing percussion for Cordel at the time, stayed in 

Arcoverde. Clayton and Lirinha teamed up with Emerson Calado, also from Arcoverde, a 

drummer active in the hard rock scene. They also recruited two percussionists from a poor 

neighborhood in Recife who had learned to play in a xangô terreiro, a house of worship of 

the Afro-Brazilian religion xangô (a regional variant of candomblé). Playing at festivals 

alongside rock, hip-hop, and mangue bit groups, the amount of poetry recitation was 

drastically cut, though not eliminated altogether. The new percussionists pushed the sound 

in a heavier direction, combining the group's Arcoverde-based sound with heavy metal 

percussion and the insistent religious rhythms that accompany spirit possession in xangô 

rituals.  

As the group began to be lauded by critics and audiences, the casual posture that they 

had adopted towards the interpretation of traditional material was replaced by a more 

ambivalent stance that acknowledged the dialectic between harmonious homage and 

vampiric appropriation. For example, a poem that asked their elders for permission to 

                                                   
51 Quoted from Paulo Rogério's videotape of Cordel's first performance at the SESC Pernambuco, 1998 
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interpret this material was accompanied in their theater days with a soothing, consonant 

guitar pattern. By the time they recorded the poem in Recife, however, the tone of the 

accompaniment had darkened considerably, becoming a distorted accordion part playing a 

spooky, gothic accompaniment that sounded like it was lifted from a classic horror movie 

soundtrack. At this point, they also cut back on performing songs even potentially written by 

someone else, due to the risk of litigation over copyright issues. By the time their first CD 

was recorded in 2001, Cordel had reduced the amount of samba de coco and reisado songs 

from over an hour in the theatre revue, to one brief medley, made up of two songs so 

commonly played that no one could conceivably claim ownership over them. The liner notes 

of their first CD are more densely footnoted than this dissertation, including detailed 

attributions such as "sequidão [an onomatopoetic phrase] inspired by the way Ciço Gomes 

dances the trupé" (Rec-Beat 2001). This attests both to the climate of increasing concern 

over copyright issues as the group became more successful, and to their efforts to distinguish 

themselves from the musical competition in the Recife scene by claiming influences that 

bands from the coast could not purport to share.  

In 2002, Cordel moved their headquarters to São Paulo as they began to build a 

national audience and tour across Brazil. In São Paulo, far from Arcoverde, they decided 

that, in their words, the "era of homage" was over, justifying the pronouncement by insisting 

that the original groups played the songs better than they did. The band continued to cite 

Arcoverde as their home and mention samba de coco, folk poets, indigenous toré and reisado 

as formative influences. Nevertheless, they shed the Pernambucan specificity of their 

rhythms, playing a tempestuous combination of Afro-Brazilian spirit possession drumming, 

heavy metal percussion, nylon-string acoustic guitar, and poetry. Most of their songs come to 

be imbued with the apocalyptic tone of a millenarian prophet that Lirinha adopted as a 

dramatic persona for a single poem during their first theater performances. 
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Their second CD, The Clown from a Good-for-nothing Circus without a Future,52 

is more urban and claustrophobic in mood. With its use of circus imagery for bleak effect, it 

aggressively takes aim at the buoyant playful carnivalesque aesthetics of samba. Certain songs 

employ techniques from radical avant-garde theater and cinema, including Brechtian 

distancing effects and the percepts of Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty (a topic worth further 

examination).53 One example of these techniques is the song I'm going to ransack your 

market,54 which begins with the sounds of a riot. Based on newspaper headlines, Cordel 

wrote the song about looting driven by hunger at supermarkets in the Pernambucan sertão. 

The verses are written from the point of view of a rioter in the middle of the mob as they 

break windows and loot food. The shock of this moment adheres to the Artaudian objective 

of subjecting the audience to symbolic violence in order to jolt them out of their alienated, 

modern stupor. The choruses, however, take a step back, with more calm, contemplative 

music, and the words explore the root causes of Pernambuco's poverty, referring back to the 

unequal distribution of land during colonial times—a Brechtian Marxist intervention 

momentarily distancing the audience from the action in order to contextualize it in terms of 

its underlying class struggle. 

 

While I was in Arcoverde in 2004, the members of Cordel stopped by the city briefly 

as they toured the Northeast. Living in São Paulo, they established a tradition of returning 

each year to perform for the São João festival and see their family and friends. São João 

                                                   
52 Cordel do Fogo Encantado O Palhaço do Circo sem Futuro (Independent, 2003). 
53 Brecht (1964) proposes an epic theatre in which "the spectator stands outside, studies" (37)  Brecht takes 
inspiration from what he calls the "Alienation Effects" of Chinese actors (91-99) that express their "awareness 
of being watched" (92). This distanced approach is a far cry from Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty, which seeks "A 
theater that induces trance, as the dances of Dervishes induce trance, and that addresses itself to the organism 
by precise instruments, by the same means as those of certain tribal music cures which we admire on records 
but are incapable of originating among ourselves." (Artaud 1958, 83) Cordel's hypnotic, engrossing 
performances draw on both dramatic theorists, but ultimately have more in common with Artaud than they do 
with Brecht.     
54 Track 16, Cordel do Fogo Encantado (Independent 2003). 
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became the one time each year that Cordel performed at the same festival as the traditional 

groups that they cited as their influences. Even though Lirinha and Clayton were closest to 

Lula Calixto, they maintained contact with the rest of Coco Raízes after his death, and often 

visited the Alto do Cruzeiro when they were in Arcoverde.  

The next chapters focus on the month leading up to the annual São João festival, and 

subsequently the festival itself. The Brazilian Globo television network filmed a documentary 

of samba de coco in Arcoverde in time for it to be aired nationwide during the June festival. I 

will use this event as an opportunity to explore how the Globo network filmed Arcoverde as 

a nostalgic place, and how Cordel's MTV video filmed the band's nostalgia for Arcoverde. 
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Chapter Five 

Televised Nostalgias  

This chapter examines Cordel and Coco Raízes' disparate nostalgias broadcast 

throughout Brazil on television. First, I will analyze a television program on samba de coco 

in Arcoverde. I'll provide a closely reading of the program itself, ethnographic observations 

from the day of filming, and the reactions of Ciço Gomes, one of the featured musicians, 

when we viewed the final product together. I will outline how the genre is framed by the 

Ministry of Tourism and the Globo television network as a representative cultural survival 

distanced from the national "here and now," and how this idealized, nostalgic view contrasts 

how the musicians talk about their work.  

The second section examines an independently-produced music video by the band 

Cordel do Fogo Encantado that was recently shown on Brazilian MTV. I focus on how the 

band attempts to disrupt the aesthetics of folklore and their accompanying discourses that 

they adhered to during the beginning of their career. I analyze their efforts to defamiliarize 

this folklorized nostalgia, focusing principally on a reading of their video production 

techniques and lyrics. While Coco Raízes performs a return to the nation's origin, Cordel 

performs the life of contemporary migrants from the Northeast to the South. 

The Globo Television Network is a significantly powerful producer of 

representations of Brazilian-ness disseminated throughout the nation and beyond. 

Straubhaar provides a good entrance into the extensive literature on Brazilian media and 

specifically the Globo network (Latin American Studies Association 1989, 140-154) He 

characterizes Globo as "a major element of the Brazilian power structure" (148) due to its 

extensive vertical and horizontal integration of the media marketplace, including control over 
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"radio, music recording, newspapers, and publishing, as well as industries outside the media 

such as fashion and real estate" (142) in the nineties, and this market domination continues 

throughout the 1990s and into the present. The network "dominates the audience and 

ratings thoroughly, capturing 60 to 80 percent of the audience most of the time" (141) and 

over 60 percent of advertising revenue. Straubhaar argues that the economic power of the 

Globo network, which essentially rose with the 1964 military dictatorship (141)  is such that 

the state has less mediating power in its programming than most corporatist states. Although 

the unreflective celebration of samba de coco as popular culture in this program is only one 

episode, it is representative of the Globo network's remarkably uniform, two-dimensional 

treatment of popular culture. 

 

SAMBA DE COCO  AS THAT WHICH CAME BEFORE  

 

Ciço Gomes and I watched a videotape of the nationally broadcast half-hour 

television program Globo Comunidade that had been filmed in Arcoverde a month before in 

2004. To celebrate the São João festival, the program interviewed samba de coco musicians 

in Arcoverde and filmed Coco Raízes and Coco Irmãs Lopes singing and dancing at the novo 

cruzeiro, a large white cross and small chapel perched on a scenic overlook on top of the hills 

surrounding the city.55 The Globo television network crew began to shoot the opening scene 

at twilight, with costumed dancers set against the dramatic pinks and deep blues of the 

quickly darkening sky. Once the sun had set, the camera man engaged in a graceful ballet 

with his assistant who held a powerful light at waist level, staying just out of the camera's 

                                                   
55 Coco Raízes is associated in fans' minds with their neighborhood—the old cruzeiro—a scenic overlook with 
a white cement cross on a smaller ledge on the other side of the town. The old cruzeiro, built almost a century 
ago, once offered a view of downtown from its edge. But in the last few decades, the city has grown, and houses 
have sprouted up all around and beyond the old cruzeiro. It is now nestled inside the city, alongside the BR-
232 highway. The television crew and local tourism officials decided to bring everyone to the novo cruzeiro for 
more dramatic scenery. 
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range, casting the light of a simulated sunset upon the dancers. Glare from the spotlight 

blotted out the backdrop of the city behind the partially silhouetted figures. 

After sunset, Coco Raízes danced down a dirt road to an abandoned rural estate 

where the scenes depicting the compacting of a mud house's dirt floor would take place. 

Behind the dancers were the camera man, his tethered lighting assistant and the minister of 

tourism who had organized the event, a middle-aged man clad in a tailored black Che 

Guevara t-shirt printed with silver ink. The man behind the camera spent most of the night's 

procession painfully bent over, his bulky equipment steadied close to the mud for optimum 

close-ups of the dancers' feet in wooden sandals. Five armed security agents in bulletproof 

vests followed at a safe distance off-camera as we walked behind the dancers away from the 

city lights below. 

The television program began with this night scene accompanied with the voice of 

reporter Karla Almeida referring to samba de coco as "history, beauty and tradition" and 

stating that "to speak of coco is to speak of roots [raízes]." Leni Lopes was featured 

explaining that she had been dancing coco since she was nine years old. These words were 

illustrated with a shot of Calixto children dancing on their tile floor in wooden sandals, 

portraying the unbroken transmission of tradition from generation to generation. As Ciço 

and I watched the videotape, this juxtaposition was jarring for him. He feared that the 

program was going to erase the protracted feud between the Lopes and Gomes/Calixto 

families in its telling of the story of samba de coco in Arcoverde. It turned out he was right—

images of social harmony through music and dance prevailed throughout, even as they edited 

together interviews conducted in the two competing museums and spliced shots of the two 

groups dancing happily. During one shot, the soundtrack featured a song recorded by Coco 

Raízes that the Lopes sisters' claimed was written by their brother Ivo. The song, Godê 
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Pavão, stood at the center of the authorship conflicts that fueled the feud between the 

families. 

The night the dancing was filmed, the groups kept strictly to themselves on either 

side of the uninhabited rural estate. Fagner and Daiane were filmed barefoot, tamping down 

the mud in front of the house as a demonstration of the dance's origins in joyful communal 

work. Meanwhile, Coco Irmãs Lopes waited in the school bus provided by the city that 

brought them up the hill. When the Lopes group finally arrived, they waited their turn, 

stayed at least one hundred feet from the filming. Of current and former members of Coco 

Raízes, only elderly percussionist Biu Neguinho, and Assis Calixto dared to approach the 

Lopes group, albeit gingerly. Assis greeted Severina Lopes' young granddaughter Amanda, 

and Amanda nodded, unsure whether to respond or ignore him. My wife Laura and I found 

ourselves caught in the middle as well, as we had spent time with both groups, but had never 

been somewhere with both at the same time. We chatted with the Lopes sisters, returned to 

the filming of Coco Raízes, and then went back to the Lopes side. It was an attempt not to 

demonstrate an allegiance to one group that could be interpreted as a snub by the other. I 

was not sure that we were succeeding in striking the delicate balance. Earlier that day, when 

newscaster Karla Almeida asked if she could interview me that night, I asked for assurance 

that the interview would be about samba de coco in general, not one specific group. 

A few minutes into the video, Severina Lopes explained the story of the dance's social 

function while sitting in a rocking chair in her front porch museum.  

Severina Lopes: Let's take that crude floor and put mud on it. And the owner of the 
house spread the mud around, he spread it around and flattened it like this. But the 
mud was still loose, so then, the owner would water it. When it was good and damp, 
then he would say "Now, Ivo Lopes. The time has come. Let's stomp to tamp the 
dirt down!" When we started to compact that damp mud… 

[close-up on her feet in flip-flops demonstrating the step] 

… and everyone was stomping around, compacting the floor of the house, we did the 
whole thing together, from one end of the house to the other. And the floor was 
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already getting to be good and ready when everyone arrived there at one end of the 
house, everyone stepping, then we turned around and did it again, this time to the 
other corner. Stepping, stepping stepping, the dust settled and the floor got to be 
well-compacted. 

Karla Almeida: working and having fun. 

Severina Lopes: working and having fun, because there everyone stepped in a way 
that was fun. 

Almeida's voiceover continued, "It was in the decade of the thirties that residents began to 

dance coco in the city," while slowly panning across the washed out sepia-toned photo of Ivo 

Lopes and his family featured in the Lopes museum.  

Irã Calixto: I plan to make the group grow. There are more Calixtos out there that 
have been born and that will be born. The only thing is that we want our mission 
never to end—to keep it going until the end of the world, my world and our world, 
that is. 

Karla Almeida: Get the word out to other people. 
 
Irã Calixto: Get the word out to other people—and the word has already 
gone far, you know. Because it's a very beautiful culture, and because it's 
a very good thing. Very good that—I never thought that we would get all 
the way to France, and we already have our songs in France, 
Florianópolis56, our music is in Europe. So it's really great. Very 
marvelous. And culture is a very good thing, very beautiful. And really, I 
like it a lot. I never thought in my life that Coco Raízes would go as far as 
it has. 

In this segment, Irã indicated that, in her thinking, the size of her family and the 

success and continuity of the group go hand in hand. As Irã talked about her ambitions to 

increase her participation in the global music industry through procreation, the camera 

panned to her father Damião and her uncle Assis sitting patiently and listening. This 

segment was one of many in the program where the tenor of the musicians' responses did not 

match their framing, both in terms of the voiceover, and the images displayed on the screen. 

Irã's words had a back-and-forth movement between pride in coco as her culture, and pride 

in her band's successes in selling their music. In her answers, these two sources of pride did 

                                                   
56 Florianópolis is the capital city of the southern Brazilian state of Santa Catarina. 
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not contradict or oppose each other. As Irã spoke, I wondered how her words registered with 

viewers throughout Brazil. Did her accent, grammar, and the grain of her voice engulf the 

content of what she was saying? Pernambucan accents are distinctive within Brazil, with 

regional differences in intonation, vocabulary, and idioms. For example, the Calixtos' speech 

was marked when they pronounced words ending in –te and –de as [tee] and [dee], as 

opposed to the standard Brazilian pronunciation of [chee] and [gee]. In a tightly edited 

program, Irã's sentence implying that she did not understand that France was in Europe 

appeared deliberately included to remind the viewer of how remote Arcoverde is, and how 

unsullied by knowledge and the modern world these musicians are. The program as it aired 

portrayed the group as existing outside modernity and commerce.  Globo Comunidade 

completely excised any mention of Coco Raízes' CDs and never shot their audiences or the 

diverse venues where they regularly perform. There were no shots foregrounding, or even 

acknowledging, a world powered by electricity and the automobile, other than Ivo's old 

television and radio displayed mute on a shelf in the Lopes museum. 

Rather than consider herself outside of modernity, Irã is proud to be an enterprising 

businesswoman. She is pleased with the group's success, and one of her main goals for the 

group is to play on nationally broadcast variety shows. In fact, Irã only allowed me to 

formally interview her after I agreed not to ask her about the past. After I convinced her that 

I wouldn't ask questions she didn't want to answer, she was frank about how samba de coco 

represented an avenue for class ascension in a racialized space where, to her, social position 

was proscribed and immutable. 

I was a maid, and Assis was a bricklayer. I was a maid, and today I'm a singer and a 
producer of a coco group. I'm an important person, aren't I? I think that people feel 
this about us, because they act like they do. Assis was a bricklayer. Today, he is a 
songwriter. My father worked at the water utility. Today, he plays tambourine and is 
a singer. Cícero Gomes was a driver. Today, he is a singer. My mother was a 
housewife. Today she sings backup. My sister is a student. So, some people, not 
everyone, pass by me and say "Who are these black people? Today they want to be 
important." 
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All of these professions are still practiced by the members of Coco Raízes, with the 

exception of Irã's past work as a maid. But perceptions of them within Arcoverde have 

changed. Although Damião continues to work at the public water utility, he is now more 

often described as Damião do coco (of the coco group), than Damião da compesa (of the 

water utility). 

However, despite Irã's impatience with the question of samba de coco's origins, it is a 

topic of great interest to the journalists who come to Arcoverde to interview musicians. The 

Globo reporter put it this way in her voiceover during the television program: 

A typical dance of the coastal regions of the North and the Northeast, some 
researchers say that coco came to Brazil brought by Africans. The slaves broke open 
coconuts by hitting the hard outer shells against rocks. From the repetitive sounds 
emerged the beat. In the middle of all of that noise, the slaves danced a step that 
mixed the rhythm of their handclaps with that of the coconuts beaten against the 
rocks and singing. 

Accompanying this voiceover, a blurred white square framed the overexposed images 

on the screen, marking them off as belonging to another space: a space of memory? the past? 

a supposed re-enactment of slave merriment? The footage, played in slow motion, was not 

shot in Arcoverde. It was stock footage of a group of elderly people doing a vaguely coco-like 

round dance. Flabbergasted by the stock footage, Ciço could not help but shake his head 

with a resigned grin. "What is this? Who on earth are they? This isn't coco. What is she 

talking about?" 

In the next scene, the reporter appeared in the frame, speaking the following into a 

microphone while Fagner and Daiane danced behind her: 

coco was born in the slave quarters, traveled through the coastal region, and when it 
arrived in the sertão, it transformed. Its verses became poems, its circles filled with 
samba, and the rhythm became the rhythm of happiness. 
 

This breathless transition from 'slave quarters' to 'happiness' should give us pause. 

The program presents samba de coco in Arcoverde as a puzzling jumble of 'befores' to 
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untangle. It was filmed to air all over Brazil during Saint John's day, a celebration that has 

become a homecoming tradition for many urban Brazilians—a journey inland from the coast 

to the arid, sparsely populated desert region to where rural traditions that have faded in large 

cities still flicker. This reverse pilgrimage equates the journey inland, from the coast to the 

desert, with travel back in time. The annual São João festival anchors this association of the 

rural and the past in concentric rings as broad as the nation, and as local as Arcoverde—or 

even more rural. Arcoverde is located only three and a half hours from the state capital Recife 

next to the newly widened BR-232 highway, on the edge of the desert. The city offers the 

best tourist infrastructure to comfortably host urban pilgrims for a weekend. 

Music for the São João festival season carries with it a bundle of themes and images: 

dancing by the light of the bonfire; returning to the comforts of a rural home and its 

traditions. Throughout the television program, one sees and hears the performance 

conflating 'that which came before' and 'that which happens elsewhere': glimpses of life 

before the electricity, and the color photograph; dreams of what it was like before so many 

people left the arid sertão to head for the city. One moment, a yesteryear is described where 

joyful communal labor blurs the line between work and play, suggesting an egalitarian, 

utopian space where neighbors stomp the dirt down to finish the floor of a humble, 

collectively built house. The next moment, the dance is declared to have originated in the 

slave quarters. Another story is told that seems to pre-date even the slave quarters, hinting at 

an evolutionary narrative located at the dawn of human history. With its implication of the 

advent of stone tools, this is not only an origin story for the genre of coco, but an origin 

story for music itself. Instruments as we know them had not yet been invented, but singing, 

clapping, rocks and coconuts worked just fine.  

This quality of 'before-ness' is embedded into the musical sounds throughout the 

documentary. As Carlos Sandroni (2001) outlines in his detailed musical history of Brazilian 
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popular music's pivotal years of 1917-1933, the most fundamental musical change in samba 

during this time period altered its rhythmic timeline. While early sambas, such as the first 

carnaval samba hit Pelo Telefone (By the Telephone), shared the tresillo or habanera rhythm 

(two dotted eighths and an eighth note, or 3+3+2) with turn-of-the-century genres such as 

the maxixe and the tango brasileiro, by the 1930s, the rhythmic underpinning of samba had 

shifted to a sixteen-pulse timeline most often played as 2+2+3+2+2+2+3.57 This musical shift 

occurred around the dawning of Vargas' new republic in 1930, while Gilberto Freyre was 

famously celebrating the distinctness of a miscegenated Brazil, and Mário de Andrade was 

traveling to rediscover his homeland. This split between the two timelines continues to be 

salient today. Within Brazil, genres based on the tresillo rhythm, which circulated 

throughout the Americas in the mid-nineteenth century, a music and dance trend said to 

have originated in Cuba, continue to harbor a whiff of the past, the regional, the traditional, 

and/or the quaint. In addition to this timeline's echoes of pre-1930s Brazil, the percussion-

heavy instrumentation and lack of harmonic accompaniment situate the genre as a kind of 

proto-samba. 

 

CORDEL'S MTV VIDEO: IN THE VEINS 

 

Globo television program's nostalgia contrasts that rendered in a music video 

independently produced by Cordel to be shown on Brazilian MTV. While comparing the 

music video with the television program, it is important to keep in mind that the television 

program is a community outreach show that airs early on Sunday mornings while the video 

was produced for MTV. The Ministry of Tourism and the Globo television network 

arranged, shot, and edited the program with no input from the musicians over production 

                                                   
57 Kubik (1979) identifies this as a 16-pulse Angolan timeline 
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decisions. Cordel, in contrast, worked together with their producer, exerting significant 

creative control, and their latest video was shot and edited by the Lirinha's girlfriend, 

television star Leandra Leal. 

Cordel's 2005 video for the song Na veia (In the veins) begins with a close-up of 

Lirinha on stage, holding a kerosene lantern next to his face, his eyes closed, the flame almost 

lapping against his hair. Immediately afterwards, a pair of wrinkled hands hold several 

photographs. The hands are gesturing to a photograph of the Alto do Cruzeiro. Over these 

images, Lirinha's voice announces over a spare, guitar-only accompaniment: 
 
I'm going to sing to saudade 
With her red dress 
And her mouth 
 
I'm going to sing so that saudade 
will descend into my head 
and command the party 

 
Eu vou cantar pra saudade 
Com seu vestido vermelho 
E a sua boca 
 
Eu vou cantar pra saudade 
Descer na minha cabeça 
E comandar sua festa 

A camera shot taken from a moving car scrolls along Arcoverde's pastel-colored row 

houses, followed by a quick cut to the band members boarding an airplane to the next stop 

on their tour. Cut to a shot of an elderly hand pointing out her house, a speck in a 

panoramic newspaper photo celebrating Arcoverde's seventy-fifth anniversary. The camera 

pans the city below from the vantage point of the Alto do Cruzeiro, and the band sleeps on a 

bus on their way to their next destination.  

 Views of the band on stage are interspersed with shots of the musicians holding up 

mementos to the camera: a Christmas card from 1954; a postcard of an altar at an Afro-

Brazilian religious house; Lirinha and his sister Santuza with feathered 1980s hair; a ragged-

edged black and white photograph of one of Arcoverde's main plazas. The patinas of the 

photographs jump from decade to decade, from the sepia tone of early twentieth century 

photography, to the over-bright colors of snapshots of the 1970s, to the precise colors of 

digital pictures taken just a few years ago. The video itself, filmed with a digital camera, has 
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been filtered to give it the imperfections and grain of film, complete with the momentary 

vertical lines and light patter of lint and dust that inevitably settle upon a film reel. 

Throughout the video, the sounds and images are never synchronized. The drum 

part shown is not the drum part heard, nor are the vocal parts shown the vocal parts heard. 

The video clips of the performances are distanced from the sounds played over the 

soundtrack, just as the photographs displayed are distanced from the situation in which they 

were taken. The effect is that the listener feels the immediacy of the music, but perceives the 

video images as recollections of past performances, already subject to an inevitable aging 

process that will consign them to the same fate as faded photographs. Near the end of the 

video, a quick cut reveals Lirinha on stage followed by a four by six inch photograph of this 

exact scene, only to then return to Lirinha's performance. The song and the video were 

produced with an awareness that both will soon become memories as well.  
 

That smell sound image of your body ignites 
and a river charged with saudade runs through my veins 
In my veins love 
In my veins 
It's like the moonlight that crosses the wall of the jail cell 
It brightens 
More strongly than the sun 
 
Aquele cheiro som imagem do teu corpo incendeia  
E um rio carregado de saudade vem correr na minha veia  
Na veia amor  
Na veia 
É como a luz da lua que atravessa a parede da cadeia  
Clareia  
Mais forte que o sol 

The images accompanying these lyrics suggest that this rush of emotion is directed 

towards remembering the families, the hometown, the desert, the past, the girlfriends left 

behind. By framing the title In the veins in the lyrics as referring to the emotions associated 

with being at a distance from home, Cordel attempts simultaneously to acknowledge and 

reject the claim that a place, custom or style of music is in their blood. While the Globo 
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documentary of samba de coco presented a claim to a style firmly rooted in a place and 

history, Cordel's song foregrounds the constant mediation of photographic images in 

generating saudades and anchoring one to a person or place who is far away. The video 

suggests that the song's melancholy is bound up in the hours staring out the window that 

touring musicians experience cooped-up on long bus and plane rides. This double movement 

of the phrase "in the veins" implies that they are who they are not simply because they are 

from their hometown, but also because they have moved away from it. By claiming that both 

the city itself and their longing for the city from afar are equally embedded in their veins, 

Cordel acknowledges the weight of tradition while they justify moving their musical style 

(and their lives) away from Arcoverde. 

The video's focus on touring and photographs is just one part of Cordel's deliberate 

stance against a folkloric aesthetics of staging. Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett summarizes the 

ascetic approach to performance that they oppose as "a suppression of representation markers 

and a foregrounding of presentation markers, an avoidance of the suggestion of "theater" and 

an attempt to achieve the quality of pure presence, of a slice of life." (Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 

1998, 74) Cordel clearly does not avoid the suggestion of theater in their work. The theme 

of the CD The Clown from a Good-for-nothing Circus without a Future (Rec-Beat 2002) 

also confirms that theatricality and spectacle are central to their shows.   

In the song In the veins, saudade is described as a spirit that possesses bodies like an 

Afro-Brazilian deity, personified as a seductress in a red dress, and portrayed as an addictive 

drug. In the last verse, as the percussion grows more intense, Lirinha adds to these 

comparisons, roaring: 
 
When saudade arrives 
With its battalions of agitators and all of those flags 
I will sing 
 
Quando a saudade chegar 
Com seu batalhão de agitadores e tanta bandeira 
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Vou Cantar 

Describing saudade as a political demonstration could certainly be simply a way to 

describe the intensity of emotions. However, considering Lirinha's stated desire to create a 

"spectacle [that] also has this thing of release, of a history of much repression…wanting to 

explode the repression of the Northeast,"58 it is conceivable to read the lyric as depicting 

saudade as a political agenda that he's singing against—state-sponsored nostalgia like that in 

the Globo television program. Despite this stated goal, however, a curious thing happened. 

As they toured Brazil and paid tribute to their hometown at every show, they inspired their 

fans to go visit Arcoverde, fueling the tourism industry that sustained the kind of nostalgia 

they sang against. 

The music video's opening shot of hands holding a photo of the Alto do Cruzeiro is 

book-ended near the end of the video with a view of the cement cross taken from inside a car 

as it approaches the overlook. A small cross on a rosary dangles from the rearview mirror. 

The Alto do Cruzeiro is empty. The music ends with another panoramic view of Arcoverde 

taken from the Alto do Cruzeiro. After the music has ended, a collage of the band member's 

voices, close-miked and intimate, lists the people and places that give them saudades: 
 

My father, José Paes de Lira 
My friends in Arcoverde 
Dona Miriam 
João Diniz Paes de Lira 
Artur Enrique and Álvaro Enrique 
Not losing certain values, even when I'm far way 
I feel saudades for you 
I also feel saudades for my innocence 
He who has saudades, has love, which is a strong thing 
I miss my bed… 
Elvira Freitas Pereira Paes de Lira 

 

                                                   
58 Jornal do Brasil Online Poesia do Cordel 5/12/2001 
http://jbonline.terra.com.br/jb/online/musicalidade/destaque/2001/12/onlmusdes20011205019.html 
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The clip ends with Lirinha filming his young daughter, who lives in Arcoverde and 

sees him mainly when he visits, playing in a kid-sized, circus-themed play tent. 

The empty Alto do Cruzeiro in the video's closing image stands in stark contrast to 

the samba de coco documentary, with its many picturesque scenes shot near a cross 

overlooking town. It also provides a counterpoint to Cordel's other music video, filmed for 

the song Chover (ou invocação para um dia líquido) (Rain (or an invocation for a liquid 

day), recorded a few years before Cordel moved away from the Northeast to São Paulo. 

Halfway through Chover, when Lirinha and Clayton bellow that "rain has fallen!", the scene 

cuts abruptly from the band playing alone in rocky, parched moonscape-like rural terrain to 

the Alto do Cruzeiro mid-celebration, teeming with samba de coco musicians and their fans. 

"Drinking from the wellspring" ("bebendo da fonte") 59, a phrase used by Recife musicians 

who turn to poorer, often older musicians for inspiration, is enacted, and the contact is as 

reinvigorating as a drought-ending downpour. As the music features the accented steps of 

dancing coco in wooden sandals, the musicians from Cordel dance with their friends in Coco 

Raízes. The camera weaves between the members of Cordel and Coco Raízes stomping the 

exaggerated steps of an aggressive, camera-friendly coco that matches the heavier sound of 

Cordel's layers of percussion. 

In the final shots of the Chover video, the profile of Damião Calixto, one of the 

patriarchs of Coco Raízes, is shown as he smiles and sings along. Cut to a retreating aerial 

shot revealing the whole group playing amidst the crowd, no stage or division separating the 

two. Return to the ground, where Lirinha gestures towards Assis Calixto, the other Coco 

Raízes patriarch, who is playing the shaker. Lirinha puts his arm around Assis' shoulder. The 

final shot of the video frames the entire Alto do Cruzeiro overlook. At the foot of the light 

bulb-draped cross burns a bonfire, and behind the overlook the city lights speckle in the 

                                                   
59 Personal communication with Cristina Barbosa. 
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night sky. The band stands in a small circle carved out among the assembled bystanders. The 

crowd applauds heartily. 

 

A FAVELA LIGHT IN THE SERTÃO  LIGHT 

 

Frontier territories and social fractures, mythical lands laden with symbolism and 
signs, the sertão (arid backlands) and the favelas (slums) have always been the 'other 
side' of modern and positivist Brazil. They are places of misery, mysticism and the 
disinherited, non-places and paradoxically places of picture postcard beauty, with 
their storehouses of 'typicality', where tradition and invention are extracted from 
adversity. 

(Nagib 2003:121) 

While samba de coco performs the premodern origins of the Brazilian nation, 

Cordel, in their In the Veins video, performs their contemporary, itinerant life as touring 

musicians—buses, planes, electricity and all. The essence of their identity (what is "in their 

veins") is argued to be nostalgia produced by dislocation; they claim their emotional reaction 

to flux as what is unchangeable about them. This move acknowledges flux and dislocation 

from the outset, inverting essentialist, nativist claims. In their first video, for Chover, the 

focus was on finding inspiration in the traditions of poor and often old musicians anointed 

as culture bearers. By sharing a celebration in the Alto do Cruzeiro with samba de coco 

musicians, they asserted their proximity to sertão tradition to be a source of their 

distinctiveness unavailable to those in the coastal capital. The later In the Veins video, 

however, remains true to the band's new circumstances living in São Paulo by refusing to 

recreate the drama of solidarity performed in the Chover video's celebration. It foregrounds 

photographs and mementos instead, as tokens that invoke their traveler's nostalgia. 

The Globo Comunidade program on samba de coco, in contrast, erases the trappings 

of modernity in order to create an romanticized space projecting a jumble of 'befores'. The 
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samba de coco groups, framed by the local Secretary of Tourism and the Globo network, are 

being inserted into the idealized register of the "past taken as essence, as national mythical 

origin, as an experience of the lost union between human beings and nature" (Xavier 1997, 

14). The portrayal of this cultural practice in the sertão, however, reworks an older script of 

the urban-to-rural São João pilgrimage and celebration in a new configuration of identity 

politics: a concern for multiple axes of difference within the politics of identity60—neoliberal 

multiculturalism. Samba de coco's rising acclaim as an Afro-Brazilian tradition thriving in 

the sertão attests to the drive to uncover and celebrate previously overlooked axes of 

difference. Through samba de coco, this particular register, negotiated through the return 

journey and rural celebration of São João, highlights rural Afro-Brazilian culture in the 

Northeastern sertão, a configuration previously eclipsed by the common equation of Afro-

Brazilian culture with urban, coastal areas such as Salvador, Rio, Recife and São Luis. The 

contours of the São João story remain intact, while the visibility of Afro-Brazilian cultural 

distinctiveness distinguishes this São João story from the narrative told elsewhere in the 

Northeast. 

In the shifting contemporary national imaginary, Samba de coco and Cordel do Fogo 

Encantado are uneasily dependent on each other. While samba de coco performs a 

multicultural twist on an old narrative of national mythical origins, Cordel grapples with and 

ultimately attempts to refuse the role they have inherited from Mário de Andrade and others 

of "drinking from the wellspring": drawing inspiration from and updating tradition. As early 

as December, 2001, Lirinha was quoted in an interview saying as much: 

We don't want to work with the revival, rescue (resgate) or rereading of traditional 
sounds. I don't know even if we will end up finding what we're looking for, which is 
to make music that is ever more closely derived from individual emotions. This 

                                                   
60 The 1990s sertão film Baile Perfumado described in Chapter Two contextualizes this impulse to recognize 
configurations of identities that previously fell outside the dominant stories of Brazilian-ness. The film featured 
a Lebanese man that played a significant role in the mythification of the bandit Lampião. 
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principle breaks the idea of a sound limited to a certain region or, then, with the 
language of a certain region. An accent, we know, is what is inevitable.61 

This refusal is derived from the group's growing discomfort with the concepts of 

tradition and cultura popular (folk or traditional culture), which he defines as fragile: 

Let's say that Cordel do Fogo Encantado isn't popular. Lia de Itamaracá is cultura 
popular. Or, then, Mestre Salustiano is popular, Cordel isn't. Why is Mestre 
Salustiano popular and Cordel isn't? It isn't CD sales. So, I start to think that the 
measure is poverty. Popular is linked to poverty, to incorrect Portuguese. From there 
come definitions that are even crazier still, like popular is when you inherit an oral 
tradition from your family and repeat it, without understanding it, without 
processing it. I still don't understand the definition of cultura popular. It's fragile to 
me, even though it is in all the books that I read. I don't get it, what is popular and 
regional poetry. 

This definition he considers "crazier still," that cultura popular is a matter of 

inheriting and repeating a tradition from your family without processing it (or at least with 

minimal processing), remains at the core of the Globo Network's representation of samba de 

coco.  

The link between popular culture and poverty returns us to Bentes quote at the 

beginning of this section, in which she describes the sertão as both a space of misery, and a 

storehouse of typicality. Cinema Novo director Glauber Rocha proposed the "aesthetics of 

hunger" in the 1960s to develop a new, critical method in representing the territories of 

poverty such as the sertão and the favela. He decried sentimental humanist representations as 

ultimately distancing to the viewer, falling short of giving one a sense of the brutality of 

hunger and misery.62 In the 1990s, however, unreflective celebrations of cultura popular63 by 

institutions such as the Globo Network and local and state Secretaries of Tourism contribute 

to what Bentes defines as the "cosmetics of hunger," where folklorization provides a means 

                                                   
61 Jornal do Brasil Online Poesia do Cordel 5/12/2001 
http://jbonline.terra.com.br/jb/online/musicalidade/destaque/2001/12/onlmusdes20011205019.html 
62 The impact of 1960s Cinema Novo on popular music is detailed in Chapter Two 
63 Vaguely defined, as Lirinha discerns, based on the appearance of poverty; unbroken transmission of cultural 
traditions; and living at the margins of modernity. 
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for an extremely socially unequal region to be seen as the land of picturesque scenes and 

heard as a reservoir of typical sounds.  

Middle and upper-class Brazilians going up a hill to visit a favela in order to drink 

from the source is a practice embedded in the lore of samba at least since Noel Rosa helped 

nationalize and popularize the practice in the 1920s and 1930s (Vianna 1999, 87). In 1957, 

a scene of the film Rio Zona Norte depicts the practice of slumming in the hilltop 

shantytowns of Rio de Janeiro. Arcoverde's recent cultural tourism boom combines the rural 

sojourn associated with the Saint's days in June with the urban trek up the hill to dance in a 

poorer neighborhood.  

Several factors converged in the late 1990s, above and beyond the distinctive and 

forceful voices of Coco Raízes and Cordel, to create a shift in the town's visibility. George 

Yúdice, writing about funk music in Rio de Janeiro, points to a trend regarding race and 

national identity in the 1990s: the questioning of the consensus that social celebrations such 

as samba musically reproduce and represent the harmonious integration of races and social 

classes in Brazil. Assertions of black cultural difference stemmed from the black movement's 

questioning of the Freyrean ideal of racial democracy and celebration of miscegenation, and 

the subsequent, related cultural politics of the funk scene. The popularity of hip-hop and 

funk among favela youth, and the middle-class hysteria surrounding the emergence of mass 

beach muggings called arrastões are seen by Yúdice as two indicators of this "disarticulation 

of national identity" (Yúdice 2003, 114).  

Since the 1980s in the Northeastern city of Salvador, Bahia, musical expressions of 

Afro-Brazilian identity have quickly proved highly lucrative for cultural tourism by both 

domestic and foreign visitors. Coco Raízes' alliances with coastal coco and afoxé groups, and 

the participation of Damião Calixto and some of his immediate family in a local umbanda 

terreiro point to the group's growing links with the Afro-Brazilian religious and activist 
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communities64. In this liberal multiculturalist context, Arcoverde's municipal government 

has different reasons to emphasize Afro-Brazilian cultural manifestations in the interior 

sertão. For the Ministry of Tourism, placing samba de coco on the town's campaigns of self-

promotion is a way to differentiate their São João celebration from those of larger nearby 

cities such as Caruaru and Campina Grande, who focus on the rural kitsch of white and 

mestiço hick clowns dancing to forró and quadrilha. Arcoverde attracts a young, hip Recife 

musical visitor who enjoys the Afro-Pernambucan elements in Recife's carnaval and the 

hybrid pop of the state capital's new music scene. Arcoverde has been called sertão light65, 

because of its relatively amenable climate, nestled in a small valley on the edge of the desert. 

A journey away from the urban tension of Recife to the Alto do Cruzeiro can be seen as a 

visit to a favela light in the sertão light, where one can "drink from the source" safely and 

comfortably, enjoying warm, small-town hospitality and spontaneous musical performances. 

If times have changed, and the semblance of harmony between races and classes is 

increasingly difficult to sustain in the urban space, this movement to the hinterlands can be 

seen as a nostalgic retreat to the fading dream that "everything sooner or later ends up in 

samba" (Yúdice 2003, 112). 

 

                                                   
64 Also notable are the taxidermied goat named in honor of one of the African diaspora's most revered figures 
that the Globo Network cameras judiciously avoided when filming the Lula Calixto Cultural Space. In 
addition, during the year that I was in Arcoverde, the younger women in the group began to experiment with 
more pointedly Afro hairstyles such as cornrows, a change that was noticed enough to elicit comments among 
neighbors. 
65 The saying is derived from the diet Coca-Cola's Brazilian name Coca Light.  
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Chapter Six 

Arcoverde 's  São João Fest ival 

 

A MUSEUM MADE OF MUD 

 

During the first week of June, 2004, Fagner Gomes worked in the main traffic circle 

in downtown Arcoverde. He was helping construct a casa de taipa (a house made out of 

mud) that would serve as a museum in honor of Lula Calixto and Ivo Lopes for the São João 

festival. Once completed, the small house resembled the mud shacks found on the outskirts 

of town and nearby rural areas. Within the festival area, the mud house was located in the 

center of a staged village portraying the first settlement of Arcoverde. As Fagner slapped mud 

on a frame of wooden slats, poor Arcoverdenses approached the festival's artistic director 

Suedson Neiva, who was supervising the work. On several occasions, they inquired about the 

prospect that the government was building free housing for the poor on such prime real 

estate. They asked if they could be placed on a waiting list, or could express their interest to a 

government official. The previous year, a family squatted in a mud house in the traffic circle 

until the municipal government, fearing political fallout from the episode, paid for their bus 

tickets to return to their relatives' home in Caruaru. 
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   Figure 12: Fagner Gomes posing as a construction worker while building the mud house 

 
 
 

 
 

              Figure 13: The mud houses in the staged village during the day 
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The confusion between the mud house's intended purpose as a temporary museum 

and the perception that it was a coveted dwelling provides an image that condenses a tension 

underlying the festival. The mud house museum plays a role in a narrative of civic progress 

implied in the spatial layout of the São João festival. The staged village anchors a centrally 

located zone within the festival area to the village's past, nebulously conjuring an image of 

the town's origins. This 'what came before' constructed of mud and palm leaves serves as a 

contrast to zones framed as contemporary. By placing a mud house in the center of town and 

presenting it as an artifact from the past, the city is doing more than merely creating a quaint 

festival atmosphere: the mud hut can also be seen as a reminder of how far the city has come 

in its seven decades of existence. The appearance of squatters and waiting list seekers, 

however, disrupts this attempt to banish mud houses to the past, serving as a reminder that 

similar shelter persists on the poorest edges of town.  

This account of the São João festival in Arcoverde includes the musicians celebrated 

both in the mud house museum and on the various stages; those producing anonymous 

musical labor off-stage; and the Arcoverdenses who see the mud house as a roof over their 

heads. It focuses on key details and moments from the various areas of the festival: the stage 

with rustic decorations where 'cultural' music is played; the contrasting spare, high-tech 

main stage; the circus tent where hard rock bands play, isolated from the rest of the festival; 

and the Alto do Cruzeiro, where visitors from Recife and elsewhere are hosted by the Calixto 

family.  
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MUSIC AND POLITICS IN ARCOVERDE 

 

Rose Mary swallowed her pride, and temporarily put aside her allegiance to the 

Worker's party (Partido dos Trabalhadores or PT) to help out her black-shirted posse of hard 

rockers. Reluctantly, she arranged the rental of a 'big top' from a traveling circus so the bands 

would have a suitable place to play. She had mixed feelings about helping organize the São 

João festival because it was sponsored by the administration of Rosa Barros, a pragmatic 

politician who began her career in the left-leaning PT, only to later break with the party and 

shift to the right to lead a center-right coalition.  

Rose Mary's dilemma, stemming from conflicting loyalties to her political party and 

her friends in the rock scene, was due to what she saw as the heavy-handedness of the 

municipal government's framing of the festival. A newspaper quote describing a past São 

João illustrates their deployment of culture as propaganda: "Arcoverde demonstrated one 

more time why it is among the ten best municipal governments in our state. During the June 

festivals, the city was transformed into an enormous country-style party...[with] excellent 

cultural programming offered by the municipal government."66 Rose Mary's reticence, 

however, was not the only way that politics affected the planning and execution of this ten 

day public event. In Arcoverde, politics and music are closely allied year-round. Music 

enlivens political events and helps delineate constituencies; politics shapes the city's musical 

practices by structuring events and valorizing or ignoring genres. City-sponsored concerts 

echo at high volume from the plaza on an almost biweekly basis, audible in a significant 

concentric ring around downtown, reaching half of the city until 4 am. During these 

performances, announcers constantly remind the audience that this is just one of the services 

                                                   
66 "Arcoverde mostrou mais uma vez por que está entre as dez melhores prefeituras de nosso estado. Por ocasião 
das festas juninas, a cidade foi transformada em um grande arraial...[com] a excelente programação cultural 
oferecida pela Prefeitura." Arcoverde's newspaper Portal do Sertão, June 2002, p1 
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the current administration is offering, placing the cultural event on par with infrastructural 

projects and other government initiatives. 

During the campaign season, trucks flanked with large PA systems delivered thirty 

second tape loops of relentlessly perky political jingles as they drove through the town's 

residential neighborhoods. There was a flurry of showmícios, a newly coined term combining 

entertainment—a 'show'—with a comício or political meeting. There are two main types of 

showmícios: a stationary showmício, and an arrastão. At a stationary showmício, a temporary 

stage is erected, either in the center of town, or nearer to the neighborhoods that represent a 

given candidate's core constituency. At these events, one side of the stage was crammed with 

the candidate, the candidate's family, and other influential supporters. A band—usually a 

forró estilizado group—played on the other side of the stage. The candidate then clapped to 

the music, and, if he or she did not dance, at least he swayed, to give the impression that he 

liked the music. The fact that the candidate was willing to dance to the same music as the 

cheering crowd was used as a display of solidarity with the voters in the audience. The 

singers, for their part, added rhymes praising the candidate to their songs, and led cheers 

between the songs. At one showmício, the scantily-clad female singer of a well-known forró 

group named Calcinha Preta (The Black Panty Band) crossed the stage and danced 

suggestively in front of an awkwardly smiling male candidate. Candidates plied potential 

voters with free beer and cane liquor. Some people attended the events for the candidate, 

some attended for the free alcohol, and others were there to hear a concert of a band they 

enjoyed. Whatever their initial motivations, by the end of the evening, cheers for the 

candidate were enthusiastically voiced. 

The other type of showmício, an arrastão, is a mobile showmício. Huge trucks 

stacked with enormous speakers and topped with a stage were deployed to slowly navigate a 

major thoroughfare. The trucks inched across town, attracting people as they went. The 
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candidate rode on top of the truck with the band, the lead singer shouting the candidate's 

name in the middle of the songs. During the 2004 election season, this style of showmício 

was banned after a young girl was run over by one of the trucks and died post-amputation. 

The combination of alcohol and a moving truck was constantly precarious. The day after one 

particular arrastão, a hungover samba de coco musician was upbraided by his friends and 

family who witnessed him staggering a few feet from the grill of a lumbering truck the night 

before. 

During São João, the nexus of music and politics is not as obvious as it is at the 

campaign showmícios. There are no cheers for candidates during São João. However, in 

subtle and not-so-subtle ways, the municipal government's efforts to frame the meaning of 

the festival permeated its structure and how Arcoverdenses understood it. It was not 

uncommon for performers to recognize politicians and other important figures in the 

audience from the stage, thanking them for their presence, or exclaiming, for example 

"Doutora Rosa sure likes to dance samba de coco!" São João played a part in what I heard 

many call the "pastoril político,"67 meaning that, like dressing in one's favorite team's jersey 

at a sporting event, the colors one wore to the festival connoted one's allegiance to a political 

party and their candidates. Candidates bought matching t-shirts for traditional groups in 

their party's colors. An internal struggle took place within one traditional group over the 

colors of their matching outfits. 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                   
67 pastoril is a folkloric performance of a dramatic dance around Christmas time in which dancers and 
musicians wear brightly colored costumes. 
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JUNE 18: SÃO JOÃO BEGINS 

 

In the median between the two lanes of traffic of the main thoroughfare, a forró pé-

de-serra trio of accordion, triangle and zabumba played, signaling that São João festival 

season had arrived. On the street corner, an old woman danced an elegant forró with her 

shadow. Her arms were draped over the shoulders of her imaginary dance partner, and her 

eyes were closed tight. She put forth the air of someone caught in a reverie, miming the 

pleasure of feeling someone else's body next to hers. She was a graceful, fluent dancer, and 

her brand of forró had an airy waltz-like buoyancy to it. She was deliberately edging farther 

and farther into the crosswalk. Cars, which luckily did not go very fast at this intersection, 

swerved to avoid her. Her posture was proud—part of her intent seemed to be to force 

people on the street to notice what a good dancer she was. Yet there, in the middle of the 

street, cars driving around her, her mock-blissful spins with an invisible dance partner also 

expressed solitude and bitterness, as bystanders struggled between looking, or averting their 

eyes.  

 

THE DOWNTOWN FESTIVAL AREA 

 

Down the street, a metal archway decorated with two enormous papier-maché 

wooden sandals marked a threshold delineating the festival area. On the left side of the 

scaffolding, on top of a pedestal festooned with fern fronds stood a poseable life-size ragdoll 

wearing the brightly patterned shirt, white pants and straw hat of a male samba de coco 

musician. His female counterpart, lit from below, stood on the right, in braids and a long 
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dress of the same pattern as the male doll's shirt.68 After walking through the first arch, one 

encountered a second entrance marking the boundary of the Ivo Lopes stage. The entrance 

was made out of dried mud, its two wide doorways draped with curtains of a busy floral 

print fabric. Inside these doorways, under a plastic roof with painted clay roof tiles, sat a 

stage. The shelter, called a palhoça, faced a line of apartment buildings. Music categorized as 

"traditional" and "cultural" was played in the palhoça on a stage decorated with palm fronds. 

The principal attractions of the Ivo Lopes stage, night after night, were samba de coco. The 

Secretary of Tourism wisely scheduled the feuding groups on alternating nights, to avoid the 

conflicts that had occurred in the past when the two groups shared the bill. He scheduled 

Coco Raízes for seven performances in prime time slots, and scheduled Coco Irmãs Lopes 

five performances on the nights such as Sunday, Monday and Tuesday when fewer weekend 

visitors were present. This was also the stage where the Reisado das Caraíbas, the Reisado de 

Arcoverde and other folkloric groups played.  

 

 

                                                   
68 Each year of São João during the Rosa Barros administration, a theme has been chosen, and this year's theme 
is samba de coco. Previous year's themes have included forró and a specific homage to Cordel do Fogo 
Encantado. Each stage is named in honor of a well known musician or, in the case of the rock stage, a friend of 
the scene. All of the individuals who have stages named after them are dead, with the exception of elderly samba 
de coco percussionist Biu Neguinho. 
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            Figure 14: The entrance to the staged village 

 

        Figure 15: The banda de pífanos playing in front of the gazebo in the staged village 
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In the center of the staged village stood a thatched roof gazebo. Under its canopy, 

one or two couples of matutos (hick clowns) danced. The matuto costume is a central part of 

São João festivals in the Northeast, although few people other than these paid performers 

dressed up in Arcoverde. Occasionally, a girl could be seen wearing a tell-tale combination of 

braids and painted-on freckles, or a boy could be seen sporting a painted-on mustache 

and/or goatee, wearing a straw hat and brightly colored patches on their checked shirt. As 

festivalgoers strolled past this central location on their way to the rest of the festival, they 

would pass the couples dancing an exaggerated forró accompanied by the Banda de Pífanos69 

de Santa Luzia. Theater students playing the roles of matutos would repeat a minstrel routine 

with anyone who would stop, watch and listen. The braided matuta would look over the 

shoulder of her oblivious boyfriend and proceed to blow kisses and flirt with audience 

members. Meanwhile, he—playing the fool, the pathetic cuckold—would continue dancing. 

Assis' cousin Padim Batista and his band stood in a closed circle on the pavement next to the 

thatched gazebo, dressed in the colors of Rosa Barros' political coalition—matching yellow 

shirts and red hankerchiefs around their necks—stone-faced as they played for hours at a 

time. 

As I proceeded further west, past the gazebo, the "traditional/cultural" area in the 

center of the festival quickly gave way to a gauntlet of makeshift bars leading to the large 

open area where the audience stood, their backs to the staged village, and listened to the 

events at the Lula Calixto main stage. The transition between the rustic and contemporary 

areas was buffered with a stand selling handicrafts. The area outside the staged village was 

thoroughly plastered with beer ads featuring a nationally prominent spokesmodel dressed as a 

matuta. To the right were two stories of camarotes, temporarily erected VIP party rooms 

                                                   
69  
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where people in politics, business and the press pay for a privileged vantage point of the 

scene. The bulk of acts playing at the Lula Calixto main stage were elaborately staged forró 

estilizado groups. The dark, gothic mood of Cordel do Fogo Encantado starkly contrasted 

with the manic happiness of most of the other groups sharing this stage for the festival's ten 

nights. 

 

SAMBA DE COCO RAÍZES DE ARCOVERDE 

 

Coco Raízes was the most visible group in the São João promotional materials. 

Government-produced billboards, tourism magazines and pamphlets carried images of the 

group, accompanied by the slogan: "Cultural rescue and investments in tourism generating 

economic development."70 The main stage of the festival was named in honor of Lula 

Calixto. In large letters above the stage was a banner reading: "São João Raízes do Coco," 

hinting that the group Raízes was being honored, while allowing the slogan "Roots of Coco" 

to be read as a celebration of the genre of samba de coco, sidestepping the Lopes/Calixto 

feud. Coco Raízes was the only group performing at São João that performed at both the Ivo 

Lopes cultural stage and the Lula Calixto main stage.  

 Coco Raízes were experts at engineering a jubilant mood, succeeding in 

coaxing even the most hesitant audience to dance. Singer Ciço Gomes and his son Fagner 

constantly sought eye contact with as many people in the audience as possible. Much of the 

appeal of the group derived from their virtuoso feet and tongues. Vocal virtuosity came in 

the form of improvisation, and rapid-fire dexterity. Ciço Gomes is the only one in the group 

who improvised versos, but many in the group sang impressively fast emboladas. The dancers 

performed hard-stepping patterns wearing the wooden sandals featured in the festival area's 

                                                   
70 "Resgate cultural e investimentos no turismo gerando desenvolvimento" 
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archway. A section of the stage floor was covered with a piece of plywood to amplify the 

dance, and a microphone captured the rumbling railroad-like sounds, adding them to the PA 

system's mix. 

The group moved seamlessly from the street, to the smaller cultural stage, to the 

larger main stage. During their seven shows, the dancers were perpetually running back and 

forth between the stage and the street to coax those who were not dancing to move their 

feet.71 During the quick foguete de roda marches, Daiane and Fagner jumped off the stage 

and encouraged the audience to link arms and form a circle while they danced in the center. 

 

 

 

              Figure 16: Coco Raízes performing on the Lula Calixto main stage 

                                                   
71 It became difficult for me to have moments leaning toward the observer side of participant-observation, 
when Fagner would scold me by singling me out and dancing a bit of choreography I call "the ethnographer" 
that he invented after I was interviewed and made to mime 'fieldwork' in a television documentary about them. 
In the middle of dancing, he would stop, adopt a mock serious look of concentration, squint, shield his eyes 
with his hand on his brow like he was looking off into the distance, and scan the horizon from one side to the 
other.  
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Coco Raízes performances centered around the themes of tradition and family. 

Younger Calixtos often danced late in the set, giving Fagner and Daiane a rest. Ciço Gomes 

introduced each member of the three generations of Calixtos and Gomeses, detailing their 

family relationships. He made sure the crowd knew that their matching dress was hand-sewn 

by Ciço's wife Dona Maria. The group projected an image of humble families—unified, 

extended, functional—that celebrated together in musical and social harmony.  

 

REISADO DE CARAÍBAS  

 

Before the Reisado de Caraíbas played at the Ivo Lopes cultural stage, a local troupe 

of stiltwalking clowns performed under the roof of the palhoça. The clowns towered over the 

audience, at least ten feet tall, dressed in patchwork matuto outfits, sporting braids, pigtails 

and freckles. They performed a quadrilha line dance to a recording of accordion music. Their 

ability to dance on stilts was impressive, but the effect was nonetheless disconcerting, at least 

for the audience members who were within range if the stiltwalkers were to fall. Throughout 

the festival, stiltwalkers were omnipresent, walking around amongst the festivalgoers. 

When the reisado group began to perform, the music sounded terrific from afar—the 

PA system was crystal clear. As Laura and I approached, however, it was difficult to see the 

stage and the dancers on the ground because so many bystanders were surrounding the 

performers. Laura and I squeezed into a decent vantage point and saw that the elders, who 

play and sing, were nowhere to be found. Suddenly, I realized that the music was from 

Carlos Sandroni's field recording session that I had attended during one of my first weeks in 

Arcoverde. The recording, which was made as part of a preservationist effort supporting the 

reisado group, had given the children's group the independence to perform without the 

adults. Later that night, I stopped by the mud house bar and talked to Sandra, who 
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spearheaded the children's reisado in Caraíbas as part of her job sponsoring culture within 

the Secretary of Education. Despondent, she told me that the majority of the adults in the 

reisado allied themselves with the opposition candidate, and decided for that reason that they 

could not perform at this year's São João festival. 

The junior high and high school-aged children and adolescents were tugged along by 

the unforgiving tempo of the CD. Without the eye contact of the Mestre, or some kind of 

warning before beginning the song, the dancers took a couple of bars to find the beat after 

the next CD track unexpectedly began. In between songs, there was little time for applause. 

A television news camera focused a blindingly bright light on their reflective costumes. In my 

camcorder recording of the television crew's filming of the event, the dancer closest to their 

camera dissolves into a glowing ball of light. Their movements are regimented and their faces 

remain serious as they execute stomping scissor steps to a heavy ¾ beat.  

 

CORDEL DO FOGO ENCANTADO 

 

The audience filled the area in front of the main stage, waiting for Cordel to start 

their annual homecoming performance. From my vantage point, not far from the police 

turret manned with an officer surveying the crowd, I could see across the plaza to the VIP 

party rooms. The show began with the municipal government's announcer listing sponsors, 

including the mayor and the SESC, before relinquishing the stage to the band. A sample of 

melismatic a cappella vocalizing floated from the left stack of speakers to the right and back 

again. It doubled into two versions of the same sample that were braided together while a 

recording of droning nylon-string acoustic guitar played backwards orbited around the trebly 

recording of a cowboy singer's pinched nasal voice. Fog and colored lights filled the empty 

stage. The prolonged attack of the guitar's reversed low notes created an expansive sense of 
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space and heavy, slow motion. The stereo pans were not automated, breathing with the 

phrasing of the music. At the end of each soaring vocal phrase, the cowboy singer intoned a 

word: 'Oh…eeeh…boinho [little ox]…' 'Eh…oooh…saudades…'. 

The band emerged from the fog. Lead singer Lirinha intoned a verse about smoking 

a cigarette of saudade. The band came in, three percussionists playing layers of alfaia drums, 

congas, tom toms and cymbals in a thunderous, bass-heavy percussion groove. Clayton 

fractured strums on his nylon-string acoustic guitar to interlock with the percussion. Lirinha, 

in a loose-fitting white shirt, launched into a frenzied dance that resembled a marionette 

desperately trying to break free from the strings that controlled it. He continued to yell/sing, 

declaring that he would marry his saudades, and that it would become his companion. At 

one point mid-song, he exclaimed, "My dear city!" 

 

 

       Figure 17: The crowd feeling Lirinha's charisma at Cordel's main stage performance 
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Throughout the performance, Lirinha used gestures and props to contribute to a 

given song's sense of urgency. A few minutes into the show, they played a song calling on a 

manifestation of the Virgin Mary to bless a city full of urban grit, risk and crushed dreams. 

As he sang with the intensity of Greek tragedy, his voice over relentless percussion, red lights 

burned in the centers of the palms of his hands. At another point, a kerosene lantern 

illuminated his face as he recited a poem. He screamed that he was a clown in a circus 

without a future, clown makeup smeared in a vaguely sinister fashion. As he sang about 

vengeful justice coming to a favela, bullet sound effects caused him to convulse as if riddled 

with automatic gunfire. At another point, he churned an imaginary witch's brew. Fog, 

colored lights and strobe lights accompanied songs about rain and storms, and spinning, 

flashing lights emulated an approaching police car. At a pivotal point in their hit song 

Chover (ou invocação para Um Dia Líquido), he intoned "When it rains in the 

sertão...abundance hides its sack as hunger begs for alms." Embodying hunger itself, he 

flipped his pandeiro over, pointed to the sky, and begged the audience for spare change 

because the rain had banished him.72 

A busload of members of the Cordel fan club had arrived from Recife earlier that 

day. The audience was divided between diehard fans screaming, moshing and singing along 

in the area in front of the stage, and the people in the two elevated areas on either side. 

Facing the stage, to the left were the VIP galleries, where professionals mingled and watched 

the show with fairly disinterested, neutral expressions. On the other side were small outdoor 

bars that charged a fee to reserve groups of tables. Many of the people in attendance sitting at 

the tables were middle-class families from Arcoverde. During the performance, much of this 

section of the crowd appeared positively stunned. Others looked curious and quizzical, as if 

                                                   
72 The Northeast is notorious for its periodic droughts, which are a devastating combination of weather 
patterns, social inequality, and political mismanagement and corruption. See Arons (2004) as a starting point in 
English to the extensive Brazilian bibliography on droughts in the sertão. 
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trying to fathom how such an unfamiliar treatment of familiar cultural elements had become 

synonymous with their city elsewhere in Brazil. This staged Arcoverde did not feel like their 

lived Arcoverde.  

Near the show's end, the band played a medley of a song they learned from Lula 

Calixto and a chorus that Reisado de Caraíbas would use to open their performances.  The 

song title Foguete de reis (ou a guerra) was derived from the interchangeable local use of the 

words foguete (firecracker), and folguedo (celebration), when referring to fast, raucous 

marches (foguetes de roda) in the samba de coco repertoire. Cordel's use of this conflation 

brought together associations of mass celebration and mass violence, and the song ended 

with the sound effect of a roman candle exploding. The medley represented a remnant of the 

group's theater days, when a large portion of the evening consisted of interpretations of well-

known samba de coco and reisado repertoire. These particular samba de coco and reisado 

songs were chosen in part due to the fact that they were so common as to be unclaimable in 

terms of copyright.  In Cordel's travels, Lirinha had heard a variety of different versions of 

the song "o sol saiu" with variations in the lyrics and melodies. The refrain "I saw my love in 

the cane field" served as definitive proof that, despite being in local samba de coco repertoire, 

the song was not written there. On the edge of the arid sertão, the closest cane fields were 

over two hours away by car. 

The reisado excerpt was used by Cordel near the end of their shows to start the 

process of closing, slowing down and saying good night to crowds whose adrenaline was still 

on high. As the opening words of the reisado, this excerpt is also the most consistently 

repeated by reisados throughout the neighboring states,73 thus leaving it less vulnerable to the 

claim that they had used a specific person's composition. Just as reisados often leave key 

                                                   
73 Alagoas is more well-known for reisado than Pernambuco. 
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refrains intact while varying other verses based on the circumstances, Lirinha sings the first 

three lines verbatim: 
 
Good night, ladies and gentleman 
I have arrived now 
Please pay attention 

 
Boa noite senhor e senhora 
Eu cheguei agora 
Me preste atenção 

After that, he adds a tribute to the 'salt of the earth' in a chaotic world: 
 
In this world of fire and war 
The saint of the land 
Has calluses on his hands 

 
Nesse mundo de fogo e de guerra 
O santo da terra 
Tem calo na mão 

In the CD booklet, these lines are cited as "Opening to the reisado, words adapted by 

Lirinha." Notice that, by choosing the most generic, conventional reisado lyrics—the 

opening—they are able to cite reisado as a form, not mentioning the specific group the 

Reisado de Caraíbas. Contrast Cordel's lines above with what the Reisado de Caraíbas sang 

at a recording session for Carlos Sandroni's project:74 
 
In Caraíbas, we are the reisado 
Leaving here for elsewhere 
We are the champions 

 
Em Caraíbas, nós somos o reisado 
Saindo pra fora 
Somos campeões 

Before ending their set, Cordel endorsed the rock band Cobaias, commanding rock 

fans to go immediately across the street to the circus tent where they were waiting to play. 

 

THE GUINEA PIGS 

 

On the other side of the main thoroughfare, outside the main cordoned-off festival 

area was a line of booths proffering foosball, shooting galleries and concessions. Next to a 

meager assortment of rickety amusement park rides stood an orange, green and white-striped 

circus tent. Rock bands with names such as Cobaias (The Guinea Pigs) and Crucificados 

pelo Sistema (Crucified by the System) played under the big top. I was setting up my 

                                                   
74 The CD Responde a Roda (2005) was recorded and produced by Carlos Sandroni. 
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equipment to record Cobaias, when a black t-shirt-clad adolescent approached me to 

confirm tonight as the night Pastor was going to sing. His palpable excitement foreshadowed 

the reverence that Cobaias' congregation of young fans would bestow upon the band's 

appropriately named lead singer Pastor. With long dreadlocks and a worn Che Guevara t-

shirt, Pastor led his flock as they moshed in a circular pattern around the center tent pole. He 

was remarkably good at providing each audience member with at least a few seconds of 

individual contact, slapping fans' hands reaching toward him at the front of the stage, and 

mentioning audience members and their families between songs. Although the band rarely 

played outside the county, and had never recorded a CD, fans knew the songs so well that 

they sounded like back-up singers when Pastor handed them the microphone mid-song.  

From the moment that their friend Bibo introduced Cobaias, a musical line in the 

sand was drawn. Bibo stepped up to the mic and roundly criticized forró estilizado, música 

sertaneja, vacuous pop—much of the music played down the street at the main stage. He 

instigated the crowd, who jeered these references to bands whose fan base, according to Bibo, 

consisted of people who accepted what television foisted upon them. The tent was situated 

only a block or two away from the central area of the festival, but because of its placement 

across a relatively busy thoroughfare, it was isolated from the rest of São João, spatially, as 

well as in terms of collective mood. The band played heavy rock/punk grooves while Pastor 

growled lyrics full of righteous indignation toward class politics, hypocrisy, poverty and 

restrictive social roles. At the beginning of the song "Fevereiro," he clarified, "We are not 

against carnaval. What we are against is the way that society uses popular festivals to distract 

us from social ills." In stark contrast to the perpetual sunniness of the festival area, in the 

midway there was the perception that Pastor was singing truth to power, and his followers 

were listening reverently as they churned around the tent pole. Although the song was 

addressing the commercialization and corruption of carnaval in Rio de Janeiro, it was clear to 
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the audience that its critique of the state's perceived ability to absorb popular musical genres 

resonated with the current setting.  

The threat of violence at the event caused this social criticism and aggressive riffage 

to be trumped by the perceived need for physical security at the event. 2004 was the first 

time in the last four years that the mayor's administration sponsored a rock stage,75 due to 

aggressive swearing and obscenities directed towards the administration yelled from the 

microphone in the past. The performers were acutely aware of how tenuous this support was, 

and, despite their more aggressive diatribes lobbed against easy targets like cheesy pop stars, 

they were respectful to the administration, thanking them for their support. They were also 

outspoken in thanking the security guards for being there for everyone's safety, before the 

event, and later, when someone threatened to use a knife in the mosh pit. Pastor preached 

peace, and praised the police for subduing the kid with the knife. It was a delicate situation 

for a band with such strident anti-establishment rhetoric. 

 

 

                                                   
75 As an indicator that the Barros Administration saw the rock community as a constituency to mollify, a 
government official was heard defending government support of the rock stage at São João by saying that yes, 
their music was terrible, but they vote, or will soon. The vote in Brazil is obligatory, and the minimum age 16. 
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                             Figure 18: The circus tent where the rock bands played 

 

CRUCIFIED BY THE SYSTEM  

 

Crucificados pelo Sistema confronted a similar situation with decidedly less 

diplomacy during their show under the big top a few days later. The lead singer was 

obviously intoxicated, and when a fight in the crowd began to break out, an older member of 

the rock scene jumped on stage to calm the situation. Out of the military police's view from 

the turret near the main stage, the threat of violence felt much more immediate at these rock 

shows. The elder rocker lectured into the microphone:  
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Hey folks. During all of the bands that have played here, there has always been half a 
dozen jerks trying to mess things up. Tonight things will be different, because the 
Military Police are going to be right here, and they already know who these jerks are 
that are messing with everyone each night, who is above doing that, who isn't. It's 
the following. They're going to be right here, and the jerks that intend to disturb the 
event, will end up going to the police station, and very well may get beaten up there, 
you see. 

Their harsh words from the stage spilled from the fear of the musicians on stage that 

the event could fulfill violent stereotypes of rock in Arcoverde. Interestingly, several people 

later explained that the trouble probably happened because a poor hick did not understand 

the mosh pit and construed the circulating mass of bodies to be a riot in which he, on a lark, 

decided to participate.  

It's these dudes who show up to cause trouble, packing heat, coming here with a 
knife or I don't know what the hell else, they come to cause trouble, these dudes 
aren't part of the rock movement. It is exactly this that ruins our movement. This 
business here, this business that is happening here today, this here took our blood, 
sweat and tears to make happen. And assholes like these come to screw everything 
up. What the hell is up with these assholes? Let's not generalize about this, because 
not everyone here is a jerk. It's just these dudes that leave their houses intending to 
mess things up, right? 

Our concern is to address social problems, not only in our city, but a little about the 
whole world, like we see on TV every day. And these dudes don't even realize that 
the Military Police will be here in a bit, and will be onto all of them, right?... 

(singer of Crucificados, his speech slurred) We leave our houses intending to criticize 
the government, in other words our lives, not to leave with a knife to do bad things 
to anyone. 

Throughout the rock shows under the big top, starkly contrasting the festival's 

center, awareness of the potential of violence was overt—performers' lectures and warnings 

were commonplace. 

 

UP THE HILL AT THE ALTO DO CRUZEIRO 
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I drove to the Alto do Cruzeiro, about seven blocks uphill from the festival area in 

the center of town. Not so far, but far enough that only those fans who purposefully wanted 

to go up there would make the trek. A thatched palhoça blocked off the cobblestone street 

lined with rows of small houses, each sharing a wall with the next. Assis Calixto's house was a 

few doors down from his brother Damião's place, which was connected to their bar and 

rehearsal space next to the street. The temporary palhoça protected a small stage, and several 

folding bar tables. On the other side of the street, their museum had been cleared out and 

more bar tables were placed there. 

First, I stopped at Assis' house. He and his wife invited me in, turned on the 

television, and chatted. The house was snug; the main room, divided by furniture into a 

dining area and a living area, measured approximately seven feet by twelve feet. Between the 

television stand and the couch, there was only room for one person to stand comfortably. 

The television played the quadrilha competitions being held in Caruaru. In a large coliseum, 

groups performed line dances with highly regimented choreography. Their costumes were 

elaborate, with hoop skirts, corsets, knickers, and other accessories of dress evoking the 

colonial period. While they performed these routines, contestants' faces strained to hold the 

mandatory euphoria of a ballroom dance competition. 

Assis mentioned that he had seen the Globo Network documentary. He was pleased 

with the final result. He told me that their manager Geraldo Lima was outside at the party, 

remembering that I had said earlier that I wanted to meet him. Assis left the house and 

returned with Geraldo and his assistant, the group's webmaster Leo Antunes. Geraldo and 

Leo introduced themselves, and claimed that I should really ask Assis questions, since he 

knew more about the group than they did. They were fashionably dressed Recifenses in their 

mid- to late-twenties.  
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Geraldo and Leo insisted that they were committed to only take care of the 

administrative details of the group. It was important to them not to influence the artistic 

side, including the way the group dressed and how they performed on stage. Leo explained 

that a fundamental difference between the two was that "Coco Raízes is a grupo, not a 

banda." To illustrate the difference, he brought up a contrasting example: Cordel was a 

banda. They want to travel all around, and they have that freedom. It would be harder, he 

continued, for Coco Raízes to do this. They have to find a balance between, on one hand, 

having no promotion whatsoever, and, on the other, becoming as commercial as a banda. 

Although the logistics of traveling with such a large group like Raízes was a factor in 

his argument, he explained that it went beyond this: "The thing about Raízes, as they're a 

cultural group, it's important for them not to travel too much, because, if they do, they'll 

lose their cultural identity. They're not like just any banda. For example, if they were to 

spend a year or two straight traveling, what would become of them?" I asked Assis what he 

thought of the idea of doing lots of traveling if he had the chance. Without hesitation, he 

indicated that his bags were packed, and he was ready to go. He stated, "I lived in Recife for 

a year. I have been around," with a subtext that hinted that he did not want to be treated like 

a country bumpkin. Leo reiterated the question "Yeah, but what about if you didn't come 

back to Arcoverde for a whole year?" Assis held his ground. "If I don't, I don't. I know this 

place. I want to get to know the South of the country too." 

Geraldo and Leo went on to talk about a recent show in Recife in which Japanese 

tourists called them up to ask for directions to the show. They attended it, danced while they 

were there, and loved it. We talked about the important Rec-Beat show that Coco Raízes did 

during Carnaval. Leo said "Did you realize how many people in the crowd were in tears?" 

and explained that "the reason that it's so important to people is that it's so real. There's so 

much out there that is trying to be something that it's not, and the fact that a Raízes show is 
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such an authentic experience is what gets people. There's so many performers out there 

wearing so much maquiagem (makeup) that when you come across something real like 

Raízes, you know it when you see it."  

By contrasting grupos and bandas, the raw authentic and the makeup-caked fake, 

Leo and Geraldo succinctly summed up the different genre parameters that Cordel and 

Raízes operate within. Their idea of authenticity is linked, in the views of audiences and 

producers, to a cohesive rootedness to their community, at risk of dissipating if they stay 

away from home too long. Assis' quip "my bags are packed" expressed a tension between the 

group's goals, which include playing on national television variety shows, and their 

managers, who are leery of Coco Raízes losing their image as a traditional group. 

Geraldo and Leo returned to the party, and I remained on Assis's couch, chatting 

with him and his wife. Just then, two tanned, svelte urban hipsters tentatively came to the 

doorway. Assis invited them in. They were excited, wide-eyed, and uncomfortable, looking 

around the small house. The moment betrayed the ambiguity of Assis's social status; artistic 

recognition partially reversed traditional class hierarchies, but this recognition had not 

translated into a significant financial windfall for him. Was it an encounter between a 

revered artist and his doting fans, between poorer people and richer people, or between 

darker-skinned people and lighter-skinned people? Or all of the above?  

In the month before São João, Assis had stepped up production of wooden sandals—

full-sized for dancing, and in miniature as souvenir refrigerator magnets. The couple asked 

about the sandals, but their Southern accent and phrasing disoriented Assis, and they had to 

repeat themselves three times before he understood them. Finally, he gathered up what he 

had made and helped the girl try on the sandal. None of them fit her, so they talked about 

the possibility of special ordering a pair to be made by the time they left in a few days. 
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I ventured out under the thatched palhoça and into the Calixto's bar in the front part 

of Damião Calixto's house. Seven uphill blocks of isolation helped maintain a significantly 

different crowd at the Alto do Cruzeiro when compared to the rest of the São João festival. 

Many people at the Alto do Cruzeiro seemed to stake out a table with their friends, drinking 

and dancing there and not going back and forth between the Alto do Cruzeiro and the 

festival area in the center of the city. Unexpectedly, I recognized two acquaintances from 

Recife, Daniel and Camila, and sat to talk to them at a table with several of their friends. I 

asked Daniel why he thought that people came to Arcoverde from Recife for São João, and 

he responded that the 'culture of high-rise apartment buildings' in Recife was cutting off 

cultural ties between people. As a result, in his view, there simply was not the same kind of 

strong cultural solidarity that you can find in a place that still has traditional culture like 

Arcoverde. 

Yet, he clarified, not everyone at the Alto do Cruzeiro is there to react against 'high-

rise apartment building culture.' "At least in my group of friends," he gestured to the bar 

tables next to him, "some have relatives here in Arcoverde to visit, but then there are other 

people who are in the process of creating ties, but they don't have them right now." He went 

further, saying that even those people with relatives in town still had a choice regarding 

where they wanted to go for São João, but they chose Arcoverde because it was becoming the 

destination for those who were turned off by how stylized they believed Caruaru's São João 

festivities had become. Caruaru, located closer to Recife, is the more established traditional 

culture getaway for São João. According to Daniel, there was a demographic of people who 

found Caruaru's enormous marketplace of handicrafts, quadrilha line-dance contests like I 

had just seen on Assis's television, and quaint bandas de pífano to be an inauthentic tourist 

trap. He believed Arcoverde was capitalizing on this impression by offering a São João 

festival more weighted towards samba de coco, reisado and other traditional music. 
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A drunken friend of Daniel's interjected bluntly, "Yeah, well, people from Recife 

think they're better than people from, for example, Caruaru." Daniel added diplomatically 

that they had been talking earlier about rivalries between cities in the area. His friend refused 

to soften his statement: "No. You can just see it on their faces." He gestured to the tall, well-

fed, cosmopolitan crowd drinking and dancing—"There's just something in their 

expressions. A lot of the people here think they're better than people from smaller towns." 

At the Alto do Cruzeiro, Assis played multiple roles as performer, host and souvenir 

salesman. The younger women in the Calixto family—Irã, Iuma, Daiane and Damaris—also 

shifted between stations as they performed: tending bar, waiting tables, dancing with visitors, 

networking and generally making sure that everyone was in high spirits. They were the stars, 

the hosts, and the service staff. The smaller children also entertained the crowd, wowing 

them with their precocious facility at dancing and playing instruments. It was common for 

an older member of the family to call over three-year old Luizinho and ask him to show off 

his dance steps, sing a song, or play a drum. At one performance, Assis and his grand-nephew 

sang a duet called Casa Caiada (Whitewashed House) in which they sang in harmony, "It 

was a small house, but it was full of love." This, almost without fail, led audience members 

to comment on how impressive his musical abilities are for his age, and gush about how 

wonderful it was that they were passing on their traditional knowledge so early, to safeguard 

the unbroken continuation of the samba de coco tradition in Arcoverde.  

 

COCO IRMÃS LOPES  

 

Severina and Leni Lopes had put together a new group. With the exception of an old 

man named Seu Anastácio, the rest of the new group was young, in their teens and twenties. 

Seu Anastácio sang samba de coco in a ornamented nasal cantoria cowboy style from the 
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sertão that contrasted Coco Raízes' breathier, ringing "Afro-Brazilian"-style vocal tone. Biu 

Neguinho had been coaching the new group of musicians, and after a couple songs warming 

up, the percussion section was holding together well. The young vocalist was aware of his 

posture, holding the microphone in one hand and the cord in the other, making eye contact 

with the crowd. All of the group members sang the responses, but the sisters' vocal 

harmonies were placed almost inaudibly low in the mix. A pair of young dancers appeared 

on stage facing the audience halfway through the first song and danced the parcela step at the 

front of the stage just like Fagner and Daiane would. They had modeled their performance 

on stage after Coco Raízes, who had become the standard that shaped people's expectations 

of a samba de coco performance during São João. When the trupé section began, the young 

couple danced a sparser version of the steps in a way that synchronized with and 

complemented the percussion.  

In between songs, Severina mentioned the Lopes museum, and solicited donations, 

holding up a leather hat that the widow of a local forró singer had recently given her as an 

example. She introduced each song by saying, "Now this song, whose authorship is by Ivo 

Lopes…" It was a Thursday, and the crowd was not quite as packed as at a Coco Raízes 

show, but a large number of people were dancing. There were Arcoverdenses in the cultural 

scene who made a point of going to both Coco Raízes and Lopes sisters' events, in an effort 

to remain neutral regarding the feud. Others were estranged from the Calixtos, and 

deliberately supported the Lopes sisters' group. Several older women and young girls were 

dressed in multicolored patchwork dresses, dancing intermingled with the crowd. The oldest 

member of the group, who I had met at the Lopes museum, had been featured in the Globo 

documentary. She approached me, grabbed onto my arm, held my hand and beamed, "All of 

my neighbors tell me that I'm famous—just to give me a hard time!"   
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REISADO DE ARCOVERDE  

 

On the last night of São João festivities—the day before São Pedro's day—many 

people lit bonfires in the residential cobblestone streets. Although lack of sleep was catching 

up with performers and visitors alike, there was still a respectable crowd at the downtown 

festival area. In between acts, and even in between songs at the Ivo Lopes cultural stage, the 

announcer would incessantly remind the audience that mayor Rosa Barros and her 

administration had sponsored the event, repeating the festival's slogan "Do coco ao forró: 

Arcoverde é uma festa só" (From coco to forró, Arcoverde is one big party). I arrived in time 

to catch an especially mean-spirited song duel of two traditional violeiros, troubadours who 

play ten-stringed guitars and challenge each other to improvise rhymes. In the rhymes of this 

particular duel, they obsequiously praised the mayor, bashed homosexuals, and one violeiro 

taunted the other for stuttering.  

After the violeiros, a recently-formed reisado group performed, with members from 

Arcoverde and the nearby town of Pedra. Their satiny robes were red, yellow, blue and green. 

Two dancers wore the traditional Reisado hats shaped like churches, made out of opalescent 

wrapping paper covering cardboard. On the right side of the stage, an old man with white 

hair and a mustache, Seu Santilho, dressed in a white satiny robe with a king’s crown, held a 

microphone in one hand. His other hand held a whistle, which he would blow to stop the 

dancers and call the end to a song. Seu Santilho blew his whistle with an authoritarian air—

this was not the artful signaling of samba school section leaders. He would start a song, and 

it would stay on the beat until he finished the first phrase and took a breath. However, in his 

old age, his breathing was unsteady, causing an extra beat to be added to each phrase. Soon, 

the band would heroically try to adjust to his inadvertently jagged time signatures. The 

dancers did their best to keep up, but it was often a losing battle. It was difficult to watch 
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members of the rural poor on stage in the spotlights, struggling to stay on the beat for a 

mostly urban audience. The scene was made even more painful by the fact that the PA 

system was cranked up to an unnecessarily high volume for the venue, the wall of buildings 

opposite causing the sound to ricochet back to the listener.  

Under the bright lights, three little girls dressed in red danced the steps, looking 

excited but uncomfortable. A teenager lingered at the back of the stage dressed as a wizard 

wearing a conical hat and fake beard. An old man was dressed as Mateus, the jester of the 

reisado whose outfit resembles a harlequin. The figure of Mateus fulfills multiple duties in 

the reisado: engaging the crowd, being a clown, and making sure the dancers stay on the 

beat. When a dancer loses the beat, Mateus corrects them through a combination of scolding 

and humor. The Mateus of this reisado, however, remained cowed by the lights and the 

whistle. He stayed in the back of the stage, going through the steps with the rest of the 

group. His facial features were perfect for the part. He had a furrowed forehead that, if 

employed correctly, could have expressed the combination of playfulness and pathos 

expected of the character of Mateus. The audience's lack of reaction confused him, as if the 

costume itself should have signaled people to react—look at him, he’s funny, the life of the 

party. At one point, he approached the front of the stage and looked as if he was going to 

play his tin can shaker in an amusing way. But just as he began, he pulled back and took his 

place out of focus in the back of the stage again. In my mind's eye, he flickered back and 

forth between staying in and falling out of character. Was I watching Mateus on stage, or an 

old, poor, befuddled man wearing pajamas? 

 

SÃO JOÃO'S STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 
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The festival's story of civic progress follows a path from the thatched gazebo to the 

large, fully equipped stage, with its imposing stacks of enormous speakers and rows of 

spotlights hung from intricate scaffolding. In one direction stands the main stage named in 

Lula Calixto's honor, and in the other, the mud house museum that resembles the kind of 

thatch-roofed shack that harbored the beetle that carried the disease that took his life five 

years before. But the official script suggested by the juxtaposition of the gazebo/mud houses 

and the main stage's impressive show of technology leaves little room for messy details and 

bitter ironies—how better public hospital care for Arcoverde's poor may have kept him alive, 

for example, preventing him from being made posthumously into a hero of popular culture, 

his portrait hung in the quaint mud house at the symbolic center of the festival. The 

narrative implicitly told to festivalgoers walking through mud house lane to the modern stage 

is a teleological narrative of modernization, stating 'look how far we have come.' They are 

literally stages of development. 

The slippage between the rural, the primitive, the traditional and the local hint that 

this story is being told on many nesting levels by participants and visitors, like Russian dolls, 

each fitting inside the next. São João, to residents of larger Brazilian cities, has become a time 

of year to travel to the sertão and get in touch with one's rural roots. Many international 

visitors envision their entire Brazilian adventure as a trip to the staged village. To those from 

the South, the Northeast will suffice. For Recifenses, Caruaru is becoming too industrialized 

in its assembly line of tradition; Arcoverde wins their tourist dollar with a more rustic, more 

'authentic' product, considered a more effective counterbalance to the alienation of 'high-rise 

apartment building culture.' Within Arcoverde proper, the poor are incorporated into a 

developmentalist vision of the city through the use of traditional musicians for emblematic 

purposes. The result is an ambivalent mixture of celebration and scorn, homage and 

appropriation of the marginal-turned-traditional. 
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Teetering on the edge of this process of symbolic inclusion, marked with heightened 

anxiety and a sense of danger, stand the rock musicians under the circus tent, distanced from 

the principal festival area. Returning to the fold after four years of exile, the municipal 

government half-heartedly attempted to soften the threat they posed by naming the stage 

forrock and placing them in a circus tent. Yet, the reference to the circus has more to do with 

Cordel's dark view of the good-for-nothing circus without a future than the caricatured 

gazebo antics.  

Cordel's turbulent artistic vision absorbs rock's aura of danger in an attempt to avoid 

being labeled folklore and/or celebratory regionalism. Although Cordel's shows attempt a 

sort of exorcism of the sedimented stereotypes of the Northeastern sertão region, the 

question remains whether their use of traditional styles in making their argument to "burn 

our story so badly told" helps them accomplish this goal. The question remains, whether or 

not it results in fixing the players of these traditional styles in the mud of layers of 

representations of the region.  

Consider, for example, the Reisado de Caraíbas. They did not show up for their 

show, despite the fact that they were prominently displayed, second only to Coco Raízes, in 

the festival's promotional literature as an example of the region's cultural riches. Besides their 

political opposition to the event, another factor behind their hesitance was that they had 

never had a satisfying performance on stage. Most of the members are elderly, and at the 

time, they were in a painful moment in their efforts to stage a performance historically 

performed on the street, or roaming from home to home. This becomes clear at shows when 

their normally two or three hour performances have become truncated to ten minutes. Their 

discomfort with staging is also evident when they do not have enough microphones, so that 

certain instruments and certain voices are far too loud while others remain inaudible. Due to 

their shiny costumes covered in tiny mirrors, and outlandish sequined hats shaped like 
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churches and pyramids, photo-ops with the reisado appear more important to city officials 

and some audience members than actually hearing their performances. 

Coco Raízes' current place within the São João festival contrasts that of the reisados. 

They are comfortable with microphones, and have managed to balance the presentational 

and participative aspects of their performance. Coco Raízes plays a unique role in this story 

due to their access to both the main stage and the cultural stage, as well as the tourist 

destination that they have built in their neighborhood. Unlike the reisado, Coco Raízes has 

been chosen as the emblematic traditional group of Arcoverde. Their mobility between the 

street and the stage, and from one stage to another, plays an important part in their story. 

Although they are gaining recognition, they continue to be surrounded by thatch, mud, and 

palm fronds. The strictures of the genre of traditional music dictate that they must project 

the image of musical stability, passed down from generation to generation within a happy 

family. It is a simulacrum of family and community cohesion, of an imagined happy 

premodern time when descent mattered more than consent in human relations. Their 

uniform dress refers to a romanticized rural past, contributing to the discursive distancing of 

the group, and relegating them to associations of another era. Their percussion and voice 

arrangements, bereft of any harmonic instruments, also point toward coco in Arcoverde as a 

variety of proto-samba. They are struggling with, and partially emerging from, folklore's 

assumptions of anonymity and timelessness. 

Cordel’s sound and career are grounded by the influence of Coco Raízes and 

Arcoverde’s other traditional music. They provide the band with musical uniqueness in a 

marketplace perceived as increasingly homogenous. Cordel signifies ‘today’, and Coco Raízes 

signifies ‘what came before.’  The city's layout of the festival follows a logic of spatial and 

temporal displacement: the cultural stage could be seen as signifying 'here, but not now', the 
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marginalized and controversial rock stage seen as 'now, but not here,' and Cordel at the main 

stage projects both 'here' and 'now.'  

Cordel inspires fans to go in search of the roots of the band’s sounds. Coco Raízes 

receives these musical tourists and performs these roots. In order for them to do this, they 

must maintain their home base in the margins, far enough but not too far from the capital. 

When Coco Raízes wanted to move either to Recife or the South like Cordel did, they were 

almost universally discouraged to do this by their Recife fans, reminded that Arcoverde was 

their place, and that they should stay there.  
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Chapter Seven 

Flows of People and Sounds  into and away from Arcoverde 

 

 Coco Raízes' second CD, Godê Pavão (Via Som 2003), projects the group's sounds 

throughout Brazil and beyond, sending out a call for its listeners to come visit, learn to dance 

samba de coco, and enjoy the group's hospitality. The recording begins with the track "Skirt 

Fringe", immediately extending a warm invitation to the listener to come to the Calixto 

Cultural Space in the Alto do Cruzeiro neighborhood. The song introduces many of the 

principal elements of the group's self-presentation at their performances, evoking old-

fashioned skirts so long that one could trip on them; introducing a difficult but exciting 

dance that everyone is invited to try, but not everyone does well; announcing regular 

rehearsals that visitors can attend; and mentioning Lula Calixto's conspicuous absence from 

the celebration. 
 
Skirt fringe  
(Dione Calixto) 
 
Look, samba de coco 
Girl, come dance 
Be careful of your skirt 
Because the quick steps are about to start 
Stomp the coco with care 
Beware so that you don't mess up 

 

 

 
Barra da saia  
(Dione Calixto) 
 
Olhe o samba de coco  
Menina venha pisar  
Cuidado na sua saia  
Que o trupé vai começar  
Pise o coco com carinho  
Cuidado pra não errar 
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It's in the rhythm of the tambourine 
It's in the buzz of the shaker 
Old man Biu, take this bass drum 
Start playing right now 
Be careful of your skirt  
Because the quick steps are about to start 
 
In front of my house 
Stands our headquarters, where we rehearse 
Whoever wants to dance coco 
Now can show up 
Be careful of your skirt 
Because the quick steps are about to start 
 
There will be a coco rehearsal 
But here I'm not going to stay 
If there is one next Thursday 
I'll come to enjoy the coco 
Be careful of your skirt 
Because the quick steps are about to start 
 
All that is missing is Lula Calixto 
To get the crowd excited 
Look, samba de coco 
Now pay attention 
Be careful of your skirt 
Or else you'll turn into a balloon 

 

 
 
É no batuque do pandeiro 
É no chiado do ganzá  
Seu Biu pegue esse surdo  
Comece logo a tocar  
Cuidado na sua saia  
Que o trupé vai começar 
 
De frente com a minha casa 
Tem a sede pra ensaiar  
Quem quiser dançar o coco  
Agora pode chegar  
Cuidado na sua saia  
Que o trupé vai começar 
 
Vai ter ensaio de coco 
Mas aqui não vou ficar 
Se tiver quinta que vem 
Eu venho o coco brincar 
Cuidado na sua saia 
Que o trupé vai começar 
 
Só falta Lula Calixto 
Pra animar o povão 
Olhe o samba de coco 
Agora preste atenção 
Cuidado na sua saia  
Se não vai virar balão 

 

STOMP THE COCO  WITH CARE (BEWARE SO THAT YOU DON'T MESS UP):  

HOSPITALITY AND DISTANCE AT THE ALTO DO CRUZEIRO 

 

Beginning in the year 2000, after Lula's death raised the profile of the Calixto family, 

and with it, Coco Raízes, the group began to stage performances of varying degrees of 

formality in the Alto do Cruzeiro neighborhood. Many of these events were planned and 

promoted by the Secretary of Tourism, with a temporary stage erected next to the cement 

cross and scenic overlook. Others were more informal ensaios (rehearsals), that normally 

took place in the Calixto Cultural Space or across the street in the Calixtos' bar. By the time 
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I arrived in 2004, a steady stream of visitors would come by, a few per week, and more on 

weekends when a performance was planned, either in the bar or at the overlook. The number 

of visitors surged during the São João festival and other promoted events such as the group's 

birthday celebration each August, which drew several Afro-Brazilian and Northeastern roots 

groups from Recife and other surrounding areas to perform.  

The group's rehearsals proved to be a space of encounter within which the desires 

and expectations of visitors and musicians were negotiated. Verunschk found that the 

boundaries between visitors who are there to adore Coco Raízes, write about them, learn 

their music, help them, or take advantage of them, were sometimes blurry and difficult for 

the group to discern.76 I felt this when I arrived. Accustomed to day-, weekend- or week-long 

visits by journalists and fans, they were not sure whether to treat me with the full hospitality 

that they reserved for short-term guests, to treat me as just another Arcoverdense, or 

somewhere in between. In these circumstances, I questioned Hood's ideal of bimusicality 

(Hood 1982) in which an ethnomusicologist travels somewhere, finds a music teacher, and 

spends much of his or her time becoming fluent in local musical codes. In my fieldwork, 

asking for too much musical instruction could potentially damage my relationships with 

musicians. At the Alto do Cruzeiro, it was clear from the beginning that the distinction 

between inspiration and theft was unstable, and that insisting on instruction could lead the 

musicians to question my motives for learning their style. Pandeiro tips were given to visitors 

who were only going to be there for a few days, but since I was there for a year, it appeared 

more sustainable to drink, talk, and dance a bit at the Alto do Cruzeiro, rather than make 

learning to play a first priority. The same should be said about recording.  It the context of 

the Lopes/Calixto feud, it became immediately clear that making field recordings of the coco 

groups would be highly contested, both because the recording would be seen as an act of 

                                                   
76 Personal communication with Micheliny Verunschk 
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allegiance to one family over another, and also because many of the songs one group would 

record could be contested by the other family as belonging to them. 

When visitors arrived at the Alto do Cruzeiro on a day when a performance was not 

planned, calls were made to summon the Gomes family up the hill. The visitors were 

reassured that although a formal performance would not take place that day in Arcoverde, 

the group would 'rehearse,' and visitors were welcome to participate. The group downplayed 

the fact that the rehearsal was taking place most likely because visitors had arrived—the 

group had played their repertoire enough that regular rehearsal is not necessary. Throughout 

these encounters, it was unclear to the visitor how and when the event was planned and 

choreographed, as opposed to how and when it was merely a glimpse into the group 

members' spontaneous, music-saturated lives.  

One time, Laura and I stopped by the Calixto's bar when an elderly couple from Rio 

de Janeiro was there. His skin red with drink, he proclaimed his itinerary driving along the 

BR-232: "We're going to Triunfo! Serra Talhada! How crazy is that?" They complimented 

their favorite song from the first CD, and Irã thanked them and began singing it. The 

woman asked Irã if she had any souvenirs to buy, and she said no, and then corrected herself, 

replying, "just wooden sandals." They tried on a few pair of sandals, bought them, and then 

clapped them together with their hands as they sat and listened to the group sing. At one 

point, the man, obviously drunk, approached Irã and said, stroking her cheek, "You are very 

beautiful. It's very beautiful, your color." She thanked him gracefully. Irã stood behind the 

bar, framed by busy, bright floral cloth hanging above the bar, a wooden post, and a bundle 

of straw that was a leftover decoration for the São João festival. She started to sing a lullaby 

that she wrote with Lula on his death bed. Assis, who was sitting at a table with the couple, 

joined in with the baritone harmony. By the end of the first verse, Iuma appeared in the 

doorway wearing sweatpants, her hair wet, and started singing the soprano part a parallel 
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third above Irã. Seamlessly, Ciço heard the song, rushed in from the street, and completed 

the male inner voice so that all four notes rang out. It had the quality of a moment in 

musical theater when everyone stops what they're doing and launches into a musical number. 

The couple from Rio was delighted. 

In his writings about tourism, Dean MacCannell (1999) explains how tourism blurs 

the boundaries between what Erving Goffman terms the "front" and "back regions." By 

front and back regions, Goffman is referring to areas clearly available to the public, like a 

reception area in an office, and areas restricted to authorized personnel, like a boiler room or 

a bank vault. This performance by members of Coco Raízes demonstrated the porous nature 

of the distinction between front and back regions in tourist encounters. The rehearsal was set 

up as if it would have happened whether the visitors were there or not.  It offered a glimpse 

back stage. Damião Calixto's house is located through the open doorway from the bar; when 

Iuma appeared, her hair wet after taking a shower, it suggested that the visitor was simply 

sitting in on a slice of the Calixto's daily life. At one rehearsal, in the midst of the singing and 

dancing, Irã's older sister gave her baby a bath in the sink in the corner of the bar. The 

threshold of authenticity was raised in this warm, intimate, interactive setting. In the words 

of Kirschenblatt-Gimblett, "an ethnographic bell jar" (1998, 54) was lowered onto the event, 

and Irã's sister's everyday labor was as much on display as the musicians were.  

For younger visitors more willing to dance or play percussion, rehearsals provided an 

opportunity to interact with the musicians in close proximity. During the rehearsals, as 

opposed to listening to the group's CDs, or being separated from them by a stage and PA 

system, the visitors were thrilled to have an unmediated face-to-face encounter. Most visitors 

adopted the posture of an apprentice, watching and mimicking the dance steps, or, if they 

already had some experience, simply dancing along with the rest of the group.  Others picked 

up a pandeiro and played along with the songs or asked for pointers regarding technique. 
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Visitors who were well acquainted with the group's repertoire through shows and recordings 

sang along and requested their favorites. Ciço Gomes improvised verses about the visitors or 

the scene that he was observing.  

There was no obvious boundary between the group and the visitors, yet through the 

dance, proximity to and distance from the culture bearers was enacted. A standard samba de 

coco song is divided into two parts: a verse with overlapping responsorial singing, and a rapid 

fire embolada section where a solo singer delivers a stream of notes accented on the strong 

beats of the 3+3+2 timeline. Two separate dance steps, the parcela and the trupé correspond 

to these two sections.  In contrast to the nimble, buoyant steps of urban samba, samba de 

coco is stomped, the steps contributing to the layers of percussion sounds, and performers 

wear wooden sandals called tamancos in order to generate an amplified clapping sound as the 

wood slaps against the ground. The parcela is the initial step that is danced during the verses 

of the songs.  Aligned with the 3+3+2 timeline, it is not as quick as the trupé, making it an 

easier step to learn. With the left foot planted, the right foot stomps twice on the 3s of the 

timeline. The left foot is lifted at the moment when the right foot lands on the second 3, and 

the left lands again on the 2. The right foot generally stomps forward and back, and then out 

to the right and back on every other 3+3, tracing an 'L' shape, while the left foot remains 

anchored in the same spot. When the quicker embolada section begins, the dancers 

accelerate their total steps per cycle of the timeline from three to eight, stomping 

continuously with alternating feet (left-right-left-right…) on each pulse, and accenting the 

3+3 at the beginning of each measure. In the diagram below, the stressed steps are in 

uppercase and boldface, while the lighter steps are in lowercase. Each letter represents a 

pulse, and the periods stand for pulses with no movement. 
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        3  3  2  
  Samba de Coco timeline   X..X..X. 
  Parcela          R..R..L. 
  Trupé            RlrLrlrl 

As you can see, when the verse gives way to the embolada, the parcela transitions 

abruptly into the trupé, and dancers are suddenly required to move their feet almost three 

times faster than they have been. In the context of the rehearsal, visitors most often reacted 

to the trupé section by attempting to keep up with the steps while smiling or laughing to 

indicate that they knew they were faking it and would soon fail. Others simply stayed with 

the slower parcela steps and watched in awe as Fagner and Daiane danced the trupé with 

ease. Inclusion and exclusion were performed through the two dance steps. While the slower 

parcela step was relatively simple to learn, welcoming everyone to participate, the trupé 

sections, especially as samba de coco tempos had sped up as the groups professionalized, 

delineated a line between culture bearer and appreciative, sympathetic audience member. 

Participation was encouraged, but it was expected that only the culture bearers would be able 

to do the dance with ease.  

Trupé dance contests, a staple in Coco Raízes' lengthier performances, also 

simultaneously downplayed and emphasized sameness and difference. Fans were invited onto 

the stage to wear wooden sandals, dance samba de coco, and be judged by the audience on 

their dancing competence. Inevitably, the audience member did fine during the parcela 

section, but strained to keep up, or crashed completely—playing it for laughs—during the 

trupé, providing a basis for the cautionary lyric, "Be careful of your skirt/Because the quick 

steps are about to start/Stomp the coco with care/Beware so that you don't mess up." The 

audience's missteps were part and parcel of the script of the performance. One day, when 

Laura and I were welcomed into the "back region" of Damião's living room, Irã and Iuma 

started to do remarkable, spot-on caricatures of the idiosyncratic ways that specific fans 
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danced samba de coco. Irã would call out a name, and the two of them would gleefully 

assume the posture, whether it be hunched over with tiny steps, or hopping and flailing their 

arms before momentarily freezing, coastal coco-style. When I danced at their next 

performance, I thought about whether they would work to perfect their impression of me in 

their living room later. 

For a well-educated Recife visitor, standing before Fagner and Daiane as they danced 

the trupé steps with the precision of a samba school percussionist is an act of appreciation of 

local knowledge. As I chronicled in Chapter Two, intellectuals such as those in the Paulo 

Freire-led M.C.P. in the early 1960s looked to coco and other valuable local knowledge to 

provide that which illiterate Pernambucans were to bring to the table as part of their dialogic 

pedagogy. In a similar vein, current samba de coco performances are seen as an opportunity 

to appreciate oral tradition, and acknowledge forms of knowledge that educated urbanites 

fear they no longer possess. When educated people call illiterate and semiliterate musicians 

that are knowledgeable regarding oral traditions Mestre (a common practice), we engage in a 

drama of the reversal of power relations. This ritual of reversal is often temporary and made 

unstable by the fact that marginal-turned-traditional musicians' status as bearers of the 

celebrated folk essence of the region is predicated on a clear differential in social status (in 

terms of race and class) between fans and musicians. This instability is derived from the 

tensions inherent in the folklorization of poverty. Within a left countercultural model that 

equates civilization with repression, considering its margins to be nooks and crannies where 

glimmers of freedom still lie,77 Coco Raízes' visible moves toward middle-class status are 

risky. Their upward movement risks deflating the group's folkloric aura, suggesting that they, 

too, are living in, and therefore alienated by, modernity. It then follows that, if the group is 

                                                   
77 Equating civilization with repression, and seeing racialized others as somehow "id-like" and therefore less 
repressed is a common countercultural projection the consequences of which are critically analyzed by Monson 
(1995). 
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considered lower middle-class, a musical encounter with them would lose the power to renew 

an urbanite's "native forces," as Mário de Andrade phrased it. 

Recife ethnomusicologist Cristina Barbosa traces back this particular kind of 

"ethnomusicological tourism" to the popularity of her ex-boyfriend's band, the Recife roots 

pop group Mestre Ambrósio. Mestre Ambrósio was formed after lead singer and 

instrumentalist Siba spent time outside of Recife in the sugar-cane region of the Zona da 

Mata Norte learning to play the rabeca, a kind of folk fiddle. The fiddle had largely been 

abandoned by the last two generations, and most players at the time (around 1990) were 

elderly men. Mestre Ambrósio spearheaded a widespread revival of the instrument among 

high school and college students throughout the Northeast and even into the South. One of 

their most well known songs, Pé-de-calçada, recounts their process of going out into rural 

areas to do musical fieldwork and returning to the city musically energized. One key lyric, 

"From the caboclo, I know my situation"78 looks to the Pernambucan interior, in contrast to 

the mangue bit symbol of a satellite dish in the mud, looking outward to the rest of the 

world. 

A quest for an antidote to Recife's mall and condominium culture is not the only 

reason visitors come to the Alto do Cruzeiro, however. One local woman's visit to the Alto 

do Cruzeiro serves as an example of another reason to dance in proximity to Coco Raízes: to 

accentuate her local distinctiveness in order to stand out in a crowded field of competitors. 

She was putting together an audition videotape, competing for the honor of being locked 

into a house under constant filmed surveillance together with several strangers on the Globo 

network's Brazilian version of the popular reality television series Big Brother. Coco Raízes 

sang in a semi-circle around her as she, clad in a Coco Raízes t-shirt, flopped around in 

wooden sandals attempting to approximate the coco step. After the song stopped, she turned 

                                                   
78 Mestre Ambrósio Pé-de-calçada (Sony 1998), Track 10. 
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to the camera and, in her best diction for television, declared that this group was one of the 

best things about Arcoverde, and that she was proud that they represented her hometown.  

 

Crepe Ciço Gomes :  A "popular culture"-themed restaurant 

 

Helton de Moura, an Arcoverde musician in his twenties ensconced in both the 

town's rock and roots music scenes, once told me that he liked to go to events at the Alto do 

Cruzeiro in order to be a tourist of the tourists, or as he put it, "to go to the zoo to observe 

the monkeys." He called the Calixtos' bar "Disneyland for people who don't like 

Disneyland" when tourists visit. Helton said that he sometimes felt like yelling angrily at the 

visitors, especially when he heard young people from Rio say things to each other under their 

breath like "Listen to how they talk! How funny!" He felt that these comments revealed their 

sense that their culture was superior, and this really got under his skin. "What about how 

funny they talk?", he countered, "What about their culture? Where do they think we are 

from?  They think we are matutos (hicks)." 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Details from the Casa 21 menu 
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Helton told me these things as we were seated at another year-round site in 

Arcoverde that caters to cultural tourism.  An upscale restaurant named Casa 21 opened up 

near the center of town in 2004 during my fieldwork year. The ambience and theme of Casa 

21 is "local popular culture," one room used as a gallery exhibit space, and another as a gift 

shop selling coco and reisado-themed t-shirts and souvenirs. The menu described the place as 

a "Gastronomical and Cultural Space." Sequined reisado hats shaped like churches and 

pyramids decorated Casa 21. The waitstaff wears satiny, multicolored reisado outfits, ribbons 

streaming from their hats. The menu of the restaurant consists largely of crepes named after 

the major families and figures in Arcoverde's music scene.  One can order a Crepe Lopes 

(lemon cream, whipped cream, plum, mint), a Crepe Calixto (dried, salted beef, cream 

cheese, prato cheese, black pepper, olive oil), a Crepe Ciço Gomes (tuna, ricotta cheese, 

black olives, cream sauce, sun-dried tomatoes), or a Crepe Rock, a blanket nod to the town's 

hard rock scene (pineapple, vanilla ice cream, caramel sauce), among other choices. I asked 

the owners whether or not the contents of the crepe, and whether it was to be sweet or 

savory, had any correlation with the personalities of the musicians named, their culinary 

preferences, or their music, but no such rationale had been followed. Furthermore, Mestre 

Horácio, a reisado musician who lived in the nearby rural community of Caraíbas—the 

inspiration for Crepe Mestre Horácio (chicken, bacon, mushroom, cream sauce, rosemary)—

was completely unaware that he was featured on the menu when I inquired about it. Naming 

the crepes after musicians led to the frequent use of the verb comer, which in Brazilian 

Portuguese means "to eat," as well as the slang term "to fuck." This inevitably degenerated 

into jokes such as "How many people comeu Ciço tonight?" During my last week in 

Arcoverde, the owner named a crepe after me to honor my year studying popular culture. It 

was quickly proved that I, too, was not immune to these taunts.  
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A French forró band was traveling through the Northeast and had come to Arcoverde 

to meet Coco Raízes and perform a show that night at Casa 21. Some of their friends had 

recommended that they visit the Alto do Cruzeiro, having spent a week with the Calixtos 

learning samba de coco during the previous year. The restaurant had not promoted the 

show, as the band had not given them enough advance notice, so very few people were 

present. The female accordion player was technically accomplished at her sparkly black 

button accordion. She played not only Luiz Gonzaga classics and recent forró hits, but also 

serpentine choro-influenced melodies full of chromatic ornaments. At certain points, she 

would sing the complex melodies as she played them. The percussionist, sporting a shaved 

head and goatee, was flashy, and very proficient on pandeiro, playing variations that I had 

seen few local players attempt. The sax player swerved between lines that felt forró-like, and 

playing that would be better categorized as light jazz/pop. They did their best to put on a 

show, even though our table made up the entire audience, coaxing us to sing along to Luiz 

Gonzaga classics. Although I admired their courage in playing forró as foreigners in the 

region where the style emerged, the fragility of the situation struck me. The Arcoverdenses 

present—Rose Mary and Helton—assumed that the group was going to make a good effort, 

but ultimately fall short in capturing the balanço, or unique lateral swing of the forró. And 

perhaps certain stylistic choices, especially in the saxophone, unmasked their playing as 'not 

from around here.' But as their set went on, the opposite risk seemed more likely. The 

accordionist's pristine squeezebox with opalescent inlays was conspicuous in context. Only 

the top-paid professional Brazilian forrozeiros would be able to afford such an instrument. 

And when she played well—very well—I had the sense that it would have been more 

reassuring for her not to play so well. If the band had played badly, it would be an occasion 

to pat them on the back for trying, ultimately confirming the singularity of the region's 

music, and reinforcing the premise that one had to play it all of one's life in order to truly 
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play it well. But as they began to play tighter and cleaner than most local forró bands, the 

shiny accordion began to appear more conspicuously lavish, and it began to feel as it would 

have if outsiders had gotten on stage and, instead of flailing in an act of self-deprecation, they 

had danced the trupé as expertly as Fagner and Daiane. The scene reminded me of a 

moment when I was singing harmony with Ciço Gomes while visiting his home, and he 

said—in a joking manner with an edge revealing a serious concern—"Oh, no, boy. You're 

getting too good. You're going to bring those songs home and make loads of money off of 

us, aren't you?" To Ciço, the fact that my harmonies really were not very good reassured him 

that I did not intend to become famous in the United States as a samba de coco singer. 

 

"THIS IS REALLY THE SERTÃO !  THE TOUGH, BRUTAL SERTÃO." 

LULA'S DREAM OF A MUD HOUSE TOURIST DESTINATION 

 

It's a dream. It's a dream that I have…I've been in the group for five years, the entire 
time wanting to build a headquarters, a cultural store, a cultural inn in Arcoverde for 
tourists that also serves to host artists when they come here to play for free, at our 
party, when they come here to pay tribute to what is good, no? A performance space, 
a stage, for when the tourists arrive we have the means to create an event for them. 
It's a dream that I have—only money is missing (laughs). It's a big dream.  

-Irã Calixto 

The performance of the French forró group and other uncanny moments between 

local musicians and visitors did not seem to faze the Calixtos at all. Or if it did bother them, 

they were consummate professionals that kept their complaints to themselves. Whenever I 

tried to steer them into talking about whether they thought there was any downside to the 

visits, they remained firmly on message, committed to their dream of building their own 

infrastructure to receive tourists. Assis had a vivid picture in his mind's eye of the mud house 

of his youth. He explained to me the project he envisioned: to recreate the house at the exact 
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site where he lived until he was eight years old, when his family moved to Arcoverde over 

fifty years before. He told me about his vision in detail and drew a blueprint. The roof would 

be made out of dried coconut palm leaves, he explained, insisting that this kind of roofing 

really works—the rain never drips into the house. The door had to be made of vertically-

aligned sticks that were removed one by one in order to enter or leave. The window also 

consisted of sticks, widely spaced like prison cell bars. The bed he pictured was made of 

sticks woven together with banana leaves. He told me his dream was to realize Lula's 

unfulfilled dream to do this filming. He wanted to bring Fagner, François, Damião and the 

younger male members of Coco Raízes out to the site, spend a couple days making a 

documentary film about the process of building the house, making sure that all the details 

were perfect. The film would end with a big celebration, the whole group dancing coco to 

tamp down the newly built house's dirt floor. 

Assis started telling stories from the 'old days' of his early childhood. When he was 

less than four years old, he said, making himself shake his head and laugh, he wandered off 

and it took his mother a while to realize that he was gone. By the time she had found him 

out in the underbrush, he was nursing from a sow, together with a litter of piglets. Another 

time, he told me, a werewolf came onto their property and circled the house three times 

while his mother, terrified, huddled in bed protecting her children. His face lit up as he 

talked about the old days while tracing the contours of his hand-drawn blueprints for the 

mud house. When I asked him how many children his mother raised, he responded in a 

matter-of-fact manner that he and his three surviving brothers reached adulthood. The other 

fourteen children had died in early childhood, he added, not including his mother's six 

miscarriages. 

We arranged to go to Rio da Barra a few weeks later. It was the first time Assis had 

gone back to his childhood home, located sixty kilometers deeper into the sertão on the BR-
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232. I drove him there on a scouting mission to check out how the area had changed, and to 

decide where exactly to build the mud house when he returned with the cameramen to film 

the construction. Leaving the relatively amenable terrain of the green valley where Arcoverde 

is nestled,79 the landscape quickly changed to the caatinga scrub brush and cacti. Padim 

Batista, Assis' cousin who led the banda de pífano at the gazebo during the São João Festival, 

came along to help us find the right spot, since, unlike Assis, he had returned to Rio da Barra 

many times since his childhood. Rose Mary and my friend Nick Arons, who was visiting me, 

tagged along as well. When Nick first turned on my tape recorder during the car ride, Assis 

projected his voice into it, adopting a more formal tone, describing his goals for the day as if 

he were being interviewed on the radio. Soon, however, he relaxed and began telling more 

stories from his childhood, and quickly, like Severina Lopes rocking in her rocking chair in 

her front porch/museum, idealized notions of the 'old days' gave way to a much more 

ambiguous portrait of his life in Rio da Barra, the period of his life that he termed the "epoch 

of mud."  It was a portrait that provided occasional glimpses into the trials of everyday life 

for a poor rural family in the Northeastern sertão. Most of the anecdotes casually played out 

in front of a backdrop of hunger and the workings of power between the landowning 

coroneis and the peasants who worked for them. 

Assis:  I wanted to say that this trip of ours to Rio da Barra is really a dream that Lula 
Calixto had.  He wanted to make this documentary of the group, there in Rio da 
Barra, where we were born. To get to know the place where we were born. But 
unfortunately, he ended up passing away, and wasn't able to make it happen, so I'm 
doing this project in his place. So I feel that my life's duty is to realize this dream. 

Rose Mary: How old were you when you came to Arcoverde, Assis? 

Assis: I arrived when was eight years old. 

Daniel: And do you remember much from there? 

                                                   
79 Green, at least, at that time of the season of that particular year. Although Arcoverde receives more rain than 
many parts of the nearby sertão, it too depends for its greenery on the fluctuating amount of rainfall from year 
to year. 
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Assis: I remember very little—really very little. I do remember the house where we 
used to live. Yes.  I don't remember the area, but I remember what the house was 
like. Like the furniture. We had a bed made out of branches. The doors were made 
of sticks. About this, I remember a lot. And the fields that my father would plant. 

Daniel: What would he cultivate? 

Assis: Beans and grains. I have a strong memory, also, of a time when I was in the 
fields with him, and there was a cow in the fields. I'm not sure whether it was Batista 
that shooed the cow out, or whether it was someone else. Anyway, so this cow was 
destroying the crops, and it was a mean, headstrong cow, and someone managed to 
kick it out of the fields. 

I also remember when I used to go to the market with him. I was very timid and 
easily frightened when I was a child. When we saw a soldier, I would hide in between 
the legs of my father and I wouldn't let him walk. I had the biggest fear of soldiers in 
the world. These are the kind of reminiscences that it makes me content to be able to 
talk about today. 

***** 

Assis: I also remember another time, my father went to the market, alone this time. 
And we all stayed at home, and we didn't have anything, nothing at all. He went to 
the market, and while he was there, he got in a fight there at the market because of 
one of our cousins, and he ended up in jail (laughs) because he beat up a guy with a 
block of raw sertão sugar. A big block of raw sugar! 

(laughter) 

The tough guy took out a knife and Dad picked up the brick of sugar and knocked 
him upside the guy's head and pow! he fell over. And he ended up in jail. And we 
were all waiting for him to come back from the market by oxcart with provisions, 
and there he was in jail! 

Daniel: How long was he in jail? 

Assis: The next day they let him out. There was a very powerful coronel there who 
was a good friend of my father's. He was the one who got my father out of jail.   

***** 

Assis: There was only xerém80 in the house for us to eat for lunch.  Only xerém.  So 
what happened?  My brother took his selingue (slingshot), back then they used to call 
it a peteca, nowadays it's called a selingue.  He left the house with his peteca to kill a 
bird. There's one called a fura-barreira (spot-backed puffbird).  So what does he do?  
This fura-barreira is a bird that is very easy to frighten.  When he shot at it with a 
stone from his slingshot, it came really close to hitting it, striking the branch it was 
on.  So close that the bird fainted—they are like that. It looked like it was dead. And 

                                                   
80 Coarsely-ground cornmeal mush 
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he put it in a sack.  He put the bird in a sack and it was there, fainted. When he was 
really close to home, as he was approaching he said "Hey Mom!"  He said it like this, 
you hear?  "Hey Mom, put the xerém on the stove because I brought a bird!" And 
when he opened up the sack to give the bird to his mom, it flew away! 

At this point in the tape, we passed through the small town of Cruzeiro do Nordeste, 

and talked about how the last scenes of the film Central Station were shot there. We strained 

to remember the town's fictional name Bom Jesus da Mata, the home of the young, 

orphaned protagonist Josué. After passing through, Assis piped up with more stories: 

Assis: There are lots of interesting stories from where we used live, how it was.  Other 
stories, too, because during childhood, my mother used to tell us.  But I remember 
that at a certain age the baby bottle for the children—have you seen a goat's foot 
bone? She would take that bone and use it as a baby bottle for us kids. A rag, too, 
and a piece of bone.  

Rose Mary: Tell me, how did she make this? 

Assis: You wash the bone, and the rag, and… 

Rose Mary: The goat's hoof, was it? 

Assis: No, the anklebone.   

Daniel: It's hollow, then. 

Rose Mary: You take out all of the marrow. 

Assis: You take a rag. Then you either put milk or tea into the hole in the bone, and 
stuff the rag down in there, and the kid sucks on the rag. 

Rose Mary: Meu Deus! 

Assis: You did what you had to do, right? 

Daniel: And it worked well? 

Assis: Look at us now.  We're all fat. We're all artists now! 

***** 

Assis: I have another story about my brother.  One time, we were at home, and we 
used to have lots of dogs.  We had six dogs.  So, what happened? There came a car.  
A car passed by.  Back then, we didn't even know what a train was, we didn't know 
anything.  We didn't know what a doctor was, what a nurse was, what an injection 
was or any of that kind of stuff. We had heard people talk about them.  We heard 
them talk about them a lot. But to actually see them? So, what happened? This car 
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ran over one of our dogs, and we, we were young at the time, we all started to cry 
because we felt so sorry for this dog. Then, finally, Lula said to me:  Hey, I 
remember! I've heard about this thing called an injection! Now, my father, he used to 
make sandals out of strips of leather, bandit's sandals.  So, what happened, then?  
There was a tool made to puncture leather, and my brother had heard of an 
injection, so he said "Oh yeah, I'm going to get that tool to give the dog an injection 
so that he can get better." Now, this iron tool, when it pierced the dog's neck it 
ended up killing the poor thing! 

When we arrived in Rio da Barra, Assis exclaimed, "Here really is the sertão! The 

tough, brutal sertão." Padim Batista, who had reached a verbose stage of drunkenness before 

the drive even began, cried, "These are my people! Here, they're all family! This is my place!" 

From the dirt road, there was no indication that a house had been on this piece of rocky 

desert. A large pockmarked slab of rock lent a moonscape-like air to the terrain, as a vulture 

circled nearby.  

 

 

                Figure 19: (from left to right) Padim Batista, Nick and Rose Mary 
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          Figure 18: Assis Calixto in Rio da Barra 

 

Assis surveyed the landscape, and found a small mound of dirt that was once his 

family's house. He recognized the plants first: 

Here is alastrada.81 Oftentimes, during the droughts, when we didn't have anything 
else to eat, we would eat this cactus. To cook it, you just had to take the spiny layer 
off of it, and take out the pulp at its core.  Then you can eat it. 

After walking around the moonscape for a few minutes, talking about the names of 

the plants, rocks, and the hill in the distance where Padim Batista grew up, we returned to 

the car in order to go back to Arcoverde. On the way back, Assis reminisced about the 

hardships his family faced. 

It was a hugely difficult life. It was so difficult there that it was necessary for us to 
leave, because there wasn't any way to live. My father said, "No, I'm not going to let 
my kids die here." There was no work for him. It was in 1952 that he said, "no, it's 
time for us to go." We had an aunt that lived there in Arcoverde, Maria Rosa, who 
lived close to Tamboril, and we spent a while there. And my father started to work in 

                                                   
81 Alastrada, also known as xique-xique, is a ubiquitous shrubby cactus found throughout the Brazilian sertão. 
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the Celpe82 digging holes for electrical poles.  And when he rented a house in Boa 
Vista, we went to live there. So, there, he ended up working in various cities, as far 
away as Gravatá he worked. I think I have a picture of him, erecting electrical poles.  
I'll dig around and see if I can find one of these photographs and show it to you.  Or 
one of him with my mother.  I have the picture of them back when they were 
engaged.   

When we arrived back in Arcoverde, Assis made a closing statement for the day, assuming his 

radio voice once more: 

And now we are returning from my birthplace, and I was pretty emotional, because 
when I left here, I left as a young, little kid, but my desire was to get reacquainted 
with the place where I was born, to step on the earth where my old house once stood, 
and also to do this project—doing Lula Calixto's work—God willing.  We're going 
to return. I'm going to try to nail down the date for us to return.  I'd like to do it 
before Daniel goes away, and he's going away soon. 

Assis had returned to the piece of land where he grew up for the first time in order to 

plan a documentary film in which his family rebuilt his childhood home. In his plan, Coco 

Raízes would compact the dirt floor of the replica of the mud house with a thatched roof, 

creating a site that concretized the link between the samba de coco dance and the family's 

rural sertão roots. The site would serve as a tourist party destination less than an hour outside 

of Arcoverde, and the documentary film/music video would promote both the group and the 

destination. This trip, spurred by his brother's dream and the São João festival mud house 

replicas in the staged village, propelled Assis to remember stories from his past in Rio da 

Barra. Due to Assis' diplomacy, it was not always clear to what extent he was thinking 

pragmatically, in terms of growth of a touristic enterprise, as his niece Irã did when she 

articulated her plan to eventually build "a headquarters, a cultural store, and a cultural inn." 

When he used his radio voice, he presented his nostalgia in a more straightforward fashion, 

as a representative of the group doing public relations work. But as the drive continued, the 

relationship to the past in his stories became more complex. The stories he remembered 

indexed hunger, fear and a sense of powerlessness in the face of landowners and the state. 
                                                   
82 Celpe is the state-owned utility that provides electricity.  The acronym stands for A Companhia de 
Eletricidade de Pernambuco (the Pernambucan Electrical Company). 
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The harrowing, macabre tale of Lula's fruitless attempt to save his dog presents a vision of a 

rural past not located outside of modernity, but as located inside it, helplessly subject to its 

dangers while excluded from access to its powerful knowledge and technology. In this way, 

Assis' anecdotes stand in stark contrast to the Globo network's depiction of rural sertão life as 

a wholesome, carefree celebration. It was undeniable that the trip was indeed an emotional 

experience for Assis. However, the objective of the visit—a brief inventory of the rocks and 

plants on the land where he grew up—appeared to be more about location scouting than a 

nostalgic longing to return to his rural past. 

 

"(I HAVE THE CONTACT)":  A JAZZMAN'S PLANS FOR COCO RAÍZES 

 

The construction/documentary project was being funded by Andrew Potter, an 

important benefactor for Coco Raízes. I was interested in Potter's impulse to support the 

band financially, asking myself several questions: What did Coco Raízes mean to him? What 

about them inspired him so much? What kind of professional relationship did he expect 

from them? Potter's relationship to Coco Raízes was just one of many relationships the band 

was developing (and frequently severing—Irã's relationship to the group's managers was 

consistently volatile) with contacts in the music industry who could help them record, tour, 

and promote themselves. Potter had links to musicians in Chicago, providing the group with 

their first projection outside of Brazil. During 2004, the group's career began to gather 

steam, both nationally and internationally, and the Potter-financed second recording Godê 

Pavão played a role in this success. Two European compilation CDs83 included the song 

Godê Pavão, and French producer Marc Regnier paid them a visit to discuss signing them to 

a European tour and international CD distribution deal on his recording label Outro Brasil 

                                                   
83 Nu Brazil 2 released on the label Union Square Music, and Brazilounge on Difference Music. 
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('Other Brazil'). Marc had already brought Cordel and several other Pernambucan acts on 

tour to Europe and Japan and helped release their recordings internationally. Coco Raízes, 

who up to this point had a career overwhelmingly based on performances within 

Pernambuco, were on the cusp of attaining a more global reach for their CD distribution 

and touring. Detailing how Potter views the group offers a glimpse of how the group may be 

seen outside of Brazil. 

Andrew Potter and Assis spoke regularly on the phone, especially when Potter was at 

his house in southern Brazil. After hearing Potter's version of Assis' song, and learning about 

his involvement with Coco Raízes, I searched on-line to see what was available regarding his 

career. He had recorded with various jazz and jazz-fusion groups since the 1970s. It turned 

out that Potter was a frequent poster on the public forum at jazz artist Branford Marsalis' 

website.84 Here is a selection of the posts that appear to have been written hastily, perhaps to 

keep up the conversational rhythm in a combative internet message board where bragging, 

posturing and insults are standard practice: 

 
 From: bopsamba  
 Feb 07 2003   04:00PM 
 
 new innovation  

i want to take the time on the branford marsalis forum to anounce that since 1996, i 
have slowly evolved a new way to express pulse in the rythym section.there are three 
basic influences, and, jazz is a serous part , but , is not the only part.its important to 
note, the jazz doesnt water down in the mixture , it actualy expands from where it is 
at now.the first influence is the mangue beat sound of recife pernambuco. chico 
science and nacao zumbi, coco raiz do arco verde,nacao pernambuco are just some of 
the incredable sounds coming from there, they changed my outlook of how i could 
express rythym with more power and posability…. so, INNOVATION thilo, is it 
posable for jazz in our life time? 

This post establishes Potter's claim to being inspired and influenced by Afro-

Pernambucan sounds such as mangue bit's mixture of Afro-diasporic sounds with Afro-

                                                   
84www.branfordmarsalis.com. The forum section of the website is no longer in operation. 
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Pernambucan styles maracatu and coco. According to Potter, his musical innovation within 

the jazz world, which he calls 'mangue jazz' is a new way of incorporating the rhythmic 

elements of coco and maracatu into jazz drumming. For Potter, Pernambucan sounds such 

as coco provide an essential mark of distinction separating his music from previous styles of 

jazz. 
  
 From: bopsamba  
 Feb 15 2003   08:32AM 

....now take it to 6 beats.....bumkakakakatomkakakabum/ 
bumkakakakatomkakakabum/...remember the snare (ka) is all the way through, im 
just showing where the bass and tom fall.....now play footprints against it, pretty cool 
right? there are drummers who have gone to recife and wrote good articles about 
these rythyms, but, no one does them like me....some extra news, i just heard the 
finnished master of a foclorico group i helped produce, coco raiz do arcoverde, a 
fantastic group of the dance and rythym they call coco. it is an extremly simple and 
beautiful call responce type music, with melodies i havent heard in any popular 
brazilian music. i went to arcoverde, invited by them after they read in the jornal do 
comercial that i liked them, i brought the first jazz group to arcoverde, a city in the 
interior of pernambuco, the state of brazil, a taxi driver told me later on that it was 
like i had gone to the kyber pass,and , i was mesmerised by the dance and rytthym. 
many people might think coco is too simple, but,i am always putting it on after some 
jazz listening,and, it just grooves me out. it is an important part of mangue jazz, as is 
the dance and rythym and tradition of maracatu. it is older than jazz or samba, some 
records go back as far as 300 years, and, you know that kind of hitch step you see in 
those guys with the new orleans marching jazz bands? well, i sae that kind of step in a 
marakatu prosesion. it is very powerful stuff, and, id be happy to go into detail for 
anyone who wants to ask.i can hang on this thread a long time just talking about 
experiences you all havent had. 

For Potter, samba de coco's simplicity is their virtue. The group's uniqueness 

attracted him to journey deep within the heart of a faraway, exotic place ("it was like i had 

gone to the kyber pass") and bring with him the sounds of jazz to present them for the first 

time. The tropes of expedition, discovery and the exchange of cultural riches have proven 

enduring in the New World, and Potter's variation on this theme carries with it some 

characteristic narrative silences.85 As Steve Feld points out in his article on the use of sounds 

                                                   
85 Rose Mary's brother-in-law Jonas would certainly take issue with Potter's claim to have "brought the first 
jazz group to arcoverde," as Jonas was one of the original saxophonists in the touring big band Super OARA, 
the Orquestra Arcoverdense de Ritmos Americanos (Arcoverdian Orchestra of American Rhythms), which has 
been playing jazz all over Brazil for four decades. But debunking Potter's claim, which was made casually after a 
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from African Pygmy field recordings in avant-garde pop and jazz, jazz musicians, whether 

black or white, generally consider the "bounds of mimesis"—the rules delineating the 

imitable—to be wide open. Such imitation is most often seen as "in the tradition." (Feld 

1996, 9) In fact, this process of citation/mimesis/copying is not generally thought of as theft, 

but a source of the genre's revitalization. Feld also points out that jazz has long celebrated 

parts of Africa without necessarily seeking a direct historical connection (ibid.). The 

reference to New Orleans is telling, as it makes a parallel between Pernambuco and the U.S. 

city synonymous with the roots of jazz.86 For Potter, jazz is on the skids, and 'discovering' 

Pernambuco as a new musical reservoir, a new New Orleans, is the answer to stopping its 

downward spiral. He even has an ambitious plan to carry out this resurrection: 
 
 From: bopsamba  
 Jun 11 2003   03:49AM 

every one knows jazz is the bottom of the barrel in the industry, and, the record 
industry is in trouble anyway. the only real hope to get jazz to a higher leval and 
break my new innovation is in the movies, so, here is my thumbnail sketch of a plot 
for a movie that would tell a poignant story about racism, a vehicle to break the 
mangue beats , and, a venue in the movies for branford........... .........presenting, "the 
ari browm racial incident(see my post in the anxiety performance thread, and, should 
be another title)...starring branford marsalis as ari, and, halle berry as his love interest 
and dancer from recife...featuring the bmq,and nacao pernambuco,coco raiz do arco 
verde, streetdancer........ari(bran), gets a grant to go to recife to study the culture. 
while there, he goes to see foclorico group nacao pernambuco(i have the 
contact),there, he meets one of the danders, maria (halle), she shows him the force of 
the new mangue beat scene in recife, including nacao zumbi ( i dont have the 
contact). later she pursuades him to take a trip to arcoverde to see coco by cocoraiz 
do arcoverde (i have the contact)now, depending on if this is straight hollywood , or 
hbo made for tv movie, they could be attacked on the way, since it really is 
dangerous, if its hollywood, you want to push the violence.ari(bran) comes back to 
chicago, and, brings halle with him as he is developing a strong love interest. the 
scenes now would be in a black southside club, where the bmq would be featured 
tearing up the place, and, ari(bran) is thinking how to break the mangue beats on the 
public, and, maria (halle) is helping with new dance moves to make it a new popular 
dance phase, something lacking in the black comunity since everyone started basing 

                                                                                                                                                       
brief visit, is not my objective.  Rather, what is more interesting is how his story of a journey to the margins to 
be reinvigorated by the "very powerful stuff" found in oral musical traditions is a variation on an old and oft-
told script. 
86 It is interesting to note that both places—Pernambuco and New Orleans—are privileged in terms of their 
abstract or allegorical inclusion within their respective nations, while concrete social exclusion remains durable, 
as the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, in the New Orleans case, has made unavoidably clear. 
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their moves off flavor flav steps (i have the contact for a choreographer , putting new 
dance moves to mangue beats).the group streetdancer comes down to see ari(bran) 
play, and, are interested in ari (bran) recording with them. they want him to do a live 
gig in gurnee to warm him up for the recording. then, at the gig in gurnee a racial 
incident occurs(see anxiety performance), and, ari(bran) goes back up and just kicks 
ass. now, if this is hollywood, then ari's(bran's0 partners would show up afterwards, 
and, have a tremendous battle with the racist and his gang, but, if its hbo, that 
wouldnt happen, it would just focus on the courage of ari(bran) to get up on stage. 
then , there would be the finale of ari(bran) doing a show, playing with the bmq, 
and,him doing some mangue beats with maria(halle) showing the new moves. of 
course , there would have to be a love scene like the one i saw recently with halle and 
billy bob thortan........there it is ,people, a real creative movie idea, starring bran ( i 
saw him recently in fresh prince reruns), with lots of music for a soundtrack cd, lots 
of exposure for bran, and, breaking the mangue beats on the scene, with spectacular 
footage of recife.you know, creative ideas are everything in this business,this germ of 
an idea could easily be flushed out by the hollywood contacts bran has, i have the 
recife contacts, streetdancer could be contacted for details of the incident with ari, a 
relevant subject to address. the new dances could inject something fresh in american 
culture and tie jazz back in with dancing.its creative ideas like this, and being very 
perceptive of a vehicle that could push bran into a new career path, not my mangue 
beats and uptempos, that make me one of the most dangerous people in 
showbusiness now. 

It was exceedingly odd for me to read a movie pitch in which the protagonist receives 

a grant to travel and study Pernambucan culture like I was doing. This strange feeling 

notwithstanding, the above post offers a revealing script of how samba de coco inspires 

Potter and fits into his plans to revitalize jazz. In this narrative, Coco Raízes is a bit of the 

African diaspora located on the receding frontier of the untouched. It is a supplier of 

authenticity and of invigorating rhythms and dance steps to be discovered, exported and 

honed into jazz. The allure and the danger of the exotic are to be exploited together—since 

that's what it takes to make it in Hollywood. 

What does this script do? By framing coco as a musical elixir healing jazz (as well as a 

tonic to aid both Marsalis' and Potter's careers), it obscures the Calixto family's complex, on-

going engagement with modernity, which reaches back beyond Assis, Lula and Damião to 

their father, who moved to the city to make a living erecting electrical poles. It treats Coco 

Raízes as an emblem of the survival of the past in the present, a raw cultural nugget just 

waiting to be mined, improved and made contemporary. It projects the use of the tamanco 
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wooden sandals, a coastal coco practice adopted in Arcoverde in the mid-1990s, back into a 

primordial past. This process obscures, as well, the on-going musical transformation that 

took place through the decades, as Biu Neguinho transferred to his coco beats the knowledge 

of percussion that he accrued directing a samba school in Arcoverde for years.87 This script 

willfully ignores the group's musical changes over the last decade of professionalizing: (1) the 

honing of the vocals; (2) the rising tempos; (3) the shifting configuration of the stage show, 

from twenty-five to thirty people dancing on stage, to two or three; (4) the miking and 

amplification of the sandals on plywood; and, among other changes, (5) the shift to almost 

exclusively new repertoire of original songs. 

 Potter's ready-made slot for coco, however, should not be seen as the dominant script 

narrating Coco Raízes' entrance into the musical marketplace.88 Potter attempts to fit them 

into a decades-old story of the next Latin dance craze, but he does not fully succeed—

Marsalis did not even acknowledge Potter's post, let alone take him up on the offer. Neither 

did the other interested parties involved in Coco Raízes' career reduce the group's story in 

such a drastic way. Although Coco Raízes maneuver within scripts such as Potter's, and 

Mestre Ambrósio's updated version of Mário de Andrade's trek, they are not completely 

contained by them. Within this network of individual and institutional power brokers (who 

are attracted to Coco Raízes for a variety of interlocking reasons), the group is making more 

and more decisions regarding their own production. By utilizing alliances with 
                                                   
87 Biu Neguinho's samba school performed urban samba de enredo in Arcoverde in the style of Rio de Janeiro's 
carnaval during the 1960s and 1970s. Damião Calixto played pandeiro in the group. 
88 There is an extensive literature on the politics of collaboration between Western pop musicians and 
musicians from poorer parts of the African diaspora. Projects spearheaded by Paul Simon, David Byrne, Peter 
Gabriel and Ry Cooder are the most well-known and lucrative examples, and as such, have been most closely 
scrutinized by ethnomusicologists. Meintjes (1988), Feld and Keil (1994, 238-246) and Erlmann (1996) 
examine the intertwined issues of cultural politics, ownership and musical style in Paul Simon's Graceland 
record. Scruggs' 2003 presentation at the Society for Ethnomusicology Meeting entitled "Not Such a Buena 
Vista: nostalgia, myopia and the BV Social Club phenomenon outside and inside Cuba" critically reviews the 
impact of Ry Cooder's collaboration with elderly Cuban musicians and the subsequent highly nostalgic 
documentary film directed by Wim Wenders regarding the project. Both Buena Vista Social Club and Potter's 
relationship with Coco Raízes are international collaborations in which the the U.S. musician does not have 
firm control over the narrative marketed and consumed, and the musicians being "discovered" end up centrally 
located as protagonists in the story. 
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intermediaries such as Potter, Cordel's producer Gutie, Cordel's French tour manager Marc 

Regnier, the Globo Network and their latest managers from Recife Geraldo Lima and Leo 

Antunes, they have been able to rise within the roots music circuit and into world music 

circulation. As I was preparing to return to the U.S. in September, 2004, Regnier signed the 

group for European distribution of their CD and a tour.  

 Preparing for this tour, Carlinhos, their stage manager and sound engineer, came to 

me and asked me to use my laptop computer to chop up an old cassette recording of Lula 

and the group from the mid-1990s. Carlinhos had a plan to begin the group's shows in 

Europe with a videotape showing images of Lula Calixto, and wanted the group to sing live 

backup harmonies to the recording of Lula's lead vocal. At his request, I removed the 

background vocals and as much of the low frequencies of the percussion as possible, 

compressing and equalizing Lula's voice to isolate and emphasize it. Carlinhos insisted, 

however, that I leave the cassette noise intact—"cru" (raw), in his words—in order to 

foreground the recording's status as an artifact of the group's past. He preferred that I not 

tell the rest of the group as I performed these edits.  He was still trying to figure out the best 

way to convince the rest of the group to accept the technology-based innovation. 

 Around the time it was evident that Regnier was serious about their trip to France, 

Assis wrote a song that quickly became a new favorite for the group and fans alike.  It is 

called "O Medroso," (The Frightened One). He wrote it while thinking about his upcoming 

first plane ride only a few years after the 9/11 attacks. 

 
I don't go by plane 
It's very dangerous 
I only go by old car 
It's much more enjoyable 

Não ando de avião 
Que é muito perigoso 
Só ando de carro velho 
Muito mais gostoso 

Assis' terribly catchy refrain reminded me of another passage from Câmara Cascudo's 

1937 love letter to the sertão: 
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Also rare is the place in the sertão that hasn't been flown over by a plane. The bandit 
is acquainted with very modern automatic weapons. He likes silk socks, perfumes. 
Some have polished nails… Almost all of them wear "cowboy" outfits, big, worn-out 
leather hats, side arms, handkerchief around their necks. The handkerchief around 
the neck, as artists from Rio de Janeiro "represented" hicks in the Northeast, is a 
purely theatrical influence. No one wears this here in the Northeast. If someone rolls 
up a handkerchief and wears it around his neck, it's because he is sick.  

(Câmara Cascudo 2001:12) 

I made the return trip from Arcoverde to Recife to catch a plane to São Paulo to 

spend a day with Cordel before returning to Texas. Riding on the bus, I cursed the fact that 

the enormous potholes near Caruaru that had jackhammered my tiny car for so many 

months had finally been filled in and smoothed out, just in time for my leaving. I thought 

about how, besides Assis' new song, there were examples in the music of Coco Raízes and 

Cordel where the lyrics about transportation and leaving stood in contrast to their 

circumstances. Ciço sang, "I'm going to the South to make some money," as they stayed in 

the sertão, while Lirinha countered, "My people, don't go away on the Itapemirim [long-

distance bus]"89 because the rain was about to fall, making crops grow. Ironically, although 

Cordel wrote the song Rain (or invocation for a liquid day) when they still lived in 

Arcoverde, the song's success helped spur their decision to move to the South to develop 

their careers. The sentiment of the song resonated with urban listeners, eventually 

contributing to their career momentum to the point where they felt that they needed to 

move away if they were to grow their fan base and make a living.  

I flew from Recife to São Paulo and stayed with Lirinha and Micheliny Verunschk's 

boyfriend Bolinho, who worked as Cordel's sound engineer. The stopover ended up being 

less than twenty-four hours after I had to adjust my itinerary, so there was not time to 

explore the daunting city outside. Parched, I did brave a run to the corner store for bottled 

water, however, as some late-night post-party wrestling the night before had caused Lirinha 

                                                   
89 Track 6, Cordel do Fogo Encantado self-titled (2001) 
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and Bolinho to knock over their bubbler. They rented a house together, while the drummers  

Emerson, Nego Henrique, and Rafa Almeida all shared a small room with three twin beds in 

a row in a hotel on a busy São Paulo street. The drummers were regulars at the hotel, living 

out of their suitcases in a different available room each time they returned from touring.  

While Lirinha was out of the house much of the day, Bolinho kept me busy, showing 

me some of the new sound montages that he was piecing together for their upcoming tour. A 

cow-herder's a capella melody hovered between the left and right speakers, combined with 

sounds from a German subway, recorded on their European tour. The samples melted into a 

disorienting, swirling dream on the speakers, but on the computer screen they appeared more 

orderly. The seams between the audio clips are evident, and zigzagging vectors in primary 

colors directed the choreography of volume changes and stereo panning. Bolinho also cross-

faded into the mix what appeared to be amusement park background sounds. Bolinho listed 

the sources of many of the sound effects heard on Cordel's recordings. The sounds of horses 

panicking in the riot at the beginning of I'm going to ransack your market were sampled 

from a battle scene in the movie Braveheart. The thunder sounds were real, however, he told 

me. Bolinho's had held a microphone out a window during an especially dramatic storm. 

Micheliny stopped by to visit her boyfriend and check on me. She had moved from 

Arcoverde to São Paulo a few months before, started a graduate degree in literature, and 

found a job at Itaú Cultural, one of the foremost cultural foundations in the country. 

Micheliny loved São Paulo. She told me about her new book for which she had already 

written four chapters. It is about a suicidal saint, and the havoc this wreaks on the Catholic 

church hierarchy. One of the characters is an ambitious bishop who needs the saint's death 

in order for him to be promoted to pope. The fourth chapter is about the history of a 

cemetery. In it, she explained, she compares reality shows to cemeteries, museums to 

cemeteries, literature to a cemetery. 
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I was finally able to sit down and formally interview Lirinha an hour and a half 

before I had to leave for the airport. Immediately, he referred to two academic texts that 

featured prominently in my dissertation proposal while explaining how he believes the 

Northeast is viewed: 

I believe that this whole thing of glorifying a place, generates the invention of a place 
that is diverse and multiple by nature. For example, Recife, in the case of Recife…the 
music that the majority of the population likes isn't the mangue movement.  Yes, but 
there is this invented idea that what is bubbling up in Recife is mangue musicality. 
This invention, and I use the word invention derived from a book called the 
Invention of the Northeast90…and also, later, I also had a book that I think you 
know called The Mystery of Samba by Hermano Vianna.91 They touch upon two 
ideas of invention.  

Why did I mention this? First, I came to understand this idea of invention based on 
my travels through the country, and a series of interviews that I gave where I had to 
satisfy people's curiosities regarding a fictitious Northeast. I realized that this 
invention was by a literary movement, the movement of Jorge Amado, João Cabral 
de Melo Neto, Raquel de Queiroz, Graciliano Ramos called regionalism. And even 
today our music earned the label of música regional based on the propagation of an 
intellectual idea of what it is to be a nordestino. 

I completely disagree with this because there is a vision, an invention, that the 
Southeast of Brazil is up-to-date, futurist, modern and the Northeast is archaic, 
retrograde, conservative, right? 

He spoke deliberately, varying the emphasis of his words and savoring their 

pronunciation, with an echo of the preacher's cadence that he projected on stage. I was 

adjusting to hearing his voice live, next to me, which was jarring after listening carefully to 

his vocal tracks on CD for so long. His voice at a conversational volume was familiar yet 

distinct from Cordel's recordings. Lirinha's interpretations of Arcoverde intricately 

overlapped with and detoured from my own preliminary reflections on the last year. He was 

frank about Cordel's marketing goal of citing Arcoverde to avoid being overshadowed within 

the mangue bit scene, and how at that moment, in São Paulo, this strategy had become a 

burden career-wise: 

                                                   
90 Albuquerque Jr, (1999) 
91 Vianna (1999) 
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So in the first phase of  Cordel do Fogo Encantado—I wouldn't hide it at all—we 
used the Arcoverde thing a fair amount. Not in a sleazy way, but yes, we did. We 
talked a lot about Arcoverde to distinguish ourselves from the mangue movement 
from Recife. That we were from the sertão…it was fruitful, I think, for the city. I 
think that it wasn't negative. But now I realize that it places us in a prison, a jail cell, 
handcuffs that are very cruel in this place [São Paulo] within the country… 

…Because, in order to understand this whole process, I think it is important to 
understand that we're in a capitalist world of capitalist human relations. So, when a 
city begins to have musical products, more than one, interesting products in the 
marketplace, original products, never before seen, and all, an aura starts to form 
around this place that is different from other places. 

…And this other thing starts to surface also, a worldwide phenomenon I think: a 
response to globalization. Because globalization is dialectical like that. It happened in 
the nineties. Globalization in the sense of homogeneity of products, homogenous 
things. Tribal screams started to surge forth. Yes, it was like that. It was very much 
like that at the time… 

Lirinha's voice rose in intensity as he spoke of the weight of the associations of 

percussion and oral tradition with the ancestral or primitive, arguing that recent additions 

and transformations within samba de coco quickly become seen as age-old traditions: 

…[Coco Raízes] dressed in drag, you know, in costume as a traditional thing, with 
all the cultural baggage of everything that is percussive, enchanted, and oral, and 
they're black—it's ancestral. But, there are various recently included symbols and 
elements that people don't have the courage to mention so as not to crumble every 
romantic notion that has been created around coco. The surdo drum, that is now 
considered traditional, was taken up in the decade of the sixties. For me, that's more 
recent than some Rolling Stones records. The sandals are a thing that came with 
Fundarpe, that already had a vision of coco as beach coco that used the sandals. 

Lirinha inverted the negative valence of the word descaracterizado (defaced or 

rendered unrecognizable), usually employed to dismiss a purportedly traditional practice that 

was, according to the strictures of folklore, being deformed or abused through the corrupting 

contact of modernity: 

I saw coco, I lived coco  in Arcoverde in situations that I thought were great. I really 
enjoy things that are descaracterizadas. I see in descaracterização, you know, the real 
oxygen of things.  In adaptations.  

I remember one time Lula Calixto was in sneakers, and there was a photographer 
from the magazine veja. It was at opening night of the film Central do Brasil and 
Lula was there playing the pífano. And Lula's pífano is made of PVC pipe, not 
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bamboo. And the guy approached to take a picture. "Man," he told me, "that 
business isn't traditional, it's all descaracterizado. I didn't take the picture." 

I interjected, "He didn't take the picture?" and Lirinha shook his head no and said, 

"The flute wasn't bamboo, the guy was in sneakers." Our interview was cut short when the 

taxi arrived to drive me to the airport. 

On the flight back, I took out my laptop and started fussing with the rough mix of a 

song that I recorded for Alberone Padilha and his roots group Tabocas de Ouro. As I 

calibrated volume levels, I thought about the day a few weeks before when Laura and I 

turned our apartment into a recording studio, cramming Irã, Iuma, Helton, Rose Mary and 

ten other Bar do Zaca regulars into a small bedroom to sing a chorus. Alberone had written a 

buoyant anthem to Arcoverde, a mid-tempo xote with flute, saxophone, whistling and a riot 

of drums, pandeiro, shakers, bells, and marching band cymbals that evoked an carefree 

parade. When I played it back for him right after we recorded the tracks, he expressed a 

desire that someday it would be blasted from the speaker trucks to promote the São João 

festival. Listening to the rough mix on the plane, at certain moments, I could pick individual 

voices out of the ad hoc chorus assembled that afternoon. I listened to it over and over, 

tweaking the mix, until the battery ran out. 
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The Land of Brazil 
Alberone Padilha 
 
I am 
I am from South America, yes 
I was born here, as I am from here, you see 
Brazil is my place 
 
Northeast, east, west and southeast 
It's the land of tough old goats 
Brazil is my place 
 
I feel saudade 
If I'm not here, you see 
As the place where I emerged, yes 
Has agreste and has sertão 
 
Has virgin forest 
Nature, Indians 
Satellite dishes and VCRs 
In this place I'm going to stay 
 
Arcoverde, piece of Pernambuco 
You can make it through more years still 
You're part of Brazilian America 
 
Humble people 
Good-hearted folks 
That are part of this nation 
Of this great and rich land 

Terra Brazil 
Alberone Padilha 
 
Eu sou 
Sou da América do sul, sim 
Nasci aqui, pois sou daqui, viu 
O Brasil é o meu lugar 
 
Nordeste, leste, oeste e sudeste 
É terra de cabra da peste 
O Brasil é o meu lugar 
 
Sinto saudade 
Se eu não estou aqui, viu 
Pois o lugar que eu surgi, sim 
Tem agreste e tem sertão 
 
Tem mata virgem 
Natureza, Indio 
Parabolica e vídeo 
Nesse lugar eu vou ficar 
 
Arcoverde, pedaço de Pernambuco 
Pode entrar ainda mais ano 
É do Brasileiro America  
 
Gente humilde 
Povo de bom coração  
Que faz parte da nação 
Dessa terra grande e rica 
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Conclusions 

 
Hence through writing is formed our relation with the other, the past. 

-Michel de Certeau92 

 

SAUDADES DE ARCOVERDE:  NOSTALGIA AND THE PERFORMANCE OF ORIGIN 

 

In 1938, Mário de Andrade sponsored the Mission of Folkloric Research's expedition 

recording traditional music in the Northeast; Luíz da Câmara Cascudo's seminal text on the 

folklore of the Northeastern sertão was being processed for publication; and Lampião and his 

men were hunted down and beheaded by government troops, effectively ending the era of 

cangaço banditry. It was the year of an expedition that would later be retraced, and also the 

year of the retracing of another Brazilian expedition. Based on his own ethnography in 1938, 

anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss rewrote a classic scene from one of the first examples of 

ethnographic literature, Jean de Léry's Histoire d'un voyage faict en la terre du Brésil from 

1578 (de Certeau 1988, 212). Jean de Léry's Writing Lesson takes place among the 

Tupinambous on the Bay of Guanabara near what is present-day Rio de Janeiro. In it, Léry 

reflects on how the Tupinambou perceive his ability to write down sentences and read them 

back later as a sort of sorcery.93 He writes: 

… the nations that inhabit these three parts of the world—Europe, Asia and Africa—
can praise God beyond the savages of this fourth part called America: for unlike those 
who are unable to communicate anything except through verbal means, to the 
contrary we have this advantage, that without budging an inch, by means of writing 
and the letters we send, we can declare our secrets to whomever we please, even if 

                                                   
92 (de Certeau 1988, 212) 
 
93 This is a seminal version of what Taussig later describes as a "frontier ritual of technological superiority" 
(Taussig 1993).  In coining this term, Taussig is referring to the oft-repeated ethnographic event of bringing a 
phonograph into to hinterlands to dazzle the natives with its ability to play back their voices. 
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they are removed to the other end of the world. Thus beyond the sciences that we 
learn through books, of which the natives are seemingly entirely deprived, this 
invention of writing at our fingertips, which they are also totally lacking, must be 
even more advanced to the rank of the unique gifts that men of our lands have 
received from God. 

(de Certeau 1988, 215) 

Writing is powerful. It allows us to extend the reach of our thoughts around the 

world, and allows our words to live on beyond the length of our lives. It separates the words 

from the person uttering them, and transcends the limits of the speaker's lung capacity in the 

range that they can be received. Writing's ability to freeze words so that they survive intact 

over distances and through the passage of time leads to the writing of history. Writing and 

keeping historical archives, in turn, constitute fundamental components of how the West 

perceives the present through a linear concept of time. Léry's formulation opposes writing to 

speech, which quickly dissipates, metamorphoses or is forgotten. 

Lévi-Strauss outlines the task of ethnography as focusing on "what is not written," 

which is "different from everything that men usually dream of engraving in stone or 

committing to paper" (Lévi-Strauss, 1967, 18). By setting up this written vs. non-written 

opposition, ethnography, as a written form, is framed as moving from less to more mediated 

as non-written practices are preserved on the page. Lévi-Strauss's A Writing Lesson94 was 

based on time spent among the Nambikwara on a 1938 expedition to the Amazon rainforest 

bordering Bolivia—not the Bay of Guanabara like Léry. The vignette attempts to ironically 

reverse Léry's reflections on the triumph of civilization over savagery by arguing that the 

power of writing has been a large contributor to the efficiency of humans' domination over 

each other. As de Certeau points out, "The power that writing's expansionism leaves intact is 

colonial in principle" (de Certeau, 1988, 216), and Lévi-Strauss mourns colonial and 

capitalist expansion. 

                                                   
94 Lévi-Strauss (1955), Chapter 28 
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[Writing] seems to have favoured the exploitation of human beings rather than their 
enlightenment…My hypothesis, if correct, would oblige us to recognize the fact that 
the primary function of written communication is to facilitate slavery. The use of 
writing for disinterested purposes, and as a source of intellectual and aesthetic 
pleasure, is a secondary result, and more often than not it may even be turned into a 
means of strengthening, justifying or concealing the other. 

(Lévi-Strauss, 1955, 299) 

For Lévi-Strauss, writing is not a technology to be celebrated, but rather a tool most 

often used in the service of domination. He reverses Léry's praise for the process, and veers 

close to self-loathing in indicting even most supposedly disinterested intellectual and 

aesthetic writing. But even as his conclusions and tone are the inverse of Léry's, the 

oral/written split remains intact in both texts.95 

Yet, in retracing this tale (that itself contains retracings within it), still another twist 

holds relevance for the story in Arcoverde told in this dissertation. At the end of his life, age 

eighty-six, Lévi-Strauss released a book of photographs in 1994 that contained several photos 

from his 1938 expedition to the Nambikwara. The book, called Saudades do Brasil, is more 

autobiographical than his previous works. These nesting stories of Brazil, told in various 

media, of attempts to return to origins—these Autos do Cruzeiro, to foreshadow my 

argument—hint at the often overlooked role of the representational media themselves in 

furnishing the contours of the narrative being recounted. The following claims, documented 

in detail elsewhere, are not hyperbolic: the technology of writing made the study of history 

possible, through its ability to record the past;96 the technology of photography contributed 

significantly to the establishment of modern anthropology;97 the technology of sound 

recording made ethnomusicology possible.98 To these three technologies, add radio and 

                                                   
95 Derrida (1976, 136) accuses Lévi-Strauss of nostalgically defining "writing as the condition of social 
inauthenticity" in his debates with Ong (1982) regarding the oral/written divide. Derrida argues against the 
concept that spoken dialogue is unmediated communication, questioning Ong's more dichotomous conception 
of the difference between oral and written cultures. 
96 Certeau (1988) 
97 Prosser (2005, 55) 
98 Kunst (1959,12) 
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cinema, which became ubiquitous in Brazil in the pre-World War II years, and television, 

which proliferated later. All of these technologies profoundly changed the study of history, 

anthropology and ethnomusicology. This dissertation is a written document derived from 

lived experience, including observations and conversations; museum artifacts and 

photographs; audio and video recordings; television programs; and websites on the internet. 

All of these layers of mediating representations not only serve as documentary evidence, but 

contribute to the production of this narrative. 

De Certeau's work on the nostalgia inherent in historical writing helps clarify the 

partially determining role of these technologies. He articulates how the writing of history, for 

all that it preserves, creates its other—the extraarchival. An account of past events makes the 

dead come alive, in a sense, at the same time that it reminds us of the absence of the author 

who wrote the account, as well as the unwritten aspects of the event that lurk unknown in 

the shadows. Since no written account can possibly be exhaustive, this excess—that which 

has not been captured in the description—is always present. Since ethnography is based on 

writing the up-to-that-point unwritten, ethnographic practice is inherently imbued with 

nostalgia and a sense of loss. How could it not be, following this formulation? Ethnography 

is about freezing the ephemeral, while valuing it enough to desire to retrieve it from 

vanishing. Clifford describes it this way: 

Since antiquity the story of a passage from the oral/aural into writing has been a 
complex and charged one. Every ethnography enacts such a movement, and this is 
one source of the peculiar authority that finds both rescue and irretrievable loss—a 
kind of death in life—in the making of texts from events and dialogues. Words and 
deeds are transient (and authentic), writing endures (as supplementarity and artifice). 
The text embalms the event as it extends its "meaning."  

(Clifford 1986, 115-116) 

What are the most difficult things to capture in writing? One prominent answer is 

sounds, whether they be vocal cadences and inflections, accents, songs, music. Also on the 

list would be dance choreography, gesture, and other seemingly ineffable bodily expressions. 
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In other words, the unrepresentable excess of writing is a central part of ethnomusicology's 

object of study. As de Certeau puts it, writing exiles "orality outside of the areas which 

pertain to Western work," thus "transforming speech into an exotic object" (Certeau, 1988, 

212). Sound and video recordings partially fill this void, but they too possess this same logic 

of phantasm99 described above. Photographs, radio, cinema and television all detach images 

and/or sounds from their sources and remind us of everything else in the past that has been 

left out of the captured camera frame or the microphone's range.100 Photographs and 

phonographs were both used at the dawn of anthropology and ethnomusicology, 

respectively, as objective documents that add to the forms of collectible data, allowing the 

nascent fields to claim objectivity. But the placement of this supposed objectivity in the 

service of ethnography has produced a melancholy kind of science. 

 

POSEABLE RAGDOLLS AND RASTAFARIAN GOATS: NOSTALGIA AND TAXIDERMY  

 

Clifford's mention of death in life and the text embalming the event returns us to the 

taxidermic mode of ethnographic representation. Taxidermy places the dead in dioramas 

and, through artifice, poses them to appear living, while at the same time treating the living 

as if they were dead (or at least under the threat of extinction). The inventories of the coffin 

shop and the children's birthday party store on either side of "life-cycle alley" become 

misdelivered, so to speak. This dissertation is rife with this elegiac impulse, as seen in the 

empty wooden sandals that tourists bring back from their visits as souvenirs; the surfeit of 

                                                   
99 Ivy (1995, 22) on the question of phantasm: "The event, the origin (or the origin as event)—what we might 
imagine as the substratum of the real—is thus embedded in a structure of phantasm, if phantasm is understood 
as an epistemological object whose presence or absence cannot be definitively located. The event never simply 
exists as such, but produces its effects only after the fact, in a repetition that becomes its own spectral origin." 
100 See Prosser (2005) regarding the relationship between photography, anthropology and loss, and Feld's 
article "From Schizophonia to Schismogenesis: On the Discourses and Commodification Practices of 'World 
Music' and 'World Beat'" (Feld and Keil 1994, 257-289), regarding the multiple consequences of sounds being 
separated from their sources. 
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photographic snaphots of the groups taken by tourists before the musical tradition 

disappears; the billboards with gigantic Fagners and Daianes who can grin but not speak; and 

their poseable, silent ragdoll avatars greeting visitors at the gate of the São João festival.  

The impulse to freeze the living stems from a nostalgic relationship to the past. Susan 

Stewart locates the logic of nostalgia where Clifford and de Certeau locate ethnography: in 

the perceived gap between the oral and the written.101 Nostalgia, in Stewart's view, is 

generated by the impossibility that ephemeral, authentic speech and enduring written 

translations of said speech can coexist in the same time and place. By the time an event is 

described, it has already slipped away into the past. The only way that the authentic and the 

enduring can coexist is in an imagined other time, other place or both. Stewart phrases it this 

way: "The nostalgic's utopia is prelapsarian, a Genesis where lived and mediated experience 

are one, where authenticity and transcendence are both present and everywhere" (Stewart, 

1993, 24). Remember that much of the appeal of Coco Raízes, according to their fan Daniel, 

lies in their contrast to the heavily mediated, isolated "high-rise apartment culture" of urban 

Recife. The group's webmaster uses the metaphor of make-up to describe the layers of 

mediation that he believes produce inauthenticity. If nostalgia is ultimately generated by the 

opposition of oral speech and the written word, causing that which cannot be represented 

through writing to be projected onto orality, then subsequent technologies that preserve and 

reproduce sounds and images follow this same logic, creating more layers of 'befores' and 

'afters.' Overlapping narratives regarding the group followed a supplementary logic—layers 

of stories pile up without forming a coherent whole. In one moment, Coco Raízes is 

portrayed as music with roots that reach back to a time before the phonograph, while in the 

next they are seen as an oral tradition whose roots reach much further back to a time before 

writing. 

                                                   
101 (Stewart 1993, 22-23) 
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So far, I have been arguing that a structural sense of loss undergirds nostalgia 

produced by the phantasmatic logic of technologies of representation. That explanation, 

however, tells only one part of the story, conspicuously omitting the intertwined historical, 

political and economic factors that are complexly linked to nostalgia. Saudades in Brazil is 

not simply a straightforward translation of the word nostalgia, but a deep longing or sense of 

loss that has become embedded as a generalized affect of Brazilian-ness.102 This logic of 

nostalgia is woven into narratives of the origins of the Brazilian nation. Stories of the birth of 

the Brazilian nation begin with contact between groups that write and groups that do not as 

European explorers arrived and colonized the 'New World.' In Brazil, Edenic dreams of 

unmediated contact with the other are fundamentally anchored in the impossible desire to 

directly access what pre-contact life was like.103 

Benedict Anderson furthers this link between modern nationalism and the impact of 

technologies of representation with his oft-cited argument that print media has been a 

principal tool forging a sense of unity among disparate social groups as nations came to 

imagine themselves as communities (Anderson, 1991). Besides print media, however, the 

development and proliferation of various other technologies can be traced historically (by 

combing the written archives). Following Stewart's logic of nostalgia, these technologies 

generate various temporal divides, where life before a given technology can be mapped to 

various bygone eras. For example, life before widespread radio is loosely correlated to life 

before Vargas' New Republic (1930s) and the crystallization of samba as a national symbol. 

Life before the photograph and phonograph ended closer to the divide between the 

monarchy and the Old Republic (1880s), the photograph emerging slightly before the 

phonograph.  

                                                   
102 See Prosser (2005, 86-87) regarding saudades as nationalized nostalgia. 
103 Clifford (1986, 113) sees Eden as the ultimate referent in nostalgic allegories. 
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Other times, other places, and other peoples converge in messy layers within 

narratives of the Brazilian nation's origins like those produced by Arcoverde's musicians. 

Singing and dancing in a circle evokes a sense of community togetherness predating radio 

and the phonograph, at the same time it contains echoes of the cyclical, mythic time 

projected onto cultures without the written word. The 3+3+2 timeline carries a whiff of the 

era before urban samba developed. The emphasis on vocal improvisation and the 

performance of spontaneity indexes oral musical traditions, strengthening this association 

with preliterate cultures. The lack of harmonic instruments in the ensemble of percussion 

and voice connote an earlier stage in the evolution of music-making, combined with long 

skirts in floral prints that connote a pastoral quaintness.  

But there's a snag in the skirt fringe—any layer of nostalgia that reaches back, even 

vaguely, past the days of the Old Republic, is also reaching back before the emancipation of 

slavery, and slavery and Eden make strange bedfellows. In the case of Coco Raízes in 

Arcoverde, the popularity of Rio-,  Salvador- and Recife-based models of Afro-Brazilian 

cultural tourism has come in contact with the sertão's dominant Catholic white and mestiço 

identities. The inclusion of markedly Afro-Brazilian elements uneasily combined with older 

pastoral scripts surrounding the São João festival, resulting in a hapless reporter reading a 

long sentence that began with a reference to slavery and concluded with talk of happiness. 

São João celebrated racial and cultural miscegenation without seriously dwelling upon it, 

because close examination could lead to contradictions like the one pointed out by Freyre's 

detractors—that his reversal of the equation of racial miscegenation with degeneration leaves 

the evolutionary narrative of progress inverted but the terms of its underlying 

primitive/civilized opposition intact.  
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Errington outlines these two evolutionary narratives this way, calling recent 

incarnations of this same general logic of reversal "New Age spiritual evolution" (Errington 

1998, 35): 

The earlier version places the official white European males' brand of civilization at 
the top, and the dark peoples who inhabit nature at the bottom; it celebrated reason 
and logic and denigrated emotion and intuition; and it distributed people of all 
classes, genders, and geographical regions on its scale. The newer version turns the 
older one upside down but preserves its dichotomous structures by reversing the 
placement of male and female principles, reason and intuition, nature and culture, 
the primitive and the modern. 

(ibid., 35-36)  

She sees the dangers of this narrative of reversal in the way it operates in many ways like the 

older one, blotting out a multiplicity of other alternative stories (like the particularities of 

Cordel and Coco Raízes' cultural hybridity in the Arcoverde example). 

This New Age metanarrative tends to be as reified and monolithic, as essentialist, as 
unidirectional…and with as little breathing space for different stories as the older 
one. 

(ibid., 36) 

 

"MESTRE ASSIS,  MESTRE CIÇO, MESTRE LULA CALIXTO"104:  

DRAMATIZING THE REVERSAL OF POWER RELATIONS 

 

Throughout this dissertation one can find these sorts of inversions that Errington 

decries, and as she argues, they lead to a spectrum of encounters often explained with a single 

stubbornly unyielding script. The literate call the illiterate and semi-literate Mestre, marvel at 

their skills of oral dexterity and improvisation, and stand in awe of the speed of their dance 

steps. The educated become the students, and those with less formal education are placed in 

                                                   
104 This quotation is a lyric by a pop musician José Henrique Neto from Arcoverde, known as Tiné. It is from 
his independently released CD Segura o Cordão (2004). 
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the role of teacher. What becomes obscured in these dramatized reversals of power relations 

is the fact that the illiterate and semi-literate in Arcoverde lack reading skills not because of 

occupying a position that is radically outside of Brazilian modernity, but because of 

occupying a lower rung in a stratified system of social class that denies them the 

opportunities to learn to read. Likewise, Lula Calixto, as a child, did not understand how 

injections treated or prevented illness, not because they were a deeply foreign cultural 

practice, but simply because he did not have any access to the clinic a few kilometers up the 

road. In this logic of reversal, poverty (a fate the poor do not generally wish upon themselves) 

is celebrated as a virtue. 

This ultimately unstable celebration is illuminated by Gárcia-Canclini and Martín 

Barbero's insights into the ambivalence of elites toward popular customs and folklore: 

The people begin to exist as a referent in the modern debate at the end of the 
eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries, with the formation in 
Europe of national states that tried to embrace all levels of the population. However, 
the Enlightenment believes that this people, to whom recourse was necessary in order 
to legitimize a secular and democratic government, is also the bearer of that which 
reason wants to abolish: superstition, ignorance, and turbulence. Therefore, a 
complex device was developed, in Martín Barbero's words, one "of abstract inclusion 
and concrete exclusion" (Martin-Barbero 1987, 15-16). The people are of interest as 
legitimators of bourgeois hegemony, but bothersome as the locus of the uncultured 
because of everything they lack.  

(García Canclini 1995, 147-148 italics mine) 

The last sentence of this quotation sums up the contradictory underpinnings of 

celebrating 'the people' in order to legitimate rule, all the while disdaining their lack of social 

refinement. As Mário de Andrade mulled over at the end of his career, the structural changes 

that eliminate poverty would also eliminate the chasm in social class that the celebratory 

reversal and its resulting relationships are predicated on. Turino adds to Gárcia-Canclini's 

insight, placing the drive of capitalist expansion to open up new markets as a central 

motivator in the populist push to include previously excluded sectors of the population.105 
                                                   
105 Turino (2003, 181-182) 
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Rhetorics of social inclusion, and the use of selected cultural forms, such as samba de coco, as 

emblems representing cultural survivals, stand in for full cultural citizenship106 in a region 

with uneven development and extreme social inequality. This play of inclusion and exclusion 

occasionally condenses its own contradictions into an image, such as the mud house museum 

featured during the São João festival. Displaying Lula Calixto's portrait in a posthumous 

homage, the mud house museum unwittingly mimics the thatched-roofed house that 

indirectly caused his death. 

The danger of the logic of reversal also resonates with Rosaldo's concept of 

"imperialist nostalgia," in which individuals rue the passing of traditional societies that they 

themselves (or their forefathers) have helped alter or destroy (Rosaldo 1989, 69). The 

descendants of former colonizers feel a kind of guilt because of what their ancestors have 

done. This guilt produces a wistful longing for what they believe remains of tradition. 

Although Rosaldo uses the terms colonizer/colonized, one can see this form of lament within 

power-laden local, regional and national contexts, as well as within the international 

neocolonial relationships to which he refers. 

 

"OPENING A SPACE": SELF-REPRESENTATION AND IDENTITY AS CURRENCY 

 

Although confining logics of reversal and the taxidermic impulse of cultural 

representation are ever-present, it is important to remember they do not always prevail. They 

do not completely foreclose this narrative, and to imply such would deny the efforts of 

Arcoverde's musicians to abrir um espaço—to open or clear a space, as it is phrased there. 

But the question remains how 'openable' this space is. Clifford asks, "Why play the game of 

                                                   
106 See Ong (1996) for a U.S. case study regarding race and class barriers to cultural citizenship. Pauline 
Strong's discussion of allegorical citizenship in the context of her unpublished work on Native American sports 
mascots also informed my thinking on the question of abstract social inclusion and concrete social exclusion. 
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self-representation?", considering that "visitors, their hosts, and impresarios are not free of 

colonial legacies of exoticism and neocolonial processes of commodification." (Clifford 1997, 

200). While not free of the legacies of exoticism and commodification, certainly, this contact 

zone is also not utterly dictated by these repressive structures. In this space that "exceeds the 

apparatus of coercion and stereotype," (ibid.) strides can be made to democratize control 

over these performance spaces. The Calixtos' bar and cultural space is one such opened space, 

and their entrepreneurial dreams for their own tourist infrastructure are grander still. As 

Coco Raízes tours and performs, recognition elsewhere increases their local clout, affording 

them more leverage in negotiating with the municipal government and controlling the terms 

of their sponsorship. Coco Raízes has made considerable inroads into the circuits of the 

music industry, where many other marginal-turned-traditional groups have access only to the 

stage covered in palm fronds. The Lopes sisters, for example, have worked tirelessly to revive 

their family's flagging status as an emblem of Arcoverde's popular culture. Although they do 

not have access to the same performance opportunities outside of Arcoverde like Coco 

Raízes, they have succeeded locally in maintaining government support. Coco Raízes has 

succeeded, in part, by following through on connections made through Cordel. Coco Raízes 

is frank about how Cordel helps promote them when they sing the lyric "Cordel Encantado 

is our great friend. It's life, it's culture, it's helping us get the word out."107 They have created 

their own fantastical taxidermied chimera to represent themselves: a taxidermied goat with a 

dreadlocked wig on a skateboard called the "Bode do Bob" (Bob's Goat) in homage to reggae 

singer Bob Marley. 

During the filming of the Globo Network documentary, the cameramen studiously 

avoided placing the goat within their field-of-view. Perhaps monstrous and nonsensical upon 

first glance, the Bode do Bob combines an animal deeply associated with the region with an 

                                                   
107 Track 2 "Godê Pavão" of Samba de Coco Raízes de Arcoverde (Via Som 2003) 
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icon of the African diaspora and an emblem of contemporary urban youth consumer culture. 

By juxtaposing emblems of locality and emblems of the global and nailing them down to an 

object of contemporary consumer culture, the Rasta goat on wheels is structured just like the 

logo of Recife's mangue bit: a satellite dish sitting in the mud of the mangrove swamps upon 

which the city is built. 

 

UNCANNY SIGNS OF THE PREMODERN CONSUMED TO REASSURE 

 

The grotesque Rastafarian goat on wheels is an overtly hybrid artifact that disrupts 

the sanctity of taxidermic naturalism and foregrounds artifice. The disavowal of 'Bob's Goat' 

by the Globo network cameramen can be seen as a disavowal of the uncanny in defense of 

the innocent register of quaint folkloric tradition. This denial serves as an absurd but fitting 

segue to Marilyn Ivy's contribution to the study of folklore, nostalgia and the nation-state 

(1995). Ivy theorizes that "nostalgic appeals to premodernity" (9) contain the overwhelming 

complexity of the hybrid realities of the modern nation-state. According to her formulation, 

the 'other' that resides within one's own borders, the internal exotic (67), is currently most 

often consumed as a "commodified sign of reassurance" (3) that soothes "anxieties regarding 

cultural transmission and stability" (9) and ameliorates unease regarding the destruction that 

modernity hath wrought. Coco Raízes' fan Daniel's description of alienating, high-tech, 

urban apartment culture articulates that this anxiety stems from the perception of modernity 

as an encroaching monoculture. It is tied to the perception of the diminishing aura of 

uniqueness surrounding things due to the proliferation of technologically reproduced sounds 

and images.108 This desire for a return of the auratic resonates with Cordel's piling up of 

                                                   
108 Walter Benjamin presents this argument regarding the diminishing auratic in "The Work of Art in the Age 
of Mechanical Reproduction" Benjamin (1986). 
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signifiers of religious fervor, including Afro-Brazilian drumming, Indigenous religious rituals 

and millenarian folk Catholicism.  

Ivy argues that these practices—packaged as commodities and designed to reassure—

perform spectacles of return to the unmediated origins in response to nostalgic desire. In 

doing so, emblems—such as Coco Raízes, in the Arcoverde case—are fixed as substitute 

presences. In these scenarios, these substitutes stand in for a feared absence: the absence of 

that which was present in the past but has since been irrevocably lost. The instability of these 

signs is due to how they operate through the logic of the fetish,109 in which an absence is 

simultaneously recognized and disavowed by fixating on its replacement. Signs following this 

logic are precariously perched between presence and absence; they are live-in-the-flesh—but 

who knows for how much longer. Their ghostly status as a fetish of culture loss places them 

hovering between being forever lost and being resgatado (rescued), between occupying the 

margins or the center, never settling on one or the other. 

This fetishized use of the past is a relationship with the dead. And as in all 

relationships with the dead, in order to be reassured rather than haunted, the uncanny must 

be reined in, as it "lies in some uncertainty about what is real or imaginary, self or other" in 

terrain that is both familiar and unfamiliar, home and not home (Ivy 1995, 84). Modulating 

the uncanny effectively means the difference between the harmless ragdoll heralding a 

celebration of Arcoverde's mythical past, and the monstrous goat-like chimera from which 

visitors avert their eyes. It is the difference between the folkloric first phase of Cordel's 

theatrical spectacle, where their call to their ancestors was accompanied by a soothing, 

consonant progression on guitar, and the subsequent phases of the group, where the exact 

same words were accompanied by an ominous, cinematic soundtrack that echoed the classic 

film Frankenstein.  

                                                   
109 Ivy (1995, 10-11) 
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Tweaking the modulation of the uncanny is the principal means by which Cordel 

struggles to transcend the self-described prison110 of being labeled a folklore-based 

Northeastern regional group. Their particular brand of "refurbished folklorism"111—or "new 

authenticity"112 foregrounding the culturally hybrid—gestures toward, and flirts with, the 

uncanny, before returning to safer terrain. Take their trademark use of the candeeiro lantern: 

the flickering of the flames next to Lirinha's face can be seen either as a quaint invocation of 

a pre-electricity past, or a spooky, disquieting kind of partial illumination. Like a clown in a 

threadbare circus on the dangerous outskirts of town, they are by turns threatening and 

ebullient in their performances. On stage, they occupy a universe where contemporary lived 

Arcoverde and the literary and cinematic sertões are indistinguishably intermingled. 

Incorporating Afro-Brazilian religious drumming associated with urban favelas with sertão-

associated rhythms, they meld together the rural and the urban. Incorporating traditional 

music with an aggressive heavy metal sensibility, they pit nostalgia against a pointedly anti-

nostalgic temporality set in the apocalyptic end-times that is all eschaton and no origin.113 By 

incorporating Brechtian distancing techniques and a measured amount of Artaud's theatre of 

cruelty, they seek to defamiliarize this nostalgic folklorism that normally acts to reassure. 

I qualify Cordel's use of radical avant-garde dramatic techniques because these 

references contradictorily serve both to shock the audience, and to add to the band's 

symbolic capital by positioning them as a pop band that operates in an intellectual register. 

The same can be said of their constant ventriloquism of both folk and canonic highbrow 

                                                   
110http://www.gafieiras.com.br/Display.php?Area=Entrevistas&SubArea=EntrevistasPartes&ID=7&IDArtista=
7&css=1&ParteNo=14 
111 (Ivy 1995, 60)  
112 Clifford (1997, 185) Notes how "Invention of Tradition" approaches aiming to undercut traditionalist 
purisms can fall into a new kind of "hybrid authenticity" celebrating syncretism that can quickly become as 
reductionist as the essentialisms it was attempting to question. I share his goal of troubling, not erasing this 
hybrid authenticity (187). 
113 This analysis of how the apocalyptic temporality of heavy metal seeks to counteract nostalgia comes from an 
insightful article by Idelber Avelar entitled "Defeated rallies, mournful anthems, and the origins of Brazilian 
heavy metal" in Perrone and Dunn (2001). 
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poets,114 that serve as key references invoking past intellectual treatments of the question of 

Brazilian identity. As Shaw and Stewart suggest, the new brand of authenticity 

foregrounding the hybrid counters traditionalist purism by inverting it (yet another 

inversion), but it risks becoming an "unreflective badge of sophistication" (Clifford 1997, 

182) used for the purposes of social distinction (Bourdieu 1984). The band members talk 

about the elite status of their market niche almost as a necessary evil in their path to national 

recognition. In an interview, Clayton stated that "[we] constantly strive to make our work 

less elite, to not let ourselves be influenced by people from high society, or by people who are 

intelligent, in quotation marks,"115 reflecting his ambivalence regarding his new role as an 

artist in São Paulo. Cordel is keenly aware of their audience, and although much of the 

curious local crowd at their free São João performance in Arcoverde stood baffled, in awe, 

the band's toying with the uncanny ultimately stops short of alienating their paying crowds. 

After the stormy, monstrous and ghostly elements of their performances, they ultimately 

foreclose the uncanny with a poem chanted unaccompanied, in reverent tones, by Lirinha 

and the audience. The audience even has hand gestures that go along with the recitation. 

Their first CD ends with a microphone recording of a portable stereo playing a cassette tape 

of a performance of this poem.116 Lirinha introduces it like this: 

We came from the Pernambucan sertão over there, a city called Arcoverde.  Poet Zé 
da Luz from the turn of the century wrote a poem because they told him that in 
order to talk about love it was necessary to speak correct Portuguese and all.  So Zé 
da Luz wrote a poem called "Ai se sesse" that goes like this: 

                                                   
114 I use the word ventriloquism here, because even though the text is footnoted in the liner notes, at live 
performances, no reference is made to the differences between their own words, and those of others.  
115http://www.gafieiras.com.br/Display.php?Area=Entrevistas&SubArea=EntrevistasPartes&ID=7&IDArtista=
7&css=1&ParteNo=10 
 
116 Track 19 of Cordel do Fogo Encantado's self-titled first CD (Rec-Beat 2001) 
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Ai se sesse 
 
Se um dia nós se gosta-se  
Se um dia nós se quere-se  
Se nós dois se emparea-se  
Se jutim nós dois vive-se  
Se jutim nós dois mora-se  
Se jutim nós dois drumi-se  
Se jutim nós dois morre-se  
Se pro céu nós assubi-se  
Mas porém se acontece-se  
De São Pedro não abri-se  
A porta do céu e fosse  
Te dizer qualquer tolice  
E se eu me arrimina-se  
E tu com eu insinti-se  
Prá que eu me arresouve-se  
E a minha faca puxa-se  
E o bucho do céu fura-se  
Távez que nós dois fica-se  
Távez que nós dois cai-se  
E o céu furado arria-se  
E as virgem todas fugir-se  

 
Oh, if it was 
 
If one day we was to like one another 
If one day we was to wants one another 
If we two was to par up with one another 
If together we two was to live together 
If together we two was to reside together 
If together we two was to sleeps together 
If together we two was to die 
If a-up to heaven we was to go 
But however if it was to end up 
That Saint Peter didn't open 
The gates of heaven and if he was 
To tell you whatever kind of nonsense 
And if I was to cause a fuss 
And you with me insistsed 
Why was I to do such a thang 
And my knife was to push 
And the belly of heaven was to be pierced 
Mebbe we two was to stay 
Mebbe we two was to fall 
And heaven, punctured, was to fall 
And all the virgin was to escape 

Written on the page, the poem veers towards rural kitsch. But the mood in the venue 

whenever I heard Lirinha recite Ai se sesse was both giddy and imbued with a church-like 

reverence. After every show, he faithfully invoked his Arcoverde roots before leaving the 

stage, and often led the young, well-educated audience in a ritual that allowed them to 

loudly affirm that pathos and illiteracy are not mutually exclusive. The poem's narrator fits 

São João art director Suedson Neiva's description of Lula Calixto: "His simplicity was his 

greatness." In the special features of their MTV-released DVD of a live performance, there 

are two separate takes of Ai se sesse. In the first, Lirinha and the audience recite together, and 

in the second, he simply speaks the first line and steps back silent, in awe at the energy of the 

crowd's collective voice as they chant the entire poem with a crescendo of enthusiasm. The 

emotional pitch of the moment reveals the audience's undeniably heartfelt investment in this 

populist message. At the same time, the protagonist's naïve devotion so poignantly delivered, 
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with accentuated Pernambucan pronunciation, returns the performance to a register of 

innocence that offers closure for its detours into the uncanny. 

For all their disruptive noise and fury—including angst-ridden clowns and sonic 

depictions of hunger-induced riots—Cordel can be seen as carrying on a tradition. They 

belong to a lineage of popular music that uses anthropophagic techniques to articulate 

national allegories. It is a lineage tied to 1960s avant-garde cinema novo that began with 

tropicália and was reworked in mangue bit in the 1990s. Linked to the second generation of 

mangue bit,117 Lirinha's apocalyptic, prophetic affect, as well as the band's emphasis on the 

sertão, stands in stark contrast to the pointed but playful, urbane dadaism of tropicália. 

Nevertheless, both are concerned with engaging musically with the "national question" of 

the origins of Brazilian-ness and how they elucidate the present. This concern sets them apart 

from the majority of groups in Brazil's increasingly genre-differentiated music industry, 

where grandiose attempts to sum up Brazil in the twentieth century are few and far between. 

The trajectories of the tropicalistas' journey from Bahia in the Northeast to São Paulo; 

mangue bit's path from Recife to international notoriety; and Cordel's journey from 

Arcoverde to São Paulo marked a receding horizon of the places available to perform origins, 

as the totalizing impulse118 to define a unified Brazilian national identity waned in the 1990s 

in the face of a new neoliberal configuration of globalized capitalism and the politics of 

difference. Assis' impulse to build a mud house at the site of his childhood home, 45 km 

farther inland on the BR-232, also attests to a similar and related retreat of appropriate places 

                                                   
117 The band distinguishes belonging to the diverse "estuary" of mangue, following the mangue manifesto's 
characterization of Recife's music scene as a mangrove swamp, that appears ugly, but is actually a thriving eco-
system teeming with all sorts of life. Despite this qualification, however, mangue became often seen as a specific 
style of deliberate stylistic hybridity, and Cordel, at the beginning of their careers, was often included in these 
efforts. 
118 Considering that the fragmentation of the self is a recurring theme in Cordel's São Paulo-era second 
recording, it may seem incongruent to attribute a totalizing impulse to the band. However, taken as a whole, 
their work attempts to historically situate this fragmentation, tying it to rural-urban migration, and even going 
so far as to mention the uneven distribution of land during the colonial era as a root cause of current social 
upheaval (see the reading of I'm going to ransack your market in Chapter Four). 
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to stage origins. The time-space compression that Câmara Cascudo marveled over is palpable 

in Arcoverde even over the course of a year; the drive from Recife shrunk by fifteen minutes 

after crater-like potholes between Caruaru and São Caetano were smoothed over. 

Cordel's auto do cruzeiro—their spectacle dramatizing a journey to self-discovery 

through contact with the domestic exotic—resulted in a panoply of consequences, many of 

which that were perhaps unforeseen. By tying themselves allegorically to a point of origin 

that is a physical place on the map, they inspired many fans to travel there in hopes of having 

their own contact experiences, like those about which the band had sung so passionately. 

This led to an intensification of the commodification of an ethnographic fieldwork-like 

experience as cultural tourism that has returned in several forms through the years.119 This 

commodification of fieldwork contributed to the recognition of their musical mentors Coco 

Raízes; the unwelcome pressure for them to stay in Arcoverde; and the drive to create their 

own site of origins in Rio da Barra. 

The highlight of Cordel's 2001 tour for Lirinha was the week they were housed at 

the Ufa-Fabrik in Berlin, the old headquarters of German realist cinema, where Fritz Lang 

filmed the modernist classic Metropolis. Cordel introduced Coco Raízes to their tour 

manager, and soon after I left Arcoverde in September, 2004, they too embarked upon a tour 

to France. Soon after, Coco Raízes' website proudly displayed photographs of the group in 

front of the Eiffel Tower, and on the escalator emerging from the Paris subway.120 They are 

reaching their career goals. But no matter how globally successful both groups become, they 

will continue to wrestle with their uncanny ghostly status as figures of fetish, suspended 

between self and other, and between the center and the margins. And so far, within this they 

have been quite effective at leveraging their identities in order to enter the circuits of the 

                                                   
119 The experiences in the Pernambucan Zona da Mata Norte of Siba from the group Mestre Ambrósio being 
one of the most recent, dating from the early 1990s. 
120 www.cocoraizes.com.br 
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music industry and project their identities as Arcoverdenses, achieving the wider recognition 

that they desire.  

Nevertheless, as the successful marketing of ethnography-like tourism attests, the 

ossifying impulse behind taxidermic cultural representations and the commodity fetish are 

compatible, not opposed. Both treat people as things, and treat things as if they were imbued 

with a kind of life. For this reason, the redemptive impulse within these gestures towards the 

past, while harboring a utopian desire for a different world from the present, perpetually runs 

the risk of being channeled back and packaged as a reassuring product, reproducing what is, 

rather than what could be.  
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Epilogue 

 Writ ing Nostalgically While Simultaneously Undermining 
Nostalgia 

 

In this dissertation, I have chronicled the touristic commodification of ethnographic 

fieldwork; Fagner Gomes performed "the ethnographer," stopping in the middle of his 

frenetic dance steps to gaze into the horizon, hand saluting brow, a mock contemplative 

expression on his face in order to shame me into dancing; the Globo network crew directed 

me to mime fieldwork for the television documentary, lurking like a stalker behind Coco 

Raízes as they danced by firelight, pretending to take photographs with a camera whose 

batteries had already died. In the face of my insertion into events like these, it is simply 

untenable to pretend to write a purely neutral, objective, scientific account.121 Lirinha's 

unprompted reference to two of the principal texts cited in my dissertation proposal 

summarily upends the traditional ethnographer/"informant" relationship in which the native 

says and does, and the ethnographer reads, writes and analyzes.122 Furthermore, Micheliny 

Verunschk grew up in Arcoverde, did research on samba de coco prior to my arrival, and 

observed me as she supported me as I did my research. The fact that she published a book-

length poem entitled The Observer and the Nothingness123 about being an observer and 

being observed, serves as further indication that my research is far from a case of a 

disinterested scientist "giving voice" to the "mute" in any straightforward sense. 
                                                   
121 Another example that implicates the ethnomusicologist occurred during my Master's research in Recife. I 
was told by Helder Aragão that mangue bit icon Chico Science once turned to his friend Renato Lins while 
brainstorming their marketing efforts and said "Academic researchers! We need to find some academic 
researchers!" 
122 This dynamic is interrogated throughout many of Clifford's writings and the volumes he edited (1986; 
1988; 1997) 
123 O Observador e o Nada. Verunschk (2003a) 
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Lirinha and the rest of Cordel have considerable clout within Brazil's intellectual arts 

scene, as their several national critics' awards attest. Verunschk was recently nominated for a 

prestigious Portuguese Telecom award for a book of her poetry An Intimate Geography of 

the Desert,124 granting her increased national exposure as she competed against such revered 

cultural luminaries as Chico Buarque and Augusto de Campos. Considering this, and the 

generally weak consumption of academic books (not to get ahead of myself), it would be 

presumptuous of me to assume to possess more (or even equal) representational access within 

the global power geometry125 than they do. That said, it is undeniable that all three of us 

have considerable access and institutional connections that illiterate and semi-literate 

marginal-turned-traditional musicians do not have. Due to that access, all three of us are 

entangled in intimate, unstable relationships in Arcoverde that entail an on-going "uneven 

reciprocity" (Clifford 1997, 193) that is constantly re-negotiated and not easily resolved. 

I find inspiration in another chimera: the anthropomorphized graffiti toad-troll in 

Recife's Pátio de São Pedro plaza. Similar to how the graffiti troll draws one's eye away from 

the plaza's colonial architecture and patina of yesteryear, I write with the goal of representing 

the living as alive, situated in contemporary Pernambuco, and struggling to project their self-

representations to the rest of Brazil and beyond. I'm working toward a kind of "refurbished" 

study of folklore that foregrounds what lies just beyond the frame of positivist-romanticist-

realist folklore scholarship. My goal is to undermine nostalgia through writing that 

frequently dips into a nostalgic mode. By this, I mean that I aim towards a proximity 

between the mood and emotional tenor of what I write, and what I perceived while 

researching in Arcoverde. It is an ethnomusicology that acknowledges hybridity to counter 

                                                   
124 A Geografia Íntima do Deserto. Verunschk (2003b) 
125 Doreen Massey defines this term as the ways in which social groups have differential access to mass media, 
travel and information technology (Bird 1993, 59-69) 
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essentialist purisms, but strives to assume complex hybrid realities as givens, rather than 

celebrate them in any sort of unqualified way.  

 But writing like this in a self-consciously allegorical mode has its dangers. Like 

Cordel's refurbished folklorism, I too run the risk of adopting a novel approach that could 

appear to be merely an unreflective badge of sophistication. But the material steered me 

towards the approach just as much as I sought out the site based on my theoretical interests. 

An ethnography of a place where a certain measure of carnavalesque aesthetics spill over into 

the rest of the year inevitably results in moments of humor and absurdity. I believe that the 

irreverent metapastoral126 tone fits within a seldom acknowledged but longstanding satiric 

vein within anthropology.127  

 At the same time, while describing these ironic moments, Roberto Schwarz's128 

admonition echoed in the back of my mind. Schwarz implored the tropicalistas not to let 

dadaism cause them to throw up their hands in disbelief at the Brazilian predicament, as he 

charges they do when their pastiches incorporate two-dimensional caricatures of the rural, 

the regional, the urban working class and other groups that do not fully share their 

cosmopolitanism. To do so would stop short of seriously reflecting on the root causes of this 

absurdity in the durable inequalities of Brazil's uneven development. Inequality that caused 

Assis to grow up in radically different circumstances, his mother raising four children out of 
                                                   
126 Metapastoral writing is defined by Harry Berger Jr. (a literary theorist, not to be confused with 
ethnomusicologist Harris Berger).  Clifford (1986, 121 footnote 12) quotes Berger: "Such pastoral constructs 
within itself an image of its generic traditions in order to criticize them and, in the process, performs a critique 
on the limits of its own enterprise even as it ironically displays its delight in the activity it criticizes" Clifford 
then goes on to mention that Lévi-Strauss' Tristes Tropiques qualifies as a metapastoral text. 
127 James Boon discusses cross-cultural satire in (Bruner, 1983), and Arnold Krupat explores the ironic aspects 
of Franz Boas' work in "Anthropology in the Ironic Mode: The Work of Franz Boas" (1988). 
128 Questioning lead tropicalista Caetano Veloso's influential narrative of the history of Brazilian Popular 
Music (MPB) is a motivating factor behind this dissertation. In particular, I am interested in tempering his self-
congratulatory celebration of anthropophagic aesthetics. I seek to push the discussion of anthopophagic 
aesthetics back to a more ambivalent register by bringing up Schwarz not as a curmudgeonly foil for Veloso's 
heroic artistic acts, as the story is often told, but as a figure asking pointed questions that resonate today. I share 
this goal with Carvalho (2004), although we differ on other points. Carvalho appears to argue that the 
"cannibalized" have little or nothing to gain from detaching their traditional practices and playing the game of 
self-representation, while the stories in Arcoverde convinced me that there are both positive and negative 
outcomes to this gambit, though not necessarily weighted equally so.  
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twenty attempts.129 Dismissing these root causes of poverty in the guise of manipulating 

kitsch can lead to a "cosmetics of hunger," as Bentes phrased it, that naturalizes poverty by 

sentimentalizing it, or treating it as a backdrop that has always been there, and always will. In 

addition, if safe, absurdist caricature is one pitfall, sanctimonious rhetoric celebrating folklore 

with an unreflective discourse of cultural loss and recovery is another. Yet, while seeking to 

inject a bit of satire and irony into prose that criticizes the structures of the government and 

industry that attempt to produce and manage folklore, it is crucial to acknowledge and 

respect the emotional investments of the individual actors in this drama. I argue throughout 

this dissertation that there are contradictions inherent in the fetishized, commodified 

responses to the losses of modernity that place Cordel and Coco Raízes in their current 

circumstances. While arguing this, I by no means intend to deny or belittle the depredations 

of capitalist modernity themselves, which are real and on-going, as social exclusion, 

dislocation and sustained inequality continue to be capitalist business as usual.  

 I am uncertain whether I struck this balance in tone. It is evident that the quotient of 

exoticism rises when these stories are detached from their layers of cultural references and 

told outside of Pernambuco, and outside of Brazil.130 But the groups themselves have already 

begun telling their story outside of Brazil; I will not be the first, and I certainly will not be 

the last. Without trying to downplay the differences in our access to the infrastructure 

necessary to disseminate a message worldwide, I submit my auto do cruzeiro as one of many 

oral, musical, danced, acted, recorded, photographed and written autos do cruzeiro. 

Following Susan Stewart's definition of nostalgia as a logic of displacement generated by the 

perceived oral/written divide, the process of ethnographic writing is implicated in this 

                                                   
129 Scheper-hughes' "Death without weeping : the violence of everyday life in Brazil" is an ethnography of high 
infant mortality among the poor in Pernambuco (1992) Her unsentimental depiction of poverty was in the 
back of my mind whenever I was in the sertão. 
130 Caetano Veloso refers to this phenomenon by writing that whenever he performs outside of Brazil the ghost 
of Carmen Miranda is in the room (personal communication, in addition to Perrone (2001, 42) 
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unfolding narrative. For this reason, I simply cannot seek refuge in a project that merely 

analyzes musical codes. 

On the wall in the room where I am writing, Laura and I have displayed, clipped to 

clipboards, some eight by ten photographs of Assis Calixto, Ciço Gomes and other musicians 

from Arcoverde. We placed them there upon our return to Texas, to ironically acknowledge 

the critique of the ethnographer-as-butterfly-collector, joking that they were our 'specimens.' 

Now, however, two years later, this meager gesture seems woefully inadequate in its attempt 

to will away the structural problem of writing about people while living so far away from 

them. But I take comfort in the fact that my relationship with Arcoverde is on-going, and 

that one of my next tasks will be to work with a translator and publish this in Portuguese. 

Granted, a version of this text in the Portuguese language will not be useful for musicians 

who cannot read, but it will help me enter the discussion among many Brazilians, including 

scholars, some of the musicians, and the groups' fans. The 2006 São João festival and the 

World Cup soccer tournament coincided last month, exacerbating my longing to return to 

the Alto do Cruzeiro. Just as I was feeling distant, Rose Mary called me and explained her 

absence by recounting how her mobile phone had been stolen. She had just purchased a new 

phone that takes digital photographs, and, after showing it to Irã, they tried to take and send 

a photo of them both in the midst of the celebration in front of the white cement cross. But, 

alas, they could not get the contraption to work right. Ai, que saudades de Arcoverde! 
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